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2007 ACCOMPLISHMENTS, FROM OUR COVER:

FOR OUR CUSTOMER: 

 New Customers: Sears tests new lines of apparel to attract new, younger-style minded customers, such as the 
Flashlights brand. 

Sears MasterCard: A new card that gives Sears customers the ability to use their card anywhere and new customer 
technology makes possible on-the-spot approval for MasterCard applications.

 Electronics: The Home Electronics department is re-energized with a leading edge assortment of new high defi nition 
TVs and home theatre installation options.

 Together: A brand in the “European Experience” catalogue, along with other successful major European brands.

FOR OUR COUNTRY:

 Boys and Girls Clubs: Sears continued its support of meaningful, organized after-school programs across the country 
such as Boys and Girls Clubs and 4H.

 Kids Cancer: Sears announced a new fundraising event which will see cyclists traversing the country to raise money 
for kids living with and beyond cancer.

 Opération Enfant Soleil: The efforts of Sears associates across Quebec raised signifi cant funds for pediatric hospitals 
in the province.

FOR OUR WORLD:

 Energy Effi ciency: Our advanced energy management systems in our buildings mean that Sears uses less energy, 
conserves more power and decreases the impact on our environment.

S.L.H. Transport: A wholly-owned subsidiary of Sears Canada, S.L.H. Transport Inc., received SmartWay Partner 
designation for operating to superior environmental protection standards.
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FINANCIAL  HIGHLIGHTS

Fiscal FiscalFor the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008
and the 52-week period ended December 30, 2006 2007 2006

Results for the year (in millions)

Total revenues $ 6,326 $ 5,933
Interest expense, net 13 48
Earnings before unusual items and income taxes 380 264
Unusual items – expense/(gain) (82) 25
Income taxes 154 87
Net earnings 308 153

Year end position (in millions)

Inventories $ 855 $ 805
Working capital 777 373
Total assets 3,003 3,060
Shareholders’ equity 1,093 785

Per share of capital stock
Net earnings (basic) $ 2.87 $ 1.42
Dividends declared – 0.12
Shareholders’ equity 10.16 7.29

COMMON  SHARE  MARKET  INFORMATION

(Toronto Stock Exchange – Trading Symbol SCC)

First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter*
2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006

High $ 29.88 $ 18.67 $ 29.65 $ 19.99 $ 30.20 $ 22.10 $ 32.14 $ 28.95

Low $ 26.60 $ 17.34 $ 25.90 $ 18.00 $ 26.40 $ 18.20 $ 18.00 $ 20.10

Close $ 28.20 $ 18.10 $ 27.09 $ 18.33 $ 29.25 $ 20.28 $ 20.40 $ 26.76

Average daily trading volume 114,377 352,759 17,361 278,512 59,948 34,854 29,562 287,978

* The fourth quarter of fiscal 2007 represents the 18-week period ended February 2, 2008.
The fourth quarter of fiscal 2006 represents the 13-week period ended December 30, 2006.

Certain information in the accompanying ‘‘Letter to Our Shareholders’’ is forward-looking and is subject to important risks and
uncertainties, which are described in the ‘‘Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Information’’ on page 6 of this
Annual Report.
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LETTER TO OUR SHAREHOLDERS
A Message from Dene Rogers, President and Chief Executive Officer

Becoming More Relevant 

We are pleased with our accomplishments in 2007 as 
we worked hard to fulfill our Vision of “Improving the 
lives of our customers by providing quality services, 
products and solutions that earn their trust and build 
lifetime relationships”.

First and foremost, I would like to thank our 35,000 
associates whose dedication and skills combined to 
achieve our goals. 

In financial terms, we improved significantly versus 2006:

 January to December* 2007 2006 Increase

 Operating EBITDA (millions) $504.4 $464.5 8.6%

 Operating EPS $2.07 $1.57 31.8%

 Published EPS $2.68 $1.42 88.7%

*Note: Please refer to tables on Page 5 of Annual Report 

In 2007, we strove to realize our Vision by being more 
relevant to our customers, to Canada and our world. 
Following are some examples:

Our Customers:

Making Sears more relevant to Canadians has been an 
important objective over the past two years. Our view 
is that if we expect to be in the forefront of Canadians’ 
minds when they shop, Sears must be able to offer the 
best and most relevant assortments and superior value 
through its products and services. In 2007, we 
expanded our product and service offerings to 
become more relevant. Some examples:

•  Home Electronics: In May, we completed a roll out  
to full-line stores which included high-definition  
flat-panel TVs, as well as iPods, computers and 
home theatre installation services. These new 
assortments, coupled with a new in-store 
presentation and extensive education for our sales 
associates, resulted in positive customer response 
which made this category our highest sales growth 
area. In September, we added a similar 
enhancement to Sears Home stores.

•  Mattresses: An enhanced product assortment, 
customer-tested advertising, competitive delivery 
offers and extensive product knowledge training 
provided customers with a re-energized offering  
for Canadians across the country and we grew  
this business.

•  Sears MasterCard: In September, we introduced  
a point-of-sale application process for the Sears 
MasterCard. This enables qualified customers to 
obtain a no-annual fee card at any Sears store and 
begin using their card immediately at Sears while 
earning valuable Colours loyalty rewards points, one 
of the most generous reward programs in Canada.

•   New Customers: Testing of new brands via the 
internet to attract new non-traditional Sears  
apparel customers began in the fourth quarter.  
One example is the Flashlights brand, which 
proved encouraging. Flashlights is designed for  
a trendy, less classical, young-minded customer.  

•  Enhanced Apparel Offering: As a result of an 
exclusive relationship with major European retailers, 
such as the Otto Group, Sears introduced a new 
offering of apparel which is styled and tailored for  
a more fashionable customer through targeted 
catalogues. These pilots were successful and will  
be expanded during 2008 to offer more relevant 
product to fashion-forward customers.  

Our Country:

We gladly embrace our responsibility to keep Canada 
strong and contribute broadly to its wellbeing.  

Sears continues to be one of the country’s largest 
employers with 35,000 associates working across 
Canada from Vancouver Island to Newfoundland.  
Aside from being a major employer, there are many 
other ways in which we improved Canadian life.   



Some examples:  

•  “Stronger Dollar – Lower Prices”: The strengthened 
Canadian dollar in relation to the U.S. dollar caused 
a significant increase in cross-border shopping. In 
response, Sears lowered its prices across the store 
and introduced its “Stronger Dollar – Lower Prices” 
program during the fourth quarter which offered 
lower prices that resonated well with Canadians 
while making Canada stronger.  Aside from the 
economic benefit for Sears, we also believe there  
is an economic benefit for Canada and Canadians 
when they shop in Canada.  

•  Sears in the Community: Sears continued to 
contribute to dozens of communities during the 
year, providing for those in need. Some examples:  

 >  The largest supporter of the Boys and Girls Clubs 
of Canada, providing after-school programming 
across the country

 >  Being a major fund-raiser for Opération Enfant 
Soleil, an organization which raises funds for 
pediatric hospitals in Quebec

 >  Sponsoring the new and exciting “Sears National 
Kids Cancer Ride”, a 7,600 km. event from 
Vancouver to Halifax, the world’s longest charity 
cycling event to raise funds for kids living with and 
beyond cancer

 >  Conducting “Operation Wish” which provided 
troops, serving overseas, Sears Wish Book 
catalogues so that they could shop and place 
special-discounted orders to send to their families 
and friends at home.  

Our World:

At Sears, we are doing our part to be responsible 
global citizens. One priority is by being an  
energy-conscious retailer that enables customers  
to live more energy efficient lives and which seeks  
to become more energy efficient itself.  

Some examples:

•  Home Services: Our Home Services business is 
increasing its relevance to Canadians by offering the 
“Efficient Home” services program, which helps make 
a home energy efficient, healthy and automated.  We 
are offering programs which allow consumers to save 
money through energy conservation, stay healthy 
through water and air filtration, and facilitate home 
management through home automation products, 
such as temperature control and home alarm systems.  

•  Canada’s ENERGY STAR®: Sears Canada sells more 
major appliances than any other retailer in Canada 
and we offer a leading assortment of ENERGY STAR 
qualified appliances that meet the criteria set out by 
Natural Resources Canada. Sears is proud to be the 
first-ever ENERGY STAR retailer named by Natural 
Resources Canada and we plan to keep our 
leadership position.

•  Sears Facilities: We stay up to date with technological 
advancements in energy efficiency by meeting with our 
suppliers and energy partners to determine meaningful 
ways in which we can operate our facilities better.  In 
2007, installation of variable frequency drives (VFD) on 
HVAC fan motors and the replacement of higher-
wattage fluorescent lighting meant significant energy 
reductions for our environment and cost savings for the 
Company.  Sears was nominated by BC Hydro for a 
Power Smart Excellence Award for its efforts in 
reducing energy consumption during the year.   

Our goal is to become Canada’s #1 retailer and in 2008 
we will continue to build our organizational capabilities 
and offer products and services to be more relevant to 
more Canadians and improve their lives.  

 
Dene Rogers 
President and Chief Executive Officer



ELEVEN  YEAR  SUMMARY 1

Fiscal Year 2007 2 2006 2005 2004 2003 8 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 8

Results for the Year (in millions)
Total revenues 3 $ 6,326 $ 5,933 $ 6,238 $ 6,230 $ 6,223 $ 6,536 $ 6,726 $ 6,356 $ 5,777 $ 5,132 $ 4,752
Depreciation and amortization 150 152 164 166 166 165 182 137 117 96 78
Earnings before unusual items and income taxes 380 264 210 193 226 207 164 316 339 269 215
Unusual items – expense/(gain) (82) 25 (748) 3 5 189 (5) (13) – – –
Earnings before income taxes 462 239 958 189 221 18 169 329 339 269 215
Income taxes (recovery) 154 87 187 61 96 (26) 80 106 143 123 99
Net earnings 308 153 771 129 125 44 89 223 196 146 116
Dividends declared – 13 1,557 26 26 26 26 26 26 25 25
Return of capital – – 470 – – – – – – – –
Capital expenditures4 72 50 86 161 208 219 159 482 249 142 160

Year End Position (in millions) 5

Accounts receivable 7 $ 118 $ 136 $ 136 $ 1,620 $ 1,340 $ 1,393 $ 958 $ 1,027 $ 1,137 $ 1,164 $ 1,272
Inventories 855 805 788 790 801 754 865 1,015 814 716 624
Capital assets 742 874 981 1,066 1,100 1,102 1,234 1,245 1,002 868 825
Total assets6,7 3,003 3,060 3,258 4,356 4,230 4,208 4,133 4,090 3,855 3,262 3,054
Working capital 777 373 219 1,318 1,124 1,061 953 685 515 898 971
Debt 372 542 749 756 770 776 813 699 686 844 848
Shareholders’ equity 1,093 785 645 1,877 1,781 1,627 1,608 1,543 1,343 1,164 1,042

Per Share of Capital Stock
Net earnings $ 2.87 $ 1.42 $ 7.22 $ 1.21 $ 1.17 $ 0.41 $ 0.83 $ 2.09 $ 1.85 $ 1.38 $ 1.10
Dividends declared – 0.12 14.50 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24
Return of capital – – 4.38 – – – – – – – –
Shareholders’ equity 10.16 7.29 6.01 17.67 16.67 15.24 15.07 14.49 12.64 10.98 9.84

Financial Ratios3,5

Return on average shareholders’ equity (%) 32.9 21.3 47.3 7.0 7.3 2.7 5.7 15.4 15.7 13.3 11.7
Current ratio 7 1.6 1.2 1.1 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.7 1.9
Return on total revenues (%) 4.9 2.6 12.4 2.1 2.0 0.7 1.3 3.5 3.4 2.8 2.4
Debt/equity ratio 25/75 41/59 54/46 29/71 30/70 32/68 34/66 31/69 34/66 42/58 45/55
Pre-tax margin (%) 7.3 4.0 15.4 3.0 3.5 0.3 2.5 5.2 5.9 5.2 4.5

Number of Selling Units
Full-line department stores 121 123 123 121 122 123 125 125 110 109 110
Home stores 48 48 49 49 47 42 37 33 25 20 8
Appliances and Mattresses stores 5 5 5 4 – – – – – – –
Outlet stores 13 11 11 13 14 15 17 15 12 12 8
Dealer stores 163 158 158 153 144 141 132 128 110 93 79
Floor Covering Centres 37 50 50 50 53 48 38 31 15 – –
Coverings stores – – 1 2 – – – – – – –
Corbeil 30 29 28 – – – – – – – –
Catalogue selling locations 1,826 1,898 2,116 2,258 2,233 2,220 2,157 2,103 2,005 1,898 1,752
1 Fiscal years 1999 to 2003 have been restated to reflect a correction in accounting for lease incentives and other allowances. Historically, lease allowances were

classified as a reduction to capital assets as opposed to a deferred credit. The lease allowances were historically amortized as a reduction to depreciation expense
over the expected life of the asset to which it related, as opposed to a reduction to rent expense over the term of the related lease.

2 Fiscal 2007 represents the 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. The Company changed its year end from the Saturday closest to December 31 to the Saturday
closest to January 31, effective the 2007 fiscal year.

3 Total revenues and cost of merchandise sold have been restated to reflect guidance on recording of revenues. Revenues relating to the travel business and licensed
department businesses are now recorded in revenues net of cost of sales. The restatement had no impact on net earnings. The change in policy, effective in 2000,
has been applied retroactively.

4 Capital expenditures have not been reduced by cash payments outstanding at year end resulting from normal trade terms.
5 The 1999 balance sheet has been restated to reflect the finalization of the accounting for the acquisition of Eatons.
6 The 1996 to 2003 balance sheet has been restated to conform to the 2004 financial statement presentation.
7 Fiscal years 1997 to 2006 have been restated to reflect the liability pertaining to the reduction in revenue for sales transactions for which the merchandise has yet

to be delivered.
8 Fiscal year comprised of 53-week period
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QUARTERLY  SUMMARY

(unaudited) First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter*
(in millions, except per share amounts) 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006

Total revenues $ 1,219.1 $ 1,221.6 $ 1,443.9 $ 1,428.4 $ 1,367.6 $ 1,408.8 $ 2,295.8 $ 1,874.0

Earnings (loss) before income taxes $ 22.9 $ (15.7) $ 74.9 $ 36.9 $ 150.5 $ 61.9 $ 213.7 $ 156.1

Net earnings (loss) $ 17.2 $ (11.8) $ 47.7 $ 18.1 $ 105.2 $ 37.8 $ 138.4 $ 108.5

Net earnings (loss) per share $ 0.16 $ (0.11) $ 0.44 $ 0.17 $ 0.98 $ 0.35 $ 1.29 $ 1.01

Diluted net earnings (loss) per share $ 0.16 $ (0.11) $ 0.44 $ 0.17 $ 0.98 $ 0.35 $ 1.29 $ 1.01

* The fourth quarter of fiscal 2007 represents the 18-week period ended February 2, 2008.
The fourth quarter of fiscal 2006 represents the 13-week period ended December 30, 2006.

The Company’s operations are seasonal in nature. Accordingly, merchandise and service revenues, as well as performance payments received from JPMorgan Chase Bank,
N.A. (Toronto Branch) also referred to in this document as credit revenues, will vary by quarter based upon consumer spending behaviour. Historically, the Company’s
revenues and earnings are higher in the fourth quarter than in any other quarter due to the Holiday season. The Company is able to adjust certain variable costs in
response to seasonal revenue patterns; however, costs such as occupancy are fixed, causing the Company to report a disproportionate level of earnings in the fourth
quarter. This business seasonality results in quarterly performance that is not necessarily indicative of annual performance.

RECONCILIATION  OF  FISCAL  YEAR  NET EARNINGS
TO JANUARY – DECEMBER  OPERATING  EBITDA

(in millions) 2007 2006

Net earnings* $ 308.5 $ 152.6
Income taxes* 153.5 86.6
Unusual terms – expense/(gain)* (82.2) 25.2
Interest expense, net* 12.7 48.0
Depreciation and amortization* 150.1 152.1
EBITDA 5-week period ended February 2, 2008 (38.2) –

January – December operating EBITDA $ 504.4 $ 464.5
* 2007 represents 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. 2006 represents 52 weeks ended December 30, 2006.

RECONCILIATION  OF NET EARNINGS  PER  SHARE
52  WEEKS  ENDED  DECEMBER 29,  2007  TO  THE
57 WEEKS ENDED  FEBRUARY 2, 2008

Operating Published

52 weeks ended December 29, 2007 $ 2.07 $ 2.68
5 weeks ended February 2, 2008 0.21 0.19

57 weeks ended February 2, 2008 $ 2.28 $ 2.87
Note: ‘‘Operating’’ excludes non-comparable items. ‘‘Published’’ represents net earnings. Please see the Management’s Discussion & Analysis Section 1 – ‘‘Company
Performance – Consolidated Financial Results – Non-Comparable Items’’ for details about the non-comparable items.
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MANAGEMENT’S  DISCUSSION  AND  ANALYSIS
March 24, 2008

For purposes of this discussion, ‘‘Sears’’, ‘‘Sears Canada’’ or ‘‘the Company’’ refers to SearsTable of Contents
Canada Inc. and its subsidiaries, together with its proportionate share of the assets, liabilities,
revenues and expenses of joint venture interests.

1. Company Performance 7 Management’s Discussion and Analysis (‘‘MD&A’’) contains commentary from Sears
a. Vision 7 management regarding strategy, operating results and financial position. Management is

responsible for its accuracy, integrity and objectivity, and develops, maintains and supports theb. Leadership Changes 7
necessary systems and controls to provide reasonable assurance as to the accuracy of thec. Change in Year End 7
comments contained herein.d. Business Segments 8
This MD&A should be read in conjunction with the Consolidated Financial Statements and Notese. Strategic Initiatives 8
to the Consolidated Financial Statements for the 2007 fiscal year – the 57-week period endedf. Consolidated Financial Results 10
February 2, 2008. The 2006 and 2005 fiscal years refer to the 52-week periods endedi. Non-Comparable Items 12 December 30, 2006 and December 31, 2005, respectively. This MD&A is current as of

ii. Fourth Quarter Results 15 March 24, 2008 unless otherwise stated.

Additional information relating to the Company, including the Company’s Annual Information2. Segment Performance 17
Form (‘‘AIF’’) dated March 24, 2008 and the Management Proxy Circular dated March 24,a. Merchandising Operations 17
2008, are available online at the Company’s website, www.sears.ca, or by contacting Searsi. Overview 17
Corporate Communications department at 416-941-4425. The 2007 Annual Report, together

ii. Strategic Initiatives 21 with the AIF and Management Proxy Circular, have been filed electronically with securities
iii.Results From Merchandising regulators in Canada through the System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval

Operations 23 (‘‘SEDAR’’) and can be accessed on the SEDAR website at www.sedar.com.
b. Real Estate Joint Venture Operations 26 Unless otherwise indicated, all amounts are expressed in Canadian dollars.

i. Overview 26
ii. Strategic Initiatives 26 Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Information
iii.Results From Real Estate Joint Certain information in the Annual Report and in this MD&A is forward-looking and is subject to

Venture Operations 26 important risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking information concerns, among other things, the
Company’s future financial performance, business strategy, plans, expectations, goals andc. Credit Operations 27
objectives and includes statements concerning possible or assumed future results set out underi. Overview 27
Section 2 ‘‘Segment Performance’’, Section 3 ‘‘Liquidity and Financial Position’’ Section 4ii. Results from Credit Operations 27
‘‘Capital Resources’’ and Section 9 ‘‘Accounting Policy and Estimates’’. Often, but not always,
forward-looking information can be identified by the use of words such as ‘‘plans’’, ‘‘expects’’3. Liquidity and Financial Position 28
or ‘‘does not expect’’, ‘‘is expected’’, ‘‘budget’’, ‘‘scheduled’’, ‘‘estimates’’, ‘‘forecasts’’,

4. Capital Resources 31 ‘‘intends’’, ‘‘anticipates’’ or ‘‘does not anticipate’’, or ‘‘believes’’, or variations of such words
and phrases, or statements that certain actions, events or results ‘‘may’’, ‘‘could’’, ‘‘would’’,

5. Financial Instruments and ‘‘might’’ or ‘‘will’’ be taken, occur or be achieved. Although the Company believes that the
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements 31 estimates reflected in such forward-looking information are reasonable, such forward-looking

information involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may
6. Funding Costs 32 cause actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future

results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking information7. Related Party Transactions 33 and undue reliance should not be placed on such information.

Factors which could cause actual results to differ materially from current expectations include, but are8. Company Initiated Purchases and
not limited to: the ability of the Company to successfully implement its cost reduction, productivitySales of Shares 33
improvement and strategic initiatives and whether such initiatives will yield the expected benefits; thea. Employee Profit Sharing Plan 33
results achieved pursuant to the Company’s long-term credit card marketing and servicing allianceb. Stock Option and Share Purchase Plans
with JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (Toronto Branch); general economic conditions; competitive

for Employees and Directors 34 conditions in the businesses in which the Company participates; changes in consumer spending;
seasonal weather patterns; customer preference toward product offerings; changes in the Company’s9. Accounting Policies and Estimates 34
relationship with its suppliers; changes in the Company’s ownership by Sears Holdings Corporation,

a. Critical Accounting Estimates 34 the controlling shareholder of the Company; interest rate fluctuations and other changes in funding
b. Accounting Standards Implemented in costs and investment income; fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates; the possibility of

Fiscal 2007 36 negative investment returns in the Company’s pension plan; the outcome of pending legal
proceedings; and changes in laws, rules and regulations applicable to the Company. Informationc. Recently Issued Accounting Standards 37
about these factors, other material factors that could cause actual results to differ materially fromd. Future Accounting Standards 38
expectations and about material factors or assumptions applied in preparing forward-lookinge. Disclosure Controls and Procedure 39
information, may be found under Section 10 ‘‘Risks and Uncertainties’’ and elsewhere in the
Company’s filings with Canadian securities regulators. The Company does not undertake any10. Risks and Uncertainties 39
obligation to update publicly or to revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law.
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1. Company Performance

a. Vision

Sears is committed to improving the lives of its customers by providing quality services, products and solutions
that earn their trust and build lifetime relationships.

b. Leadership Changes

At the Company’s Annual Meeting on April 26, 2007, the shareholders of the Company elected eight directors,
of whom four were independent and four were non-independent. Three of the non-independent directors are
executive officers of Sears Holdings Corporation (‘‘Sears Holdings’’), the controlling shareholder of the Company,
and one is an officer of the Company.

On October 25, 2007, Roma Khanna resigned from the Company’s board of directors (the ‘‘Board’’) as a result
of relocating overseas. The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee of the Board (the ‘‘Governance
Committee’’) conducted an extensive search for a Canadian independent director to replace Ms. Khanna. The
Governance Committee seriously considered seven candidates and interviewed three. The Governance Committee
recommended and the Board appointed, at its meeting on October 25, 2007, Raja Khanna, co-founder of Quick
Play Media Inc., as a director of the Company. Mr. Khanna is the brother of Ms. Khanna. The Governance
Committee noted and discussed the familial relationship, and decided that Mr. Khanna’s skill set best fulfilled the
pre-established director candidate selection criteria.

Douglas J. Treff, Executive Vice-President and Chief Administrative Officer, Rudolph R. Vezér, Senior
Vice-President and Chief Legal Officer, and Ethel J. Taylor, Senior Vice-President, Corporate Store Sales, left the
employment of the Company effective July 1, 2007, August 31, 2007 and January 7, 2008, respectively. The
functional duties and responsibilities of these positions have been filled internally.

c. Change in Year End

Historically, the Company’s fiscal year consisted of the 52- or 53-week period ending on the Saturday closest to
December 31. In order to end its fiscal year on a date which allows for a full seasonal cycle, including the
liquidation of Holiday merchandise, and to align itself with the fiscal year of most North American retailers,
including Sears Holdings, the Board approved, in the first quarter of 2007, the change in the date of the fiscal
year end to the Saturday closest to January 31.

The Company’s 2007 fiscal year is a transition year comprised of 57 weeks ending February 2, 2008, which is
defined as ‘‘Fiscal 2007’’. Had the Company not changed its fiscal year end, the 2007 fiscal year would have
comprised the 52-week period ended December 29, 2007. To facilitate the analysis and commentary throughout
this MD&A, the 52-week period ended December 29, 2007 is defined as the ‘‘Comparable Year’’.

The first, second and third quarters of 2007 ended on March 31, 2007, June 30, 2007 and September 29,
2007, respectively. The 18 weeks of operations from September 30, 2007 to February 2, 2008 are defined as
the ‘‘Fourth Quarter’’. Had the Company not changed its fiscal year end, the 2007 fourth quarter would have
comprised the 13-week period ended December 29, 2007, which is defined as the ‘‘Comparable Quarter’’.

The 2008 fiscal year will be comprised of a 52-week period, with the first, second, third and fourth quarters
ending on May 3, 2008, August 2, 2008, November 1, 2008 and January 31, 2009, respectively.

References in this MD&A to the Company’s results for the 2006 and 2005 fiscal years comprise the 52 weeks of
operations ended December 30, 2006 and December 31, 2005, respectively.
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d. Business Segments

The Company reports its operations in two business segments: merchandising and real estate joint venture
operations. In 2005 and prior years, Sears classified its operations into three business segments: merchandising,
credit and real estate joint venture operations. Please refer to the Company’s Annual Reports from 2005 and
prior years for historical information pertaining to the revenues and earnings reported in the credit segment.

Merchandising Operations – This segment includes the sale of goods and services through the Company’s Retail
and Direct channels. The Retail channel includes the Company’s Full-line, Sears Home, Dealer, Outlet,
Appliances and Mattresses stores, Cantrex Group Inc. (‘‘Cantrex’’) and its wholly-owned subsidiary, Corbeil
Electrique Inc. (‘‘Corbeil’’). The Direct channel includes catalogue and internet operations. Merchandising
operations also include service revenues related to the Company’s product repair, home improvement, travel
and logistics services, and performance payments, also referred to as credit revenues, received pursuant to the
long-term credit card marketing and servicing alliance with JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (Toronto Branch)
(‘‘JPMorgan Chase’’).

Real Estate Joint Venture Operations – This segment includes income from the Company’s joint venture
interests in shopping centres across Canada.

e. Strategic Initiatives

Sears is committed to its mission of building customer relationships, increasing profitability and improving every
day. Although the Company is focused on several strategic initiatives geared toward growing profitable sales,
customer segmentation and productivity improvement initiatives, there can be no assurance that the Company will
successfully implement these strategic initiatives or whether such initiatives will yield the expected results. These
strategic initiatives are discussed in greater detail below and throughout this MD&A.

The Company also manages its affairs to provide flexibility to capitalize on opportunities when they are
presented. The Company’s real estate holdings and shopping centre joint venture investments are non-core assets
that the Company sells when it is financially advantageous to do so.

Growing Profitable Sales

One of the Company’s most important strategies is to grow profitable sales and create new demand. In Fiscal
2007, various initiatives to achieve these objectives were undertaken, including:

• Providing product assortments that are exciting and relevant to consumers’ needs;

• Increasing the focus on the Company’s recognized private brands and exclusive relationships with many
non-proprietary national brands;

• Sears Card and Sears MasterCard initiatives directed to increasing the usage and transaction volume on these
proprietary cards;

• Implementing local store initiatives designed to generate customer traffic, especially on weekends; and

• Leveraging the Company’s multi-channel model (‘‘Click, Call or Come In’’) to enhance shopping convenience.

Customer Segmentation Initiatives

To grow profitable sales, the Company must provide the right products to the right customers at the right time.
In Fiscal 2007, the Company undertook various initiatives to achieve this goal, including:

• The continuation of merchandise initiatives to increase sales and volumes through expanded assortments,
enhanced in-store presentation, signage and staff training;
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• The redesign of the Sears Club loyalty rewards program to provide added benefits and more relevant offers to
our customers; and

• The continued issuance of special, targeted catalogues (‘‘Specialogues’’) that are geared toward specific
product and lifestyle themes.

Productivity Improvement Initiatives

The Company continues to focus on organizational and productivity improvements to improve profitability. During
Fiscal 2007, Sears pursued further operational improvements throughout the organization, including:

• The realignment of resources to improve efficiencies and enhance organizational capability;

• Leveraging its relationship with significant vendors and Sears Holdings to improve merchandise margin and
reduce overhead;

• The implementation of improved processes to more effectively source and manage inventory throughout the
Company’s varied channels;

• The announcement of the relocation of the Company’s head office operations to currently unoccupied space
above the Toronto Eaton Centre Full-line store so as to reduce costs and improve efficiencies; and

• A continued focus on expense management. In this regard, on February 5, 2007, the Company announced
amendments to its post-retirement program. Please see ‘‘Liquidity and Financial Position – Pension and
Post-Retirement Benefit Obligations’’ for further information about this announcement.

Real Estate Investments

The Company reviews its real estate holdings and joint venture interests on a regular basis. The primary objective
of the Company’s real estate joint venture operations is to maximize the returns on its investment in shopping
centre real estate. During Fiscal 2007, the Company:

• Sold its head office building and adjacent land at 222 Jarvis Street in Toronto, Ontario in order to utilize
unoccupied space above the Toronto Eaton Centre Full-line store;

• Sold the property where the Centre Mall Full-line store in Hamilton, Ontario is located; however, this store
remains open and will be relocated to Hamilton’s Eastgate Square in the Fall of 2008;

• Sold its interests in the Place Vertu shopping centre joint venture in Montreal, Québec and in the Heritage
Place shopping centre joint venture in Owen Sound, Ontario; and

• Sold the property in downtown Calgary, Alberta where it operated a Full-line store. The Company is currently
transitioning the Deerfoot Mall Outlet store in Calgary into a new Sears Full-line store.

Please see ‘‘Non-Comparable Items’’ for financial details about these real estate transactions.

During the third quarter of 2007, the Company entered into an agreement, subject to conditions precedent, to
dispose of a parcel of vacant land. To-date, the Company has been unable to satisfy the conditions precedent;
accordingly, the agreement is at an end.

Business Development Opportunities

On an ongoing basis, management of the Company reviews its existing operations and opportunities for growing
and expanding the products and services offered throughout its various channels. In this regard, on February 24,
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2008, Sears Canada announced the purchase of the assets of privately-held Excell Duct Cleaning Inc., and a
related privately-held company (collectively, ‘‘Excell’’), which together manage a network of air duct cleaning
licensees for the Company across Canada.

f. Consolidated Financial Results

Certain comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to the current year’s presentation. Please see the
‘‘Accounting Policies and Estimates’’ section of this MD&A and the Notes to the Consolidated Financial
Statements for further information about the critical accounting estimates used and the accounting policies
adopted by the Company.

Fiscal % Chg 2007 Fiscal % Chg 2006 Fiscal
(in millions, except per share amounts) 2007* vs 2006 2006 vs 2005 2005

Total revenues $ 6,326.4 6.6% $ 5,932.8 (4.9%) $ 6,237.6
Cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses 5,783.8 5.8% 5,468.3 (6.0%) 5,814.6
Depreciation and amortization 150.1 (1.3%) 152.1 (7.4%) 164.2
Interest expense, net 12.7 (73.6%) 48.0 (1.9%) 48.9
Unusual items – expense/(gain) (82.2) nm 25.2 nm (747.7)
Income taxes 153.5 77.3% 86.6 (53.6%) 186.8

Net earnings $ 308.5 102.1% $ 152.6 (80.2%) $ 770.8

Earnings per share $ 2.87 $ 1.42 $ 7.22
Diluted earnings per share $ 2.87 $ 1.42 $ 7.19

‘‘nm’’ means ‘‘not meaningful’’
* Fiscal 2007 represents 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. Fiscal years 2006 and 2005 are 52-week periods ended December 30, 2006 and

December 31, 2005, respectively.

2007 Compared with 2006 – Total revenues in Fiscal 2007 increased 6.6% over 2006 due to the additional five
weeks of operations pertaining to the change in the Company’s year end. Relative to 2006, merchandise sales
increased 6.2%, service revenues increased 10.6% and credit revenues increased 8.9% in Fiscal 2007.

On a Comparable Year basis relative to 2006, total revenues were down 1.5% as lower sales in Full-line, Direct,
Outlet, Travel and other services offset higher revenues generated in Sears Home, Dealer, Product Repair and
Home Installed Products channels. Merchandise sales decreased 1.4% and service revenues decreased 2.8%,
while credit revenues were higher by 0.4% following the successful introduction of various initiatives designed to
increase proprietary card usage.

Same store sales represent merchandise sales generated through operations in Full-line, Sears Home, Dealer and
Corbeil stores that were continuously open during both of the periods being compared. Relative to 2006, same
store sales on a Comparable Year basis decreased 0.8%. Although same store sales for the January to
June 2007 period increased 1.9% compared to the same period in 2006, same store sales in the July to
December 2007 period decreased 2.9% as sales were negatively impacted by increased cross-border shopping
activity as a result of the appreciation of the Canadian dollar versus the U.S. dollar. Relative to the 57 weeks
ended February 3, 2007, same store sales for Fiscal 2007 decreased 0.7% as the Company achieved positive
same store sales growth during the five weeks in January 2008 due to strength in the Home and Dealer channels,
largely as a result of strong performance in the electronics, major appliances and outdoor power categories.

Relative to the year ended December 30, 2006, the cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and
selling expenses was 5.8% higher in Fiscal 2007 due to the inclusion of an additional five weeks in Fiscal 2007.
Included in expenses for Fiscal 2007 are one-time items totalling $7.6 million (2006 – $5.2 million) providing a
net increase to results from operations. These one-time items include a gain on the sale of certain equity
securities and an adjustment to the Company’s reserve for Home Installed Products, which was made in
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January 2008. In 2006, the Company revised certain assumptions used to calculate the loyalty program and
insurance reserves based on redemption and claims experience, respectively.

On a Comparable Year basis, the cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses was
2.4% lower in 2007, relative to the same period in 2006, due to lower variable costs, as a result of lower
revenues, and continued improvements in controlling costs. Advertising expense was higher relative to last year
due to increased expenditures to support merchandising initiatives. Payroll expenses were flat compared to 2006.
Benefits costs were lower than 2006 due to the pension plan and post-retirement benefits program changes
announced in February 2007.

Depreciation and amortization in Fiscal 2007 was 1.3% lower than 2006 despite the inclusion of the additional
five weeks of operations in Fiscal 2007 resulting from the change in year end. Excluding these additional five
weeks, depreciation and amortization was 7.8% lower in the Comparable Year, relative to 2006, due to lower
capital expenditures in recent years. Please see ‘‘Liquidity and Financial Position’’ for a further discussion of the
Company’s capital expenditure program.

Relative to 2006, net interest expense declined 73.6% for Fiscal 2007. For the Comparable Year, net interest
expense declined 71.7% compared to 2006. The decline for both the Fiscal 2007 and the Comparable Year
periods results from lower average debt and higher cash and short-term investment balances. In November 2007,
the Company repaid the maturing $125 million secured debenture. In addition, interest expense in 2006 includes
$8.9 million to settle the cross-currency interest rate swaps and $0.9 million to write-off previously capitalized
issue costs pertaining to the secured U.S. $260 million term loan, which was repaid in September 2006.

Please see ‘‘Non-Comparable Items’’ below for a detailed discussion of unusual items.

Income taxes increased 77.3% in Fiscal 2007. On a Comparable Year basis relative to the same period in 2006,
income taxes increased 68.7%. The increase for both the Fiscal 2007 and the Comparable Year periods is due to
the additional taxes payable on the sale of certain of the Company’s real estate holdings and higher pre-tax
operating profits. The Company’s effective tax rate was lower in Fiscal 2007 due to the lower applicable capital
gains tax rate on the real estate dispositions and the elimination of the large corporation tax. The Company
wrote down its future income tax asset in 2006 by $3.8 million, of which $2.3 million resulted from the
elimination of the large corporation tax. Income taxes in 2006 also include a net tax recovery of $2.2 million
related to an adjustment in a previous year’s reported tax expense, partially offset by an expense to record an
anticipated unfavourable prior period assessment.

2006 Compared with 2005 – Total revenues decreased 4.9% during 2006 compared to 2005 primarily due to
the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations in the fourth quarter of 2005. The sale of the Credit and
Financial Services operations closed on November 15, 2005; consequently, the 2005 fiscal year contained
46 weeks of results from the Credit and Financial Services operations. Fiscal 2006 represented the first full year
of operations following the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations. The revenue stream from the
credit segment was replaced in part by performance payments received pursuant to the credit card marketing and
servicing alliance with JPMorgan Chase, a significant portion of which is based upon a percentage of sales
charged to the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard. Compared to 2005, merchandise net sales in 2006 were flat.
Service revenues, including Product Repair Service revenues and Home Installed Products and Services revenues,
were down 2.7%. Same store sales in 2006 decreased 0.6%.

Cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses decreased 6.0% in 2006 relative to
2005 primarily due to the realization of benefits from the previously announced strategic staffing and productivity
improvement initiatives, undertaken during 2006 and the second half of 2005, and the sale of the Credit and
Financial Services operations. As the Company expected, these initiatives, originally announced in September 2005
and to be completed by 2008, produced savings of at least $100 million annually. In addition, as the Company
expected, earnings before taxes and unusual items in 2006 were similar to 2005, as the loss of earnings from the
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Credit and Financial Services operations was offset by savings from the above-noted initiatives and performance
payments earned pursuant to the long-term credit card marketing and servicing alliance with JPMorgan Chase.

Earnings before taxes and unusual items improved by $56.5 million compared to 2005. The improvement in
earnings was as a result of the savings from the above noted initiatives exceeding management’s expectations, a
strong Canadian dollar, which improved margins, and reduced loyalty program costs compared to 2005.

Depreciation expense decreased in 2006 versus 2005 due to lower capital expenditures in recent years.

Net interest expense decreased in 2006. Compared to 2005, higher interest income in 2006 was from cash
generated from operations and the net proceeds retained from the sale of the Credit and Financial Services
operations, after the distribution to shareholders made in 2005. Higher interest income in 2006 and lower
average debt offset the costs incurred on September 29, 2006 of $8.9 million to settle the cross-currency interest
rate swaps and the write-off of previously capitalized debt issue costs of $0.9 million.

Unusual items, together with the Company’s securitization activities prior to the sale of the Credit and Financial
Services operations, are referred to as non-comparable items and are discussed in more detail below.

Income taxes were lower in 2006 compared to 2005 primarily as a result of the additional taxes in 2005
resulting from the gain on the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations. Excluding the taxes resulting
from the gain on the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations, income taxes were higher in 2006
relative to 2005 due to an increase in profit before taxes partially offset by a lower statutory tax rate. In
addition, in 2006 the Company recorded a net income tax recovery of $2.2 million related to an adjustment in a
previous year’s reported tax expense, partially offset by an expense to record an anticipated unfavourable prior
period assessment.

i. Non-Comparable Items

The Company’s financial statements are prepared in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting
principles (‘‘GAAP’’). Earnings before non-comparable items is a non-GAAP measure which excludes historical
securitization activities and non-operating gains and losses. It does not have a standardized meaning prescribed
by GAAP and is therefore unlikely to be comparable to similar measures presented by other companies. Sears
uses this measure to better assess the Company’s underlying performance and provides this additional information
so that investors may do the same. A reconciliation of earnings before non-comparable items to the Company’s
GAAP net earnings is outlined in the following table:

Before Tax After Tax Earnings (Loss) Per Share
Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal

(in millions, except per share amounts) 2007* 2006 2005 2007* 2006 2005 2007* 2006 2005

Earnings before non-comparable items $379.8 $264.4 $207.9 $244.0 $169.1 $129.9 $ 2.28 $ 1.57 $ 1.22

Sale of real estate 74.0 – 4.8 55.9 – 4.0 0.51 – 0.04
Sale of real estate joint ventures 12.5 – 15.5 11.4 – 12.3 0.11 – 0.12
Sale of corporate airplane 3.5 – – 2.3 – – 0.02 – –
Settlement of lawsuit (3.6) – – (2.4) – – (0.02) – –
Environmental remediation (4.5) – – (2.9) – – (0.03) – –
Restructuring activities 0.3 (25.2) (67.3) 0.2 (16.5) (43.9) – (0.15) (0.42)
Effect from sale of receivables – – 2.0 – – 1.3 – – 0.01
Sale of Credit & Financial Services

operations – – 811.0 – – 677.2 – – 6.34
Stock-based compensation – – (16.1) – – (9.9) – – (0.09)
Store closures – – (0.2) – – (0.1) – – –

Net earnings $462.0 $239.2 $957.6 $308.5 $152.6 $770.8 $ 2.87 $ 1.42 $ 7.22

* Fiscal 2007 represents 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. Fiscal years 2006 and 2005 are 52-week periods.
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Sale of Real Estate – In August 2007, the Company sold its head office building and adjacent land at 222 Jarvis
Street in Toronto, Ontario. The Company received proceeds of $81.4 million, net of closing costs, and recorded a
$68.9 million pre-tax gain on the transaction. The Company is currently leasing the property, and incurring its
current level of occupancy costs, until it relocates all head office operations to underutilized space in its Toronto
Eaton Centre Full-line store. The Company has budgeted approximately $20 million for moving and relocation
costs to be incurred over the next year. The move is expected to commence in the summer of 2008. There are no
staffing reductions anticipated with this relocation. The Company expects to realize annual operating savings of
approximately $5 million following this relocation.

In the third quarter of 2007, the Company sold the property where the Company operates its Centre Mall
Full-line store in Hamilton, Ontario. The Company received proceeds, net of transaction costs, of $6.6 million
and recorded a $5.1 million pre-tax gain on the transaction. On February 28, 2008, the Company announced the
relocation of this store to Eastgate Square in Hamilton, Ontario, with the grand opening planned for September 2008.

In October 2007, the Company conditionally sold its property in downtown Calgary, Alberta where it operated a
Full-line store. Proceeds of approximately $40 million were received on closing in February 2008. This
transaction, which resulted in a $37.2 million pre-tax gain net of transaction costs, will be recognized in the
Company’s results for the first quarter of 2008. The Company is currently transitioning the Deerfoot Mall Outlet
store in Calgary into a Sears Full-line store.

Concurrent with the sale of the head office property and the properties in Hamilton and Calgary, the Company
entered into agreements to lease back these premises for periods not exceeding 36 months.

During 2005, the Company recorded a pre-tax gain of $4.8 million on the sale of real estate in Levis, Québec,
and Barrie and Sarnia, Ontario.

Sale of Real Estate Joint Ventures – During Fiscal 2007, the Company recorded a $12.5 million pre-tax gain on
the sale of the Company’s interests in two joint ventures. The sale of the Company’s interest in the Place Vertu
shopping centre joint venture, in Montreal, Québec, in the first quarter realized a pre-tax gain of $9.3 million. In
the third quarter of 2007, a pre-tax gain of $3.2 million was recognized pertaining to the sale of the Company’s
interest in the Heritage Place shopping centre joint venture in Owen Sound, Ontario.

In 2005, a $15.5 million pre-tax gain was recognized on the sale of the Company’s interest in the Place des
Bois-Francs shopping centre in Victoriaville, Québec.

Sale of Corporate Airplane – A $3.5 million pre-tax gain was recognized on the sale of the Company’s airplane
during the second quarter of 2007.

Settlement of Lawsuit – During Fiscal 2007, the Company expended approximately $5.0 million to settle a
lawsuit relating to a commercial dispute. Of the total settlement, a pre-tax expense of $3.6 million is included in
unusual items for the second quarter ended June 30, 2007 as $1.4 million was accrued in previous years.

Environmental Remediation – During the Fourth Quarter of 2007, the Company increased its reserve for
environmental remediation by $4.5 million on a pre-tax basis. The increase relates primarily to properties
affected by former gas bar and logistics operations. The Company continues to monitor its obligations and will
increase or decrease the reserve as required.

Restructuring Activities – During the Fourth Quarter of 2007, the Company reversed $0.3 million pre-tax of
severance expense which had been accrued in a prior year.

In 2006, the Company incurred pre-tax restructuring charges of $25.2 million (2005 – $67.3 million). These
charges relate to the implementation of various productivity improvement initiatives, previously announced in
2005, which included strategic staffing decisions, the rationalization of facilities, a review of sourcing and
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procurement practices and various other operational efficiency improvements. These expenses include severance
and related charges resulting from a workforce reduction of approximately 775 associates in certain departments
and positions, including the logistics and transportation divisions, the Product Repair Services organization and
executive positions. As part of the above initiatives, and included in the above figures in 2006, the Company
recorded a non-cash charge of $0.5 million related to the write-down of fixed assets from the Product Repair
Services organization and charges of $4.9 million associated with pension enhancements pertaining to the
severance of certain executive positions.

Included in the $67.3 million charge in 2005 is a cash charge of $65.4 million and a non-cash charge of
$1.9 million. The charges relate to severance payments resulting from the restructuring of certain departments
and positions, including certain positions at the executive level, to better align the organization to the Company’s
strategic and productivity improvement initiatives. The charges also include the cost of outplacement services and
the costs to relocate employees due to the strategic staffing initiative. The non-cash charge in 2005 includes the
write-down of parts supplies and fixed assets following the decision to redesign the Company’s Parts and Service
business, offset by a reduction in the Company’s provision for in-warranty services.

Sale of Credit and Financial Services Operations – On November 15, 2005, Sears completed the sale of its
Credit and Financial Services operations, including the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard credit portfolio, to
JPMorgan Chase for $2.3 billion in cash net of securitized receivables, cash transferred, transaction costs and
taxes. In 2005, a gain of $677.2 million was recorded from the sale, net of taxes of $133.8 million and
transaction costs.

As part of the sale transaction, the Company and JPMorgan Chase entered into a long-term credit card
marketing and servicing alliance with an initial term of ten years. Under the alliance, the Company receives
performance payments from JPMorgan Chase based on a percentage of sales charged to the Sears Card and
Sears MasterCard, new account generation, processing of account payments, and a percentage of sales of
additional financial products by JPMorgan Chase to Sears Card and Sears MasterCard holders. The actual
performance payments received by the Company pursuant to the alliance with JPMorgan Chase may be impacted
by various factors, including increased competition to its merchandising operations and to credit card issuers,
unfavourable economic conditions and changes in consumer spending behaviour.

Please refer to the Company’s Annual Reports from 2005 and prior years for further details about the sale of
the Credit and Financial Services Operations and the Company’s Credit Operations segment.

Effect from Sale of Receivables – Prior to the sale of the Company’s Credit and Financial Services operations,
securitization was a financial vehicle which provided the Company with access to funds at a relatively low cost.
The Company sold undivided co-ownership interests in its portfolio of current and deferred charge accounts
receivable to two separate trusts and retained the right to receive the income generated by the undivided
co-ownership interests sold to the trusts in excess of the trusts’ stipulated share of service charge revenues. The
Company recognized a pre-tax gain in revenue of $2.0 million in 2005 related to the timing of recognition of
income on the sale of charge accounts receivable. The effect from the sale of receivables is considered an unusual
item because the timing and the dollar amount of funding transactions impact the amount of the gain or loss.

Stock-Based Compensation – In 2005, a pre-tax charge of $16.1 million was recorded relating to the decision by
the Human Resources and Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors (‘‘HRCC’’) to permit all
outstanding options, which did not previously have a stock appreciation right feature, to be exercised as stock
appreciation rights and to accelerate the vesting of unvested stock options and Special Incentive Shares. Please
see ‘‘Company Initiated Purchases and Sales of Shares – Stock Option and Share Purchase Plans for Employees
and Directors’’ and the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements for further information on the Company’s
stock-based compensation expense. Please refer to the Company’s Annual Reports and Management Proxy
Circulars from 2005 and prior years for historical information about the terms and conditions of these
compensation plans.
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Store Closures – In 2005, the Company incurred a $0.2 million charge primarily related to the closure of the
Sears Coverings store located in Mississauga, Ontario. The Sears Coverings stores were designed to offer
comprehensive home décor solutions, including blinds, drapes, paint, wallpaper, hard surface flooring products,
carpeting and area rugs.

ii. Fourth Quarter Results

Fourth Fourth Fourth
Quarter % Chg 2007 Quarter % Chg 2006 Quarter

(in millions, except per share amounts) 2007* vs 2006 2006 vs 2005 2005

Total revenues $ 2,295.8 22.5% $ 1,874.0 (1.8%) $ 1,908.1
Cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses 2,036.6 21.6% 1,674.7 (1.7%) 1,703.4
Depreciation and amortization 43.0 15.5% 37.2 (8.2%) 40.5
Interest (income) expense, net (1.7) nm 6.0 (11.9%) 6.8
Unusual items – expense/(gain) 4.2 nm – nm 811.9
Income taxes 75.3 58.3% 47.6 (74.4%) 185.8

Net earnings $ 138.4 27.5% $ 108.5 (86.1%) $ 783.4

Earnings per share $ 1.29 $ 1.01 $ 7.30
Diluted earnings per share $ 1.29 $ 1.01 $ 7.28

‘‘nm’’ means ‘‘not meaningful’’
* The fourth quarter of Fiscal 2007 represents the 18 weeks ended February 2, 2008. The fourth quarters of 2006 and 2005 represent the 13-week

periods ended December 30, 2006 and December 31, 2005, respectively.

2007 Compared with 2006 – Total revenues for the Fourth Quarter of 2007 increased 22.5% compared to the
fourth quarter of 2006 due to the inclusion of an additional five weeks pertaining to the Company’s new fiscal
year. On a Comparable Quarter basis relative to 2006, both total revenues and merchandise net sales decreased
3.4% in 2007. Higher revenues in the Dealer, Product Repair Services, Home Improvement, Cantrex and Corbeil
channels were offset by lower revenues in other channels. Internet sales for the Comparable Quarter were 25.4%
higher than the fourth quarter of 2006.

Compared to the 18-week period ended February 3, 2007, same store sales for the Fourth Quarter of 2007
decreased 1.8%. Relative to the fourth quarter of 2006, same store sales for the Comparable Quarter in 2007
decreased 2.4%. The Company achieved 0.7% same store sales growth during the five weeks of January 2008
due to strength in the Home and Dealer channels largely due to strong performance in the electronics, major
appliances and outdoor power categories.

Within the Fourth Quarter of 2007, stronger results in January 2008, which included an additional week, and
December 2007 offset weaker performance in October and November 2007. Relative to the fourth quarter of
2006, the Company experienced challenges early in the Fourth Quarter of 2007 due to a number of factors,
including an increase in cross-border shopping activity due to the appreciation of the Canadian dollar versus the
U.S. dollar throughout 2007, softer economic conditions in the Canadian manufacturing sector, unseasonably
warm weather in the fall of 2007 and continued difficulties with apparel product selection.

Compared to the fourth quarter of 2006, sales in apparel and accessories categories increased 11.7% and home
and hardlines categories sales increased 26.5% in the Fourth Quarter of 2007. For the Comparable Quarter,
home and hardlines sales were 1.2% lower and sales in apparel and accessories were 6.2% lower in 2007
compared to 2006. Sales across most categories were negatively impacted by cross-border shopping and
aggressive pricing in the marketplace in response to the higher value of the Canadian dollar. Toy sales were
dampened by industry recalls, which created product selection and replacement problems during the high-demand
Christmas season, and competitive pricing. Higher sales in electronics continued in the Fourth Quarter of 2007
due to initiatives undertaken in prior quarters designed to improve the relevance of the Company’s product
offerings to its customers, for example, LCD and plasma televisions. Large sales increases occurred in the Fourth
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Quarter in certain seasonal categories, particularly boots, children’s outerwear and snow blowers, due to early
snow in many major markets that had experienced unseasonably warm weather in the same period in 2006.
Record snowfall in many Canadian markets prior to Christmas negatively impacted store traffic, but the potential
sales loss was partially offset by increased internet sales.

In response to challenges experienced with the Company’s 2007 spring and summer apparel product selection
from the consolidation of the buying offices in 2005, and unseasonably warm weather in the third and early
fourth quarters of 2007, strategic sourcing and inventory management initiatives were undertaken in the Fourth
Quarter of 2007, with the result that surplus inventory levels at year end were in line with levels at January 2007.

Compared to the fourth quarter of 2006, the cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling
expenses was 21.6% higher in the Fourth Quarter of 2007. On a Comparable Quarter basis, the cost of
merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses was approximately 5% lower in 2007 relative to
the same period in 2006 due to lower variable costs, as a result of lower revenues, and continued improvements
in controlling costs. Advertising expense on a Comparable Quarter basis in 2007 was higher relative to the same
period in 2006 due to higher expenditures to support the additional Specialogues, increased preprint advertising
for home and hardlines initiatives and new programs directed to promote Sears Card and Sears MasterCard
usage. Although slightly higher payroll expenses were incurred due to the Company’s strategic initiatives, these
expenses were offset by lower benefits costs due to the pension plan and post-retirement benefits program
changes announced in February 2007.

Compared to the fourth quarter of 2006, the gross margin rate was 159 basis points higher in the Comparable
Quarter of 2007. For the Fourth Quarter of 2007, the gross margin rate was 173 basis points higher than the
four month period ended February 3, 2007. For both periods, the improvement in gross margin rate largely
results from higher advertising subsidies received from suppliers, improvements in the management of returns and
promotional offers, benefits derived from the appreciation of the Canadian dollar on imported products and
related improvements in pricing from vendors. These factors continued into January 2008 such that the gross
margin rate in January 2008 was 219 basis points higher than January 2007 which, when combined with higher
sales and the inclusion of an extra week in January 2008, contributed to the strong results for the month. In the
Fourth Quarter of 2007, the Company introduced its ‘‘Stronger Dollar-Lower Prices’’ initiative to permanently
reduce prices to benefit customers and to mitigate increased cross-border shopping activity. The result was an
improvement in sales and a reduction in margins. Sears continues to work with its suppliers to obtain costs which
more accurately reflect the higher value of the Canadian dollar.

Compared to the fourth quarter of 2006, depreciation expense increased 15.5% in the Fourth Quarter of 2007.
Relative to the fourth quarter of 2006, for the Comparable Quarter in 2007, depreciation expense declined
11.1% due to lower capital expenditures in recent years. Please see ‘‘Liquidity and Financial Position’’ for a
further discussion of the Company’s capital expenditure program.

For the Fourth Quarter of 2007, earnings before interest, unusual items and income taxes increased 33.4%
compared to the fourth quarter of 2006. For the Comparable Quarter of 2007, earnings before interest, unusual
items and income taxes increased 15.9%.

As a result of proceeds received from the sale of real estate, a net higher cash balance generated from
operations, and lower debt due to the repayment of the $125 million secured debenture in November 2007, the
Company earned interest income in the fourth quarter of 2007, compared to incurring net interest expense in the
fourth quarter of 2006.

Please see ‘‘Non-Comparable Items’’ for the discussion about unusual items that occurred in the 2007 and 2006
fourth quarter periods.
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Compared to the fourth quarter of 2006, income taxes increased 58.3% for the Fourth Quarter of 2007. On a
Comparable Quarter basis, income taxes increased 44.9% due to higher pre-tax operating income in 2007.
Income taxes in the fourth quarter of 2006 included a recovery of $6.7 million resulting from the recovery of a
previously disclosed future income tax liability. As a result, the Fourth Quarter of 2007 had a higher effective
tax rate than in 2006.

2006 Compared with 2005 – Total revenues for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2006 were down 1.8% from 2005
largely due to the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations on November 15, 2005. The fourth
quarter of 2005 contains approximately six weeks of Credit and Financial Services operations.

Merchandise net sales were 0.3% lower in the fourth quarter of 2006 compared to 2005. Same store sales for
the fourth quarter of 2006 increased 0.1%. Fourth quarter sales in 2006 were negatively impacted by the
movement of the first seven days of the ‘‘Sears Days’’ promotion into the third quarter of 2006. Excluding the
impact of the timing of ‘‘Sears Days’’, same store sales for the fourth quarter of 2006 were flat.

Sales in major appliances, electronics and home furnishings categories increased significantly in the fourth
quarter of 2006, compared to the corresponding period in 2005, due to initiatives designed to improve the
relevancy of the Company’s product offerings to its customers, for example, LCD and plasma televisions, and
increased promotional activities in the quarter. Seasonal and apparel categories, such as snow blowers, outerwear
and boots, were adversely impacted by unseasonably warm weather in November and December 2006.

For the fourth quarter ended December 30, 2006, net earnings before unusual items were $108.5 million or
$1.01 per share, compared to $102.0 million or $0.95 per share in the fourth quarter ended December 31,
2005. Gross margin was 74 basis points lower in the fourth quarter of 2006 compared to the same period in
2005 due to a shift in the balance of sale to lower margin merchandise as a result of unseasonable weather and
the relative strength of electronics sales. Total expenses in the fourth quarter of 2006 were down 5.9% from the
fourth quarter of 2005 due to a focus on expense management and the sale of the Credit and Financial Services
operations. Payroll and related expenditures were 6.3% lower in the fourth quarter of 2006 compared to 2005
as the Company continued to benefit from the productivity improvements and strategic staffing initiatives
undertaken in prior periods. Advertising was 4.1% higher in the fourth quarter of 2006 compared to 2005 as
certain promotional programs were shifted to the fourth quarter to support holiday sales and some ‘‘Sears Days’’
advertising was charged in the fourth quarter of 2006 that would have been incurred in the third quarter of
2005. For the fourth quarter of 2006, depreciation expense declined compared to 2005 due to lower capital
expenditures in prior years. The Company also recorded lower interest expense for the fourth quarter of 2006
compared to 2005 resulting from lower interest expense being incurred following the repayment of debt in
September 2006.

Net earnings in the fourth quarter of 2006 were lower than in the fourth quarter of 2005 due to the after-tax
gain of $677.2 million resulting from the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations reported in 2005.

2. Segment Performance

a. Merchandising Operations

i. Overview

The Company’s merchandising segment includes the sale of goods and services through the Company’s Retail and
Direct channels. The Retail channel includes merchandise sales from the Company’s mall-based and off-mall
format stores. Sears store formats are either corporate or independently-owned and operated. The corporate
store formats include Full-line, Sears Home, Appliances and Mattresses, and Outlet stores. Sears Dealer
locations are independently operated stores, often containing a catalogue merchandise pick-up location, that offer
merchandise selection that reflects local demand. The Direct channel encompasses Catalogue and Internet
shopping at www.sears.ca. Merchandising operations also include service revenues related to travel, home
improvement products and services and a nationwide home maintenance, repair and installation network
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(HomeCentral�). Sears home improvement products and services include Floor Covering Centres and Sears
HomeCentral� showrooms located within Sears Home stores. Merchandising is also supported by the Company’s
logistics operations.

As discussed earlier, on February 24, 2008, the Company announced the acquisition of the assets of
privately-held Excell which currently manages a network of air duct cleaning licensees for Sears across Canada.
Excell operations will be brought under the HomeCentral� network.

As at the end of Fiscal 2007, the Company’s locations were distributed across the country as follows:

As at As at As at
February 2, December 30, December 31,

2008 2006 2005
Atlantic Quebec Ontario Prairies Pacific Total Total Total

Full-line department stores 12 26 45 23 15 121 123 123
Sears Home stores 2 12 19 10 5 48 48 49
Appliances and Mattresses stores – – 4 1 – 5 5 5
Outlet stores 1 1 8 2 1 13 11 11

Corporate stores 15 39 76 36 21 187 187 188

Dealer stores 26 15 42 46 34 163 158 158

Sears HomeCentral showrooms 1 4 6 1 2 14 14 14

Corbeil – 28 2 – – 30 29 28

Sears Floor Covering Centres 1 3 14 12 7 37 50 50

Cantrex Buying Group Members 69 311 210 122 113 825 847 873

Travel offices 7 20 44 20 15 106 106 112

Catalogue merchandise pick-up locations 259 456 511 455 145 1,826 1,898 2,116

During the Fourth Quarter of 2007, the Company closed Full-line stores in St. John’s, Newfoundland and
Labrador, and Calgary, Alberta. Customers of the St. John’s Village Square Full-line store are being served
through the Avalon Mall Full-line store, which was opened in November, 2005 and is located four kilometres
away. The closure of the downtown Calgary Full-line store follows the sale, in the third quarter of 2007, of the
property where the store operated. The Company is currently transitioning the Deerfoot Mall Outlet store in
Calgary into a Sears Full-line store.

Also in 2007, the Company sold the property where its Centre Mall Full-line store in Hamilton, Ontario is
located; however, this store in Hamilton remains open and is included in the above table. On February 28, 2008,
the Company announced the relocation of this store to Hamilton’s Eastgate Square, with the grand opening
planned for September 2008.

The Company opened two new Outlet stores in Brampton, Ontario and Scarborough, Ontario and a new Dealer
location in Wainwright, Alberta in the Fourth Quarter of 2007. In the Fourth Quarter of 2007, a new Corbeil
store was opened in Beauport, Québec. An additional 72 catalogue merchandise pick-up locations were closed
during the Fourth Quarter of 2007 where these locations were in close proximity to other Sears locations.

An additional six Sears Floor Covering Centres were closed during the Fourth Quarter of 2007 as the network
has been undergoing a rationalization to improve efficiencies.
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The number of Cantrex members at the end of Fiscal 2007 represents a decrease from the third quarter of 2007
and is related to the normal fluctuation of members choosing to source their inventory requirements through
Cantrex or by other means.

During 2006, the Company merged the Markham, Ontario Home store with an Outlet store and closed five Travel
offices. Six Dealer locations were opened in 2006 while six were closed. The Company closed 218 Catalogue
merchandise pick-up locations in 2006 which were in close proximity to other Sears locations. The net reduction
in Cantrex members in 2006 compared to 2005 resulted from the normal fluctuation of Cantrex members.

After assessing customer response to the concept, the Company closed the Coverings store in St. Catharines,
Ontario on October 1, 2006, incurring approximately $0.6 million in closure costs. Sears had previously closed
the Mississauga, Ontario location in 2005.

Retail Channels

Full-Line Department Stores – Sears Full-line department stores are located primarily in suburban enclosed
shopping centres. The major merchandise categories include the following:

Home & Hardlines – Major appliances, home furnishings and mattresses, home décor, lawn and garden,
hardware, electronics and leisure and seasonal products.

Apparel & Accessories – Women’s, men’s and children’s apparel, nursery products, cosmetics, jewellery, footwear
and accessories.

Although merchandise varies by store, the merchandise sales mix between the two major categories is
approximately 55% apparel and accessories and 45% home and hardlines.

Full-line department stores also offer home installation products and services and include a Sears catalogue
merchandise pick-up location. Sears Travel offices and licensed businesses, such as optical centres and photo
studios, are also located in most of the Company’s Full-line department stores. Stores are broadly classified
under four categories depending on volume, store size, location and market demographics.

Sears Home Stores – Sears Home stores are typically located in power centres and present an extensive selection
of furniture, mattresses and box-springs, electronics and major appliances. The majority of these stores range in
size from 35,000 to 60,000 square feet. Home Improvement Products and Services operations (Sears
HomeCentral�) are located within 13 Sears Home stores and one Outlet store. The showrooms provide a range
of products and services sold under the Sears HomeCentral� banner that are complementary to home furnishings
and major appliances.

Appliances and Mattresses Stores – The Sears Appliances and Mattresses stores are part of the Company’s
strategy to bring its product categories to a growing number of customers who shop in conveniently located
power centres. These stores are smaller in size (approximately 10,000-15,000 square feet) and feature a wide
selection of major appliances, mattresses and box-springs, and include Sears private label and a variety of
national brands.

Outlet Stores – Sears Outlet stores offer clearance merchandise, particularly from the Company’s Direct
channels, as well as surplus inventory of big-ticket items from all channels.

Dealer Stores – Sears Dealer locations are independently operated and offer major appliances, furniture, home
electronics, lawn and garden power products as well as a catalogue merchandise pick-up location. Selections vary
by dealer – for example, mattress sets are offered in 97 Sears Dealer stores while 28 stores include furniture.
Most Dealer stores are located in markets that had previously been served by a catalogue agent and continue to
lack the population to support a Full-line department store.
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Home Improvement Products and Services – Sears Home Improvement Products and Services are marketed
through 88 Full-line department stores and 14 Sears HomeCentral� showrooms located within Sears Home and
Outlet stores, by telephone at 1-800-4-MY-HOME (English) or 1-800-LE-FOYER (French) and online at
www.sears.ca. Sears HomeCentral� provides a broad range of home services, including the sale, installation,
maintenance and repair of heating and cooling equipment, roofing, doors and windows, flooring and window
coverings. In addition, home services such as kitchen and bathroom renovations, home security, carpet and
upholstery cleaning, duct cleaning and maid services are offered.

Product Repair Services – Sears Product Repair Service is the largest and most comprehensive parts and service
network in Canada, with over 800,000 parts available and a network of more than 2,000 technicians and
contractors.

Floor Covering Centres – Sears Floor Covering Centres, a network managed by Cantrex, are independent,
licensed centres that offer an assortment of broadloom and hard floor coverings.

Cantrex – Acquired in April 2005, Cantrex is the largest buying group in Canada, representing 825 independent
retailers with over 1,200 locations across Canada.

Corbeil – Corbeil is a major chain of appliance specialty stores located throughout Québec and Eastern Ontario.
There are 30 stores in the chain, 20 of which are franchised. The chain also includes one liquidation centre.
Stores average approximately 6,500 square feet in size.

Travel – Sears Travel Service operates within 106 Sears Full-line department stores, 13 private travel agents,
two call centres and an online travel service at www.searstravel.ca.

As at the end of the 2007, 2006 and 2005 fiscal years, the gross square footage for corporate store locations
was as follows:

As at As at As at
February 2, December 30, December 31,

(square feet, millions) 2008 2006 2005

Full-line department stores 17.4 17.8 17.7
Sears Home stores 2.2 2.2 2.2
Outlet stores 1.1 0.9 0.9
Appliances and Mattresses stores 0.1 0.1 0.1
Corbeil 0.1 0.1 0.1

Total 20.9 21.1 21.0

Gross square footage for Full-line stores decreased in Fiscal 2007 compared to 2006 due to the closure of the
Full-line stores in Calgary, Alberta and St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador. The increase in gross
square footage for Outlet stores is attributable to the opening of two new stores in Brampton, Ontario and
Scarborough, Ontario in the Fourth Quarter of 2007.

Gross square footage for Full-line stores increased in 2006 compared to 2005 due to the relocation of certain
stores into larger premises, including the Highland Square Mall store in New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, and the
St-Eustache store in suburban Montreal, Québec.

Direct Channels

With two distribution centres exclusively dedicated to servicing the direct channels and with 1,826 catalogue
merchandise pick-up locations nationwide, Sears can deliver orders within 72 hours in most areas of the country.
Orders can be placed by telephone at 1-800-26-SEARS, by mail, fax, online at www.sears.ca or in person
through Sears stores and catalogue agents. At the end of 2007, approximately 1,666 of the total
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1,826 catalogue merchandise pick-up locations were independently operated under independent local ownership,
with the remaining 160 units located within Sears stores.

Catalogue – In Fiscal 2007, 19 different catalogues were distributed throughout Canada reaching up to
approximately four million households. In addition, in Fiscal 2007, Sears launched 19 Specialogues designed to
offer more seasonally relevant merchandise to specific customers.

Sears.ca – The Company’s website, www.sears.ca, continues to be one of the leading online shopping destinations
in Canada. The www.sears.ca site, which was relaunched in 2006 with Amazon Services Canada, Inc. and
Amazon.com Inc. (collectively, ‘‘Amazon’’) providing the technology platform, improves the customer shopping
experience by adding better features and functionality, as well as by expanding the merchandise and promotional
offerings available online. The internet enables the Company to provide new and exciting merchandise offers
direct to web and highlights the Company’s extensive general catalogue selection. Sears is committed to
maintaining its reputation as a trusted Canadian retailer by focusing on customer privacy, security and
satisfaction when shopping on www.sears.ca.

Logistics

Distribution Service Centres – Sears operates five distribution centres and one cross dock facility strategically
located across the country. The total floor area of these service centres was 7.2 million square feet at the end of
Fiscal 2007, of which 5.7 million square feet is devoted to warehouse and logistics operations. The remainder of
the space is utilized for other Sears operations, including call centre services.

S.L.H. Transport Inc. (‘‘SLH’’) – The Company’s wholly-owned subsidiary, SLH, transports merchandise to
stores, catalogue merchandise pick-up locations and direct to customers. SLH is responsible for providing
logistics services for the Company’s merchandising operations by operating a fleet of tractors and trailers to
provide carrier services for Sears and contract carrier services to commercial customers who are unrelated to
Sears. The arrangements with third parties increase SLH’s fleet utilization and improve the efficiency of its
operations. SLH continues to grow and has developed a nationwide distribution network to provide better and
more consistent service to its customers.

ii. Strategic Initiatives

Sears is committed to building customer relationships, increasing profitability and improving every day. The
Company has undertaken several strategic merchandising initiatives to achieve these objectives, including:

Relevant and Current Product Assortment – Sears continues to implement various initiatives to increase
profitable sales while providing a current and relevant product assortment. In Fiscal 2007, Sears continued its
merchandise ‘‘recharge’’ initiatives, leveraging the Company’s reputation for trust and quality service, to increase
sales and volumes through expanded assortments, enhanced in-store presentation and promotion, signage and
staff training. In the first quarter of 2007, the Company completed a recharge initiative in its mattress business
with the goal being to compete more effectively with an improved product selection, more innovative advertising
techniques, augmented home delivery service and increased staff product knowledge. In the second quarter of
2007, the Company completed a similar relaunch of the home electronics business across all Full-line stores,
which now offer a large selection of flat panel televisions, accessories, components and computers. This initiative
was extended into Sears Home stores in the third quarter of 2007. The Company expects to continue to
undertake similar initiatives in 2008.

Private Brand Growth – One of the Company’s most important strengths is the recognition and reputation of the
Company’s private brands and exclusivity relationships with many non-proprietary national brands. In addition,
the Company’s relationship with Sears Holdings provides opportunities to leverage product development
capability. In 2006, Sears Canada capitalized on its relationship with Sears Holdings to pilot the introduction of
Lands’ End merchandise in four Full-line stores in the Toronto area. The Company expanded the availability of
Lands’ End merchandise to 34 Full-line stores across Canada in Fiscal 2007.
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Pricing Strategy – The Company’s pricing strategy is anchored to its Value Strategy, which offers everyday value
with an active promotional program. The Value Strategy enables the Company to have a significant amount of
merchandise at everyday prices thereby reducing promotional discounts. Sears Value Strategy focuses on solutions
for the customer, from coordinating a particular look to providing easy-to-understand product benefits and
features. This strategy allows the Company to increase the average transaction value and improve profitability.

The Company remains responsive to customers and, on November 2, 2007, in response to the appreciation of the
Canadian dollar versus the U.S. dollar and the resulting cross-border shopping activity by Canadians to the U.S.,
the Company announced that it was passing on to its customers the benefits from the higher Canadian dollar
through lower prices on regular merchandise, while continuing to work with suppliers to obtain costs which more
accurately reflect the higher value of the Canadian dollar.

Product and Service Innovation – Sears strives to provide an innovative and exciting product assortment and
service selection. In Fiscal 2007, the Company undertook several initiatives to introduce new businesses and
products targeted to specific customer segments and local market opportunities, including:

• The sale of seasonally relevant merchandise, such as school supplies and laptop computers during the
Back-to-School season;

• The introduction of more extensive products and services in the Home Improvements and Product Repair
Services channels, with particular emphasis on services pertaining to maintaining a healthy home, enhancing
energy efficiency and providing renovation options for the ageing population. The acquisition of Excell’s duct
cleaning services is one example of this strategy;

• The use of innovative personal shopping customer service programs, such as the ‘‘Elf’’ program during the
Holiday season;

• The redesign of the Sears Club loyalty rewards program, effective April 1, 2007, to provide added benefits and
more compelling offers to our customers;

• Various local store initiatives designed to generate customer traffic, especially on weekends; and

• Initiatives to encourage usage of the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard, including the multiple-transaction
deferred payment and rapid MasterCard approval programs introduced in the second half of Fiscal 2007.

During the third quarter of 2007, Sears announced an exclusive, national agreement with AmeriSpec
Canada Inc. to perform residential ecoENERGY retrofit evaluations for the Company’s HomeCentral� customers.
EcoENERGY is an initiative of Natural Resources Canada which offers financial incentives to Canadians who
improve their home’s energy efficiency. Customers may be eligible to receive a federal government grant of up to
$5,000 for completing upgrades that may include the replacement of furnaces and the retrofitting of doors and
windows. Additional information about this program can be found at the Sears HomeCentral� site found within
www.sears.ca.

The Company is exploring the introduction of additional innovative and exciting products and services to
our customers.

Customer Segmentation – Throughout Fiscal 2007, the Company continued to offer focused merchandise
selection to specific customer segments by way of targeted Specialogues, with each Specialogue having a duration
of approximately four to six weeks and averaging approximately 60 pages in length. This concept was piloted in
2006 and was expanded in Fiscal 2007, with a total of 19 Specialogues issued to selected target markets.

Marketing and Advertising Strategy – The Company continuously undertakes to refine its advertising and
promotional programs to better inform and attract customers. On October 4, 2007, the Company announced the
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formation of a new strategic advertising relationship with TBWA Canada to develop a revitalized branding
program across the Company. TBWA was named Adweek’s 2006 ‘‘Global Agency of the Year’’.

Direct Channel Business Growth – The Company is continuously refining its catalogue and online business models,
leveraging the Company’s multi-channel model to enhance customers’ shopping convenience. In Fiscal 2007, the
Company took action to grow this business model through the formation of new strategic relationships to enhance
product relevance, assortment and selection and to improve efficiencies through the realignment of corporate
capabilities and resources.

Loyalty Rewards Program – Effective April 1, 2007, the Company, in conjunction with JPMorgan Chase,
introduced modifications to the Sears Club loyalty rewards program, one of the highest value reward programs in
Canada. Having solicited customers’ input, the Company responded with enhancements that enable customers to
redeem loyalty rewards at a lower minimum threshold level, as well as enjoy increased redemption flexibility and
convenience.

Productivity Improvement Initiatives – Sears continues to focus on expense management to improve profitability.
During Fiscal 2007, the Company pursued further operational improvements throughout the organization,
including the realignment of resources to improve efficiencies and enhance organizational capability. In Fiscal
2007, these initiatives included improvements to internal processes to more effectively manage inventory levels,
sourcing and product returns.

The sale of the Company’s head office building and adjacent land at 222 Jarvis Street in Toronto, Ontario during
Fiscal 2007 is expected to realize annual operating savings of approximately $5 million following the relocation
of operations to space above the Toronto Eaton Centre Full-line store. The Company is currently leasing the head
office property and is incurring occupancy costs similar to those incurred before the sale.

iii. Results From Merchandising Operations

Since November 15, 2005, revenues and earnings from the credit card marketing and servicing alliance with
JPMorgan Chase, including costs associated with the Company’s loyalty program, certain overhead expenses and
the remaining net assets of the former Credit and Financial Services operations, have been recorded in the
merchandising segment. Please refer to the Company’s Annual Reports from 2005 and prior years for historical
information pertaining to the revenues and earnings reported in the credit segment.

Fiscal % Chg 2007 Fiscal % Chg 2006 Fiscal
(in millions) 2007* vs 2006 2006 vs 2005 2005

Revenues $ 6,272.6 6.7% $ 5,880.1 0.7% $ 5,841.6

Earnings before interest, unusual items and income taxes $ 367.5 27.3% $ 288.8 105.3% $ 140.7

Average capital employed $ 1,275.1 2.8% $ 1,240.5 22.1% $ 1,016.2

* Fiscal 2007 represents 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. Fiscal years 2006 and 2005 are 52-week periods.

2007 Compared with 2006 – Total revenues for Fiscal 2007 increased 6.7% compared to 2006. On a
Comparable Year basis relative to 2006, total revenues decreased 1.5%. Merchandise net sales were 1.4% lower
than 2006 as higher revenues in the Sears Home, Dealer and Corbeil channels were offset by lower revenues in
Full-line, Catalogue and Outlet formats. Service sales declined 2.8% in 2007 relative to 2006. Improved results
in Product Repair, Home Installed and Cantrex channels were insufficient to offset softer sales in the travel and
logistics operations. Internet sales for 2007 were 27.7% higher than in 2006.

On a Comparable Year basis, same store sales decreased 0.8%. Relative to the 57 weeks ended February 3,
2007, same store sales for Fiscal 2007 decreased 0.7%. As discussed earlier under ‘‘Fourth Quarter Results’’,
same store sales were positively impacted by a strong January 2008. 
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For Fiscal 2007, sales in home and hardlines categories increased 9.4% relative to 2006. On a Comparable Year
basis, sales in home and hardlines in 2007 increased 0.8% relative to 2006. Sales in Craftsman, electronics and
home furnishings categories were the strongest in 2007. The Company’s recharge initiatives to improve product
relevance and assortment in mattresses and electronics resulted in sales increases in these divisions. The arrival
of snow in the Fourth Quarter of 2007 helped sales of snow blowers, which had been an underperforming product
line in 2006 due to a lack of snow. Relative to 2006, major appliance sales were flat in 2007. Increased
competition and aggressive pricing was a constant factor impacting major appliances throughout 2007 and these
pressures intensified following the Canadian dollar reaching parity with the U.S. dollar on September 20, 2007.
During 2007, the Company increased its focus on select leisure and seasonal product offerings, including an
expansion of outdoor living furniture. Toy sales were adversely impacted by industry recalls, which resulted in
shortages and product replacement challenges in the important holiday season, and competitive pricing. Results
in home décor in 2007 were negatively impacted by the reduction of floor space in favour of the electronics
recharge initiative and increased cross-border shopping activity in the Fourth Quarter of 2007.

Sales in apparel and accessories categories increased 1.8% in Fiscal 2007 compared to 2006. On a Comparable
Year basis, sales for apparel and accessories categories in 2007 declined 4.5% relative to 2006. Sales across
most categories were negatively impacted by cross-border shopping and aggressive pricing in the marketplace in
response to the higher Canadian dollar. As a result of early snow in the Fourth Quarter of 2007 in many major
markets, large sales increases occurred in certain seasonal categories relative to the fourth quarter of 2006
which experienced unseasonably warm weather. In response to challenges experienced with the Company’s 2007
spring and summer apparel product selection and unseasonably warm weather, strategic sourcing and inventory
management initiatives were undertaken in the latter half of Fiscal 2007.

Compared to 2006, the cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses was 5.9% higher
in Fiscal 2007. Relative to 2006, the cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses
was 2.4% lower in the 2007 Comparable Year due to improvements in controlling costs. Payroll expenses in
2007 were flat to 2006 on a Comparable Year basis. Benefits expenses declined due to the pension plan and
post-retirement benefits program changes announced in February 2007. Advertising expenses increased modestly
in 2007 relative to 2006 to support initiatives including the ‘‘Stronger Dollar-Lower Prices’’ program, additional
flyers to support the Company’s merchandising initiatives and Home stores, the higher number of Specialogues
produced in Fiscal 2007 and initiatives undertaken with respect to the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard.

The gross margin rate for Fiscal 2007 was 73 basis points higher than for 2006. On a Comparable Year basis,
the gross margin rate in 2007 was 65 basis points higher than in 2006. For both 2007 and 2006 periods, the
improvement in gross margin rate largely results from higher advertising and markdown subsidies received from
suppliers, improvements in the management of receipts, returns and promotional offers and benefits derived from
the appreciation of the Canadian dollar on imported products and related improvements in pricing from vendors.

The following table indicates the proportion of customer purchases that are made through various methods of
payment during 2007, 2006 and 2005 in the Company’s Full-line, Home, Outlet and Direct channel businesses:

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
2007* 2006 2005

Proprietary cards 1 53.4% 55.1% 54.4%
Third party credit cards 22.9% 20.9% 20.5%
Debit cards 11.9% 12.0% 12.4%
Cash 11.8% 12.0% 12.7%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

* Fiscal 2007 represents 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. Fiscal years 2006 and 2005 are 52-week periods.
For the Comparable Year, 2007 results for proprietary cards, third party credit cards, debit cards and cash would be 53.5%, 22.8%, 12.0% and
11.8%, respectively.

1 Includes Sears Card and Sears MasterCard.
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During the Fourth Quarter of 2007, the Company introduced various initiatives to increase proprietary card
usage. The Rapid MasterCard Approval program provides a rapid credit approval process for customers to
immediately apply for and use the card at any Sears store. The multiple-transaction deferred payment program,
introduced for the 2007 Holiday season, allowed customers at Sears Full-line, Home, Outlet and Dealer stores to
defer payment on purchases across all eligible product categories until April 2008.

Average capital employed for merchandising operations increased in Fiscal 2007 compared to 2006 primarily due
to the Company maintaining a higher cash balance throughout Fiscal 2007 resulting from operations, offset by
lower capital assets as a result of the sale of certain real estate holdings related to the Company’s merchandising
operations.

2006 Compared to 2005 – Total revenues increased 0.7% in 2006 over 2005 due to revenues received pursuant
to the credit card marketing and servicing agreement with JPMorgan Chase. Merchandise sales were flat for
2006 compared to 2005. Service revenues declined in 2006 versus 2005 as lower revenues from product repairs
and installations, logistics and the Company’s travel departments were only partially offset by the inclusion of
Cantrex revenues for the entire fiscal year, as opposed to only eight months of revenues being recognized in
2005. Sales in 2006 were higher year over year in the major appliances and footwear categories. With the
exception of home furnishings, sales in all other categories were lower in 2006 compared to 2005. Sales in home
furnishings were flat in 2006 after a strong fourth quarter performance. In the latter part of 2006, sales
momentum was adversely impacted by unseasonably warm weather in the Company’s major markets, causing
lower apparel and seasonal merchandise and service sales. The Company continued to benefit from the previously
announced recharge and customer returns initiatives. The rate of product returns in 2006 declined 90 basis
points relative to 2005.

Sales on www.sears.ca increased 17.1% in 2006, versus an increase of 13.4% in 2005, due to both an increase
in transaction volume and higher average sales per order. Almost all merchandise categories experienced double
digit sales growth in 2006 over 2005. During 2006, Sears launched five Specialogues that were well received
by customers.

Earnings before interest, unusual items and income taxes for merchandising operations increased during 2006
versus 2005. The gross margin rate in 2006 increased 81 basis points due to improved inventory management, a
reduction in inventory shrinkage of over 10% and lower product costs due to an expanded import program
combined with a stronger Canadian dollar. Payroll and related expenditures were 7.8% lower in 2006 than in
2005 as a result of the productivity improvements and strategic staffing initiatives undertaken in late 2005 and
the first half of 2006. Advertising expenses in 2006 were 4.9% lower compared to 2005 due to a more
optimized spend throughout the year. The Company shifted certain promotional programs to the fourth quarter
and some ‘‘Sears Days’’ advertising was charged to the fourth quarter, resulting in a 4.1% increase in
advertising expenses for the fourth quarter of 2006 compared to 2005.

During 2006, the Company revised certain assumptions used to calculate the loyalty program and insurance
reserves based on redemption and claims experience, respectively. The net impact to pre-tax earnings for the year
was an increase of $5.2 million due to the net impact of a decrease in the loyalty reserve of $10.0 million and
an increase in the insurance reserve of $4.8 million.

Fiscal 2006 represented the first full year of operations pursuant to the credit card marketing and service
alliance with JPMorgan Chase. The Company received approximately $100 million in performance payments from
JPMorgan Chase in 2006. The income was partially offset by costs associated with the loyalty program. As
points are earned by loyalty program members, the Company records an expense and establishes a liability for
future redemptions.

Average capital employed for merchandising operations increased in 2006 compared to 2005 due to the Company
maintaining a higher cash balance throughout 2006, offset by lower capital assets and the revaluation and
utilization of future income tax assets and liabilities.
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b. Real Estate Joint Venture Operations

i. Overview

As at February 2, 2008, Sears had joint venture interests in 12 shopping centres across Canada. The Company
carries the proportionate share of these interests in its consolidated financial statements. Joint venture interests
range from 15% to 50% and are co-owned with major shopping centre owners and institutional investors. Sears
is not involved in the day-to-day management of the shopping centres but is actively involved in all major
decisions.

ii. Strategic Initiatives

The primary objective of the Company’s real estate joint venture operations is to maximize the returns on its
investments in shopping centre real estate. Sears reviews the performance of these joint ventures on a regular
basis. Shopping centre investments are non-core assets that the Company sells when it is financially advantageous
to do so.

In the third quarter of 2007, the Company sold its proportionate interest in the Heritage Place shopping centre
joint venture in Owen Sound, Ontario. In the first quarter of 2007, the Company disposed of its proportionate
interest in the Place Vertu shopping centre in Montreal, Québec. Please see ‘‘Non-Comparable Items’’ for full
details about these transactions.

iii. Results From Real Estate Joint Venture Operations

Fiscal % Chg 2007 Fiscal % Chg 2006 Fiscal
(in millions) 2007* vs 2006 2006 vs 2005 2005

Revenues $ 53.8 2.1% $ 52.7 (0.2%) $ 52.8

Earnings before interest, unusual items and income taxes $ 25.0 5.9% $ 23.6 15.7% $ 20.4

Average capital employed $ 112.7 (17.3%) $ 136.3 (5.9%) $ 144.8

* Fiscal 2007 represents 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. Fiscal years 2006 and 2005 are 52-week periods.

2007 Compared to 2006 – For Fiscal 2007, revenues for real estate joint venture operations increased 2.1% and
earnings before interest, unusual items and income taxes increased 5.9% compared to 2006. On a Comparable
Year basis relative to 2006, revenues from real estate joint venture operations decreased 5.3% and earnings
before interest, unusual items and income taxes decreased 5.7% due primarily to the disposition of the Place
Vertu and Heritage Place shopping centre interests in the first and third quarters of Fiscal 2007, respectively.

Relative to 2006, average capital employed for real estate joint venture operations in Fiscal 2007 decreased
17.3% due primarily to the disposition of the Place Vertu and Heritage Place shopping centre interests.

In 2005 and prior years, it was the Company’s practice to have one-third of the properties independently
appraised each year, with the appraisals of the remaining two-thirds being reviewed and updated by management.
In 2007 and 2006, no independent appraisals were conducted. According to the last appraisal undertaken in
2005, the market value of the Company’s interest in its real estate joint venture properties was estimated to be
approximately $293.4 million, giving consideration to the sale of the Heritage Place and Place Vertu joint
venture interests in 2007. The Company’s portion of the debt of these properties was $67 million at the end of
Fiscal 2007 (2006 – $109 million; 2005 – $114 million).

Of the 12 shopping centres, 10 contain a Sears Full-line department store. Revenues for Fiscal 2007 in the table
above exclude $2.3 million (2006 – $2.5 million; 2005 – $2.5 million) which represent the Company’s
proportionate share of revenues earned from the Sears Full-line department stores. The Company’s proportionate
share of revenues for the Comparable Year of 2007 is $2.2 million.
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2006 Compared to 2005 – Revenues from real estate joint venture operations remained stable in 2006 compared
to 2005. Earnings before interest, unusual items and income taxes increased 15.7% in 2006 compared to 2005
due to a reduction in depreciation expense in the first quarter of 2006. Average capital employed in the real
estate joint venture segment decreased in 2006 compared to 2005 due to the sale of the Company’s
proportionate interest in the Place des Bois-Francs shopping centre in Victoriaville, Québec and the annual
reduction in mortgages.

c. Credit Operations

i. Overview

On November 15, 2005, Sears completed the sale of substantially all of the assets and liabilities of its Credit
and Financial Services operations to JPMorgan Chase. At the same time, the Company and JPMorgan Chase
entered into a long-term credit card marketing and servicing alliance, with an initial term of ten years, from
which the Company receives performance payments based on a percentage of sales charged to the Sears Card
and Sears MasterCard, new account generation, processing of account payments, and a percentage of sales of
additional financial products by JPMorgan Chase to Sears Card and Sears MasterCard holders.

Prior to the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations, Sears credit business was operated by Sears
Canada Bank, a wholly-owned federally regulated Schedule 1 bank. Sears Canada Bank extended credit to
qualified customers by means of the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard and also provided loyalty rewards. Credit
operations were focused on managing and financing customer accounts. Sears Canada Bank’s customers were
serviced by the Company’s Credit Central departments located in Vancouver and Ottawa. The Credit Central
departments performed customer service, account and transaction authorization and collection activities. The
financial results of the credit segment include the results of Sears Canada Bank up to and including
November 14, 2005.

The majority of the individuals that were employed in the Credit and Financial Services operations were
transferred to JPMorgan Chase in connection with the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations.

The majority of the assets and liabilities of the Credit and Financial Services operations were previously reported
in the credit segment. The information outlined below represents the results from the Credit Operations prior to
the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations.

ii. Results From Credit Operations

Fiscal
(in millions) 2005

Operating revenues $ 388.2
Effect from sale of receivables 2.0
Securitization funding cost (47.0)

Net credit revenues $ 343.2

Operating earnings 142.7
Effect from sale of receivables 2.0
Securitization funding cost (47.0)

Earnings before interest, unusual items and income taxes $ 97.7

Average capital employed $ 1,227.1
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3. Liquidity and Financial Position

As at February 2, 2008, the ratio of current assets to current liabilities was 1.6:1 compared to 1.2:1 at
December 30, 2006 and 1.1:1 at December 31, 2005. The higher current ratio at February 2, 2008 relative to
December 30, 2006 results from the net effect of higher inventory and cash and short-term investments balances
offsetting lower accounts receivable, prepaid expenses, net income tax assets and current liabilities balances.
Included in current liabilities at December 30, 2006 is $125 million aggregate principal amount of secured
6.55% debentures, which matured and were repaid on November 5, 2007.

The higher current ratio at December 30, 2006 compared to December 31, 2005 was due to the net effect of an
increase in inventory of $16.3 million, a decrease in income taxes payable, higher accounts payable and a slightly
lower cash balance at year end, the repayment of $200 million of maturing secured medium-term notes on
March 15, 2006 and the reclassification to current liabilities for the anticipated repayment, in November 2007,
of the maturing $125 million secured 6.55% debentures as described above. The decline in income taxes payable
is due to the payment of taxes in 2006 arising from the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations in
November 2005.

At February 2, 2008, the Company’s net working capital was $776.8 million, compared to $373.2 million at
December 30, 2006 and $218.8 million at December 31, 2005.

Please see the ‘‘Capital Resources’’, ‘‘Financial Instruments and Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements’’, and
‘‘Funding Costs’’ sections of this MD&A, as well as the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, for
information about the Company’s long-term financing obligations and its ability to access funds through available
debt facilities.

Total assets as at the end of the 2007, 2006 and 2005 fiscal years are as follows:

As at As at As at
February 2, December 30, December 31,

(in millions, as at fiscal year end) 2008* 2006 2005

Total assets $ 3,003.1 $ 3,060.3 $ 3,258.0

* Fiscal 2007 represents 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. Fiscal years 2006 and 2005 are 52-week periods.

Relative to December 30, 2006, the decrease in total assets as at February 2, 2008 is primarily due to lower
capital assets and the utilization of the future income tax assets. In addition, the cash balance at February 2,
2008 is lower than that at December 29, 2007 due to the seasonal use of cash to extinguish trade payables and
income taxes. The change in year end date results in certain differences to non-cash balances and seasonal
accrued liabilities, such as gift card obligations. Had the Company maintained a comparable December 2007 year
end, total assets would have been higher than that at December 30, 2006 as a result of higher inventory and
cash and short-term investments balances offsetting lower prepaid expenses, deferred charges and lower
capital assets.

Total assets in 2006 were lower compared to 2005 due to lower capital expenditures in recent years, the
revaluation and utilization of the future income tax asset and a slightly lower cash balance at year end.

As at February 2, 2008, inventory was $855.4 million, compared to $804.5 million at the end of 2006. The
higher inventory balance at the end of Fiscal 2007 results from higher apparel inventory, due to the Company’s
product selection challenges earlier in the year, additional electronics product to support the recharge initiative,
lower sales in certain categories due to cross-border shopping and higher average ticket prices in major
appliances.

Cash Flow from Operating Activities – Cash flow generated from operations was $31.1 million lower in Fiscal
2007 compared to 2006 due to the seasonal working capital differences resulting from the change in year end
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discussed above and lower pension contributions in Fiscal 2007 offsetting higher operating earnings, excluding the
non-cash gains from the disposition of certain real estate and joint venture interests.

Cash flow generated from operations was $256.4 million in 2006. Although higher pension contributions were
made in 2006, the Company generated higher net income, excluding the non-cash gain on the sale of the Credit
and Financial Services operations. The increases in accounts payable due to the timing of inventory receipts and
year end payments were more than offset by the occurrence in 2005, and the subsequent payment in 2006, of
income and withholding taxes resulting from the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations and special
dividend distributed in 2005.

Cash Flow generated from (used for) Investing Activities – Cash flow generated from investing activities was
$116.4 million higher in Fiscal 2007 due to the receipt of proceeds on the sale of capital assets and real estate
joint ventures. During Fiscal 2007, the Company classified $3 million of Canadian third party asset backed
commercial paper (‘‘ABCP’’) as a long-term investment. This investment, which represents the Company’s
exposure to third party ABCP that is not actively trading, is classified as long-term due to the inability to
determine its maturity date. A $0.4 million non-cash impairment charge was recorded against this investment in
the Fourth Quarter of 2007. Any subsequent change in value may result in a charge to earnings.

Cash paid for capital expenditures was $54.6 million in Fiscal 2007, versus $58.4 million in 2006. Total capital
expenditures paid or accrued in Fiscal 2007 were $72.4 million, $7.6 million below the $80 million program
anticipated by the Company at the beginning of Fiscal 2007. The addition of the extra month to Fiscal 2007 did
not materially add to the expenditures made during the year. Capital expenditures in Fiscal 2007 included
$46 million for retrofits and other store-based initiatives, $9 million for logistics and online services, $8 million
for corporate information systems and $9 million for other varied projects. The Company regularly reviews
anticipated capital expenditures to ensure that acceptable returns will be generated from the invested funds and
will increase or decrease the program accordingly. In 2008, management expects capital expenditures of
approximately $100 million to be funded through cash flow from operations, of which a portion will be spent to
relocate the Company’s head office operations.

Cash flow used for investing activities was $60.2 million in 2006 almost entirely the result of the net purchase of
capital assets during the year. There were no other significant investment activities in 2006.

Cash Flow used for Financing Activities – Cash flow used for financing activities in 2007 was $132.8 million due
to the repayment of the $125 million secured 6.55% debentures in November 2007 and the regular repayment
of capital lease obligations.

Cash flow used for financing activities in 2006 was $222.5 million due to the net repayment of debt during the
year. On March 15, 2006, the Company repaid the maturing $200 million secured medium-term notes and drew
the equivalent of Canadian $300 million on its secured U.S. $260 million term loan. On September 29, 2006,
the Company repaid the remaining U.S. $259.3 million outstanding on the secured U.S. $260 million term loan.
Cash dividends of $12.9 million were paid in 2006, representing dividends paid during the first and second
quarters of 2006. On September 20, 2006, the Company announced that it would discontinue the payment of
quarterly dividends. The last quarterly dividend of $0.06 per share was paid on June 16, 2006 to shareholders of
record as at the close of business on May 15, 2006.
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Share Data – The only shares of the Company outstanding are common shares. The number of outstanding
common shares at the end of the 2007, 2006 and 2005 fiscal years is as follows:

As at As at As at
February 2, December 30, December 31,

(as at fiscal year end) 2008* 2006 2005

Outstanding shares 107,620,995 107,620,995 107,402,807

* Fiscal 2007 represents 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. Fiscal years 2006 and 2005 are 52-week periods.

In 2007, there were no common shares issued (2006 – 218,188 common shares issued) upon the exercise of
options pursuant to the Employees Stock Plan.

As at March 24, 2008, there are 107,620,995 common shares outstanding and 251,020 tandem award options
outstanding under the Employees Stock Plan.

Contractual Obligations – Contractual obligations, including payments due over the next five years and thereafter,
are shown in the following table:

Payments Due by Period

2009 to 2011 to 2013 &
(in millions, as at year end) Total 2008 2010 2012 beyond

Long-term debt (excluding capital lease obligations) $ 367 $ 14 $ 333 $ 6 $ 14

Capital lease obligations 5 2 2 1 –

Operating leases 745 111 184 140 310

Royalty license fees 1 21 9 10 2 –
1 The Company pays royalties under various merchandise license agreements, which are generally based on sales of products covered under these

agreements. The Company currently has license agreements for which it pays royalties, including those to use the Mike Weir, Arnold Palmer, Nygard,
Roots, Martha Stewart Everyday and Pierre Cardin trademarks. Royalty license fees represent the minimum Sears Canada is obligated to pay, regardless
of sales, as guaranteed royalties under these license agreements.

Pension and Post-Retirement Benefit Obligations – In Fiscal 2007, the net expense incurred relating to the
Company’s obligations for pensions and post-retirement benefits was $28.9 million, a decrease of approximately
$34 million from 2006. On a Comparable Year basis, the net expense incurred was $26.9 million in 2007 versus
$62.8 million in 2006.

The Company continues to review the impact of changes in economic conditions and corporate initiatives on the
net pension expense. On February 5, 2007, the Company announced amendments to its retirement program.
Effective July 1, 2008, the Company will amend its pension plan by introducing a defined contribution
component. The current defined benefit component will continue to accrue benefits related to future compensation
increases although no further service credit will be earned. In addition, the Company will no longer provide
medical, dental and life insurance benefits at retirement for employees who have not achieved the eligibility
criteria for these post-retirement benefits as at December 31, 2008. These changes will not impact current
retirees of the Company. These amendments to the pension plan and changes to the medical, dental and life
insurance benefits are still expected to result in an estimated annual expense reduction of approximately
$25 million when fully implemented on July 1, 2008.

During Fiscal 2007, the Company introduced changes to the asset allocation of the defined benefit pension fund
resulting in the plan’s target asset allocation being approximately 50% fixed income, 30% alternative
investments and 20% marketable equity securities. The allocation may change from time to time both in terms of
weighting between equity, fixed income and other classes, as well as within the asset classes themselves.
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4. Capital Resources

The Company’s capital expenditures, working capital needs, debt repayment and other financing needs are funded
through a variety of sources. The primary sources of funding include cash generated from operations and the
ability to draw on the secured $200 million revolving credit facility. In selecting appropriate funding choices, the
Company’s objective is to manage its capital structure in such a way as to diversify its funding sources while
minimizing its funding costs and risks. Sears expects to be able to satisfy all of its financing requirements
through cash on hand, cash generated by operations and available credit facilities.

The Company’s cost of funds is affected by a variety of general economic conditions, including the overall interest
rate environment, as well as the Company’s financial performance, credit ratings and fluctuations of its credit
spread over applicable reference rates. The primary sources of funding include cash generated from operations
and the ability to draw on the secured $200 million revolving credit facility. In selecting appropriate funding
choices, the Company’s objective is to manage its capital structure in such a way as to diversify its funding
sources while minimizing its funding costs and risks.

As at February 2, 2008, there were no borrowings on the secured $200 million revolving credit facility, which
will mature in December 2008. As at February 2, 2008, outstanding letters of credit of $65.3 million were
issued under the Company’s offshore merchandise purchasing program. These outstanding letters of credit reduce
the amount available to be drawn under the $200 million revolving credit facility. The revolving credit facility
bears interest at variable rates, which can be based on any of Canadian prime rate, BA rate or LIBOR rate, and
an interest rate spread over these reference rates which depends on the financial performance of the Company.
There are financial and non-financial covenants included in the credit facility agreement which impact the
Company’s ability to draw funds and determine the cost of those funds. The financial covenants are based on the
Company’s fixed charge, debt to EBITDA and liquidity ratios and are measured quarterly. As at February 2,
2008, the Company was in compliance with all applicable covenants under this credit facility.

Substantially all of the tangible and intangible assets of the Company are pledged as security for the
$200 million revolving credit facility and the outstanding medium-term notes. The Company has not identified
any reasonably foreseeable circumstances that would trigger any early payment or acceleration provisions in the
debt portfolio.

On March 15, 2006, the Company drew the maximum amount available under its secured U.S. $260 million
seven-year term loan with a floating interest rate based on LIBOR plus 150 to 175 basis points, due on
December 22, 2012. On September 29, 2006, the Company repaid the balance of U.S. $259.3 million remaining
on the original U.S. $260 million term loan, following the required quarterly principal payment on June 29,
2006 of U.S. $0.7 million.

In September 2005, Dominion Bond Rating Service (‘‘DBRS’’) and Standard & Poor’s (‘‘S&P’’) reduced the
Company’s corporate credit ratings to BB and BB+, respectively, due to the proposed distribution to shareholders
of the proceeds from the anticipated sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations. In September 2006,
Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. (‘‘Moody’s’’) issued a corporate family rating for Sears Canada of Ba1 as a
result of Moody’s implementation of a new rating methodology. In December 2007, S&P reduced the Sears
Canada rating to BB from BB+. There were no changes to the DBRS or Moody’s ratings in 2007. These
non-investment grade credit ratings may limit future access to capital markets or adversely affect the cost
of borrowing.

5. Financial Instruments and Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements

Interest Rate and Currency Instruments – The Company mitigates the risk of currency fluctuations on offshore
merchandise purchases made in U.S. currency by purchasing U.S. dollar denominated forward contracts for a
portion of its expected requirements at the time of placement. The Company’s forecast for its total requirement
of U.S. currency in 2008 is to be in the range of $400 to $500 million. As at February 2, 2008, there were
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U.S. $20 million (December 30, 2006 – U.S. $99 million) of foreign exchange forward contracts outstanding
having settlement dates over the next three months.

In February 2008, the Company entered into U.S. dollar denominated foreign exchange option contracts having
notional values of U.S. $652.4 million with settlement dates over the next 24 months.

During the 2006 fiscal year, to mitigate the risk of fluctuations in the floating interest rate and the
Canadian/U.S. exchange rate pertaining to the U.S. $260 million term loan, on March 15, 2006, the Company
entered into cross-currency interest rate swaps. These swaps effectively converted the U.S. $260 million floating
rate term loan into a Canadian dollar fixed rate loan. The fixed interest rate payable by the Company under these
swap agreements was 4.75%. These swaps were set to mature on December 22, 2012 and provided for quarterly
payments to the Company which matched the principal and interest payments required under the Company’s
original secured U.S. $260 million term loan. In conjunction with the repayment of the remaining balance of the
secured U.S. $260 million term loan on September 29, 2006, the Company settled the cross-currency interest
rate swaps with settlement costs of $8.9 million included in interest expense for 2006.

Securitization – Prior to the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations of the Company, securitization
of charge account receivables was an important financing vehicle that provided the Company with access to funds
at a relatively low cost. The Company sold undivided co-ownership interests in its portfolio of current and
deferred charge accounts receivable to two separate trusts and retained the right to receive the income generated
by the undivided co-ownership interests sold to the trusts in excess of the trusts’ stipulated share of service
charge revenues. Please refer to the Company’s Annual Reports from 2005 and prior years for historical
information pertaining to the revenues and earnings reported in the credit segment.

6. Funding Costs

The funding costs for both the Company and off-balance sheet borrowings in 2007, 2006 and 2005 are outlined
in the table below:

(in millions) Fiscal 2007* Fiscal 2006 Fiscal 2005

Interest costs
Total long-term obligations at end of fiscal year 1 $ 372.1 $ 542.3 $ 749.3
Average long-term obligations for fiscal year 489.3 728.5 754.5
Long-term funding cost 2 41.0 65.5 58.4
Average rate of long-term funding 3 7.7% 7.6% 7.8%

Securitization costs 4

Average amount securitized for period $ – $ – $ 1,104.7
Cost of funding – – 47.0
Average rate of securitized funding – – 4.9%

Total funding
Total funding at end of fiscal year 1 $ 372.1 $ 542.3 $ 749.3
Average funding for fiscal year 489.3 728.5 1,689.2
Total funding costs for fiscal year 2 41.0 65.5 105.4
Average rate of total funding 3 7.7% 7.6% 6.3%

* Fiscal 2007 represents 57 weeks ended February 2, 2008. Fiscal years 2006 and 2005 are 52-week periods.
On a Comparable Year basis, average long-term obligations would have been $498.3 million, long-term funding costs would have been $38.3 million
and the average rate of long-term funding would have been 7.7%. The long-term obligations at December 29, 2007 were $372.3 million.

1 Includes principal payments due within one year.
2 Amount for 2006 includes $8.9 million to settle the cross-currency interest rate swaps and $0.9 million to write-off previously capitalized debt issue

costs.
3 For 2006, the average rate of long-term funding excludes the $8.9 million to settle the cross-currency interest rate swaps and the $0.9 million to

write-off previously capitalized debt issue costs. Including these amounts in the 2006 period results in an average rate of long-term funding of 8.9%.
4 Figures in 2005 are amounts for the period January 2, 2005 to November 14, 2005.
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The fixed-to-floating funding ratio as at February 2, 2008 was 96/4 (December 30, 2006 – 77/23 and including
securitized funding: 2005 – 71/29). Fixed rate debt maturing in the next 12 months is considered floating rate
funding for the purposes of this calculation, resulting in an unusually high level of floating rate funding at the end
of each of fiscal 2006 and 2005.

Funding costs decreased in Fiscal 2007 compared to 2006 due to a lower average debt balance being maintained
throughout the year resulting from the repayment of the US $260 million term loan in September 2006, the
repayment on maturity of the $125 million debenture in November 2007 and the assumption of long-term debt
by the purchasers of interests in the two real estate joint ventures sold during Fiscal 2007.

On a comparable basis, excluding the cost to settle the cross-currency interest rate swaps in 2006 and the
securitization costs incurred in 2005, funding costs decreased in 2006 compared to 2005 due to a lower average
debt balance being maintained throughout the year.

Funding costs decreased in 2005 due to the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations and the sale of
the Place des Bois-Francs shopping centre joint venture interest in Victoriaville, Québec.

Please see ‘‘Capital Resources’’ for a discussion of the Company’s funding sources and credit ratings.

7. Related Party Transactions

As at March 24, 2008, Sears Holdings and its affiliates are the beneficial holders of 75,572,390, or
approximately 70.2%, of common shares of the Company.

In the ordinary course of business, the Company and Sears Holdings periodically share selected services,
associates, and tangible and intangible assets. Transactions between the Company and Sears Holdings are
recorded either at fair market value or an appropriate allocation method that reflects the relative benefits derived
from the shared service.

Intangible Properties

The Company has a license from Sears, Roebuck and Co. (‘‘Sears Roebuck’’), a wholly-owned indirect subsidiary
of Sears Holdings, to use the name ‘‘Sears’’ as part of its corporate name. The Company also has licenses from
Sears Roebuck to use other brand names, including Kenmore�, Craftsman�, and DieHard�. The Company has
established procedures to register and otherwise vigorously protect its intellectual property, including the
protection of the Sears Roebuck trademarks used by the Company in Canada.

Import Services

Pursuant to an agreement between Sears Roebuck and the Company dated January 1, 1995, Sears Canada
utilizes the international merchandise purchasing services of Sears Holdings. Sears Holdings may provide
assistance to the Company with respect to monitoring and facilitating the production, inspection and delivery of
imported merchandise and the payment to vendors. Sears Canada will pay to Sears Holdings a stipulated
percentage of the value of the imported merchandise. In 2007, Sears Canada paid $7.6 million (2006 –
$6.9 million) to Sears Holdings in connection with this agreement.

8. Company Initiated Purchases and Sales of Shares

a. Employee Profit Sharing Plan

The Sears Plan for Sharing Profits with Employees (‘‘Employee Profit Sharing Plan’’), established in 1976, was
discontinued on January 1, 2005. This voluntary plan provided for employee and Company contributions. Upon
the announcement of the discontinuance of the plan, members had the option to retain or sell their common
shares of the Company held in the plan. As at February 2, 2008, there were 11,055 (December 30, 2006 –
12,399) outstanding common shares in the tax deferred portion of the Employee Profit Sharing Plan.
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b. Stock Option and Share Purchase Plans for Employees and Directors

The Company has three stock-based compensation plans: the Employees Stock Plan, the Stock Option Plan for
Directors and the Directors’ Share Purchase Plan.

The Employees Stock Plan, which will expire on April 19, 2008, provides for the granting of options and Special
Incentive Shares and Options, which vest over three years and expire ten years from the grant date. The
Employee Stock Plan permits the issuance of tandem awards. Special Incentive Shares and Options are awarded
to officers and certain employees of the Company on a conditional basis, subject to achievement of specified
performance criteria and/or specified vesting periods. Upon vesting, Special Incentive Shares may be taken either
on a current basis, deferred basis or a combination of both. Special Incentive Shares taken on a current basis
are issued as common shares. Special Incentive Shares taken on a deferred basis are credited to a deferred share
unit (‘‘DSU’’) account. Following the last grant in 2004, the Company has discontinued the granting of options
and Special Incentive Shares and Options under the Employees Stock Plan.

The Stock Option Plan for Directors provides for the granting of stock options to Directors who are not
employees of the Company or Sears Holdings. Options granted under the Stock Option Plan for Directors
generally vest over three years and are exercisable within ten years from the grant date. No stock options have
been granted under the Stock Option Plan for Directors since the last grant in 2003.

The Directors’ Share Purchase Plan provides for the granting of common shares to Directors, to be purchased by
the Company on the TSX, as part of their annual remuneration for services rendered on the Board. Under the
Directors’ Share Purchase Plan, directors are granted a number of common shares, as determined annually by
the Board, to be taken on a current basis or as DSUs, or a combination of both. Following the last grant in
2005, the Company has discontinued the granting of shares under the Directors’ Share Purchase Plan.

9. Accounting Policies and Estimates

a. Critical Accounting Estimates

The preparation of financial statements requires the Company to estimate the effect of various matters that are
inherently uncertain as of the date of the financial statements. Each of these required estimates varies in regard
to the level of judgment involved and its potential impact on the Company’s reported financial results. Estimates
are deemed critical when a different estimate could have reasonably been used or where changes in the estimate
are reasonably likely to occur from period to period, and would materially impact the Company’s financial
condition, changes in financial condition or results of operations. The Company’s significant accounting policies
are discussed in the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements and critical estimates inherent in these
accounting policies are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Inventory Valuation – The Company records a provision to reflect management’s best estimate of the net
realizable value, including a normal profit margin of its inventory. The provision is calculated using a model that
considers variances between normal profit margins and actual profit margins across the various inventory
categories and calculates the provision based on the difference. In addition, a provision for shrinkage and
obsolescence is calculated based on historical experience. Management reviews the entire provision to assess
whether, based on economic conditions, it is adequate. In the first quarter of 2008, the Company will implement
the new Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (‘‘CICA’’) Handbook Section 3031 ‘‘Inventories’’ and will,
accordingly, change its inventory measurement policy. Please see ‘‘Accounting Policies and Estimates – Recently
Issued Accounting Standards’’ below for further information about the new accounting policy to be adopted.

Revenue Recognition – In-store revenues from merchandise sales and services are reported net of estimated
future returns and allowances, and are recognized when the related goods are shipped and all significant
obligations of the Company have been satisfied. The reserve for returns and allowances is calculated as a
percentage of sales based on historical return percentages. Commissions earned on sales made by licensed
businesses are also included as a component of merchandise sales and services.
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The Company markets merchandise directly to consumers through catalogues and online via websites. Revenue is
recognized for these items when the merchandise is delivered to the customer.

Revenues from product installation and repair services are recognized as the services are provided. Additionally,
the Company sells extended service contracts with terms of coverage between 12 and 60 months. Revenues from
the sale of these contracts are deferred and amortized over the lives of the contracts while the service costs are
expensed as incurred.

The performance payments from JPMorgan Chase, which are based on, among other things, a percentage of
sales charged on the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard and a percentage of the sales of financial products, are
included in revenue when the sale occurs. Payments from JPMorgan Chase to reimburse the Company for the
cost to generate new accounts and process account payments are recorded as an offset to operating,
administrative and selling expenses when the transaction occurs.

Vendor Allowances – The Company receives allowances from its vendors through a variety of programs and
arrangements, including co-operative advertising and markdown reimbursement programs. Given the promotional
nature of the Company’s business, the allowances are generally intended to offset the Company’s costs of
promoting, advertising and selling the vendors’ products in its stores. Vendor allowances are recognized as an
increase in gross margin when the purpose for which the vendor funds were intended to be used has been
fulfilled. Co-operative advertising allowances are reported in the period in which the advertising occurred.
Markdown reimbursements are reported in the period in which the related promotional markdown was taken, and
all other allowances are reported when the related inventory is sold.

Self-Insurance Reserves – The Company purchases third-party insurance for automobile, product and general
liability claims that exceed a certain dollar level. However, the Company is responsible for the payment of claims
under these insured limits. In estimating the obligation associated with incurred losses, the Company utilizes loss
development factors validated by an independent third party. These development factors utilize historical data to
project the future development of incurred losses. Loss estimates are adjusted based upon actual claims
settlements and reported claims. During 2006, the Company revised certain assumptions used to calculate the
insurance reserve based on claims experience. The net impact was a reduction to pre-tax earnings for 2006 due
to an increase in the insurance reserve. During Fiscal 2007, there were no changes in assumptions which
materially impacted the reserve.

Defined Benefit Retirement Plans – The plan obligations and related assets of defined benefit retirement plans
are presented in the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements. Plan assets consist primarily of cash,
alternative investments and marketable equity and debt instruments. Marketable equity and debt instruments are
valued using market quotations. Alternative investments are valued based on the market quotations of the
underlying assets. For more details about the plan, please see ‘‘Liquidity and Financial Position – Pension and
Post-Retirement Benefit Obligations’’. For details about the variability of the plan, please see ‘‘Risks and
Uncertainties’’.

Loyalty Program Reserves – The Sears Club and Colours loyalty card programs (the ‘‘Program’’) allow members
to earn points from eligible purchases made on the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard. Members can then redeem
points, in accordance with the Program rewards schedule. When points are earned by Program members, the
Company records an expense and establishes a liability for future redemptions by multiplying the number of
points outstanding by the estimated cost per point. The Program liability is included in accrued liabilities on the
Company’s consolidated balance sheets. The cost of Program redemptions is charged against the liability account.
The estimated cost per point is determined based on many factors, including the historical redemption behavior of
Program members, expected future redemption patterns and associated costs. The Company continues to evaluate
and revise certain assumptions used to calculate the Program reserves based on redemption experience and
expected future activity. To the extent that estimates differ from actual experience, the Program costs could be
higher or lower. During 2006, a decrease in the Program reserve resulted in a net increase to pre-tax earnings.
During Fiscal 2007, there were no changes in assumptions which materially impacted the reserve.
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Other Estimates – The Company has made certain other estimates that, while not involving the same degree of
judgment, are important to understanding the Company’s financial statements. These estimates are in the areas
of assessing recoverability of long-lived assets (including intangible assets) and in establishing reserves in
connection with restructuring initiatives, taxes, environmental remediation and other unusual items. On an
ongoing basis, management evaluates its estimates and judgments in these areas based on its substantial
historical experience and other relevant factors. Management’s estimates as of the date of the financial
statements reflect its best judgment giving consideration to all currently available facts and circumstances. As
such, these estimates may require adjustment in the future, as additional facts become known or as
circumstances change.

b. Accounting Standards Implemented in Fiscal 2007

During Fiscal 2007, Sears adopted several new accounting pronouncements from the CICA. These new standards
are discussed in the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements and the highlights of the impact of the new
pronouncements are as follows:

Financial Instruments, Hedges and Comprehensive Income

On December 31, 2006, the Company adopted the CICA Handbook Section 3855 ‘‘Financial Instruments –
Recognition and Measurement’’, Section 3861 ‘‘Financial Instruments – Disclosure and Presentation’’,
Section 3865 ‘‘Hedges’’, Section 1530 ‘‘Comprehensive Income’’, and Section 3251 ‘‘Equity’’. These sections
apply to fiscal years beginning on or after October 1, 2006 and provide for recognition, measurement and
disclosure of financial assets, financial liabilities and non-financial derivatives, and describe when and how hedge
accounting may be applied.

Section 1530 provides for the reporting and presentation of comprehensive income, which represents the change
in equity from transactions and other events and circumstances from non-owner sources. It includes all changes
in equity during a period except those resulting from investments by owners and distributions to owners. Other
comprehensive income comprises revenues, expenses, gains and losses that are recognized in comprehensive
income, but which are excluded from net income, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Section 3251, which replaces Section 3250 ‘‘Surplus’’, requires the Company to report a new component in
shareholders’ equity called accumulated other comprehensive income, which comprises the accumulated balance
of all components of other comprehensive income.

Under the new standards, all financial assets must be classified as held for trading, held-to-maturity, loans and
receivables or available-for-sale investments. All financial liabilities are classified as held for trading or other
financial liabilities. Initially, all financial instruments are recorded on the consolidated balance sheet at fair
value. After initial recognition, at each period end, all financial instruments are remeasured to their fair value
except for held-to-maturity investments, loans and receivables and other financial liabilities, which are measured
at amortized cost. Any gain or loss arising from a change in the fair value of a financial asset or financial
liability classified as held for trading is included in net income for the period in which it arises. The gain or loss
resulting from a change in fair value of a financial asset classified as available-for-sale is recognized in other
comprehensive income until the financial asset is de-recognized through disposal or becomes impaired.

When advantageous to do so, the Company mitigates the risk of foreign currency fluctuations by entering into
foreign exchange option and forward contracts and, since January 4, 2004, had designated such contracts as
hedges under CICA Accounting Guideline 13 (‘‘AcG-13’’) ‘‘Hedging Relationships’’. Upon adoption of
Section 3855, any outstanding contracts were de-designated as hedges and were recorded at fair value. The
Company also recorded at fair value embedded derivatives in foreign currencies, if certain criteria are met, and
recorded at fair value fixed price energy contracts which were identified as non-financial derivatives. Any changes
in fair value of these derivatives are reported in net income. The initial impact of measuring the above derivatives
at fair value was a net unrealized loss of $0.4 million, net of tax, which was recorded in opening retained
earnings for Fiscal 2007.
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In addition, upon adoption of the new standards, the Company classified its short-term investments as
available-for-sale, accounts receivable as loans and receivables, and accounts payable, accrued liabilities,
long-term obligations and other long-term liabilities as other financial liabilities. The initial impact of measuring
the available-for-sale short-term investments at fair value was a net unrealized gain of less than $0.1 million, net
of tax, which was recorded in opening accumulated other comprehensive income as at December 31, 2006.

Accounting Changes

On December 31, 2006, the Company adopted CICA Handbook Section 1506 ‘‘Accounting Changes’’, which
establishes criteria for changing accounting policies, together with the accounting treatment and disclosure of
changes in accounting policies, changes in accounting estimates and the correction of errors. In accordance with
this new standard, the Company makes voluntary changes to accounting policies only if the changes result in the
financial statements providing reliable and more relevant information. Changes to an accounting policy required
as a result of a change in GAAP are made in accordance with specific transitional provisions contained within
the new accounting guidance. Changes in accounting estimates are recognized prospectively. Adoption of this new
standard has not materially affected these financial statements.

c. Recently Issued Accounting Standards

Inventories

In June 2007, the CICA issued Handbook Section 3031 ‘‘Inventories’’ which will replace Section 3030
‘‘Inventories’’. The new standard provides guidance on the determination of cost and requires inventories to be
measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value. The cost of inventories comprises the cost of purchase
and other costs incurred in bringing the inventories to their present location and condition. Costs, such as storage
and administrative overheads, that do not contribute to bringing inventories to their present location and
condition, are specifically excluded from the cost of inventories and are expensed in the period incurred. The cost
of inventories should be determined using the first-in, first-out or weighted average cost formula. Techniques for
the measurement of the costs of inventories, such as the retail method or standard cost method, may be used if
the results approximate cost. Reversals of previous write-downs to net realizable value are now required when
there is a subsequent increase in the value of inventories. The new standard requires additional disclosures
including the accounting policies adopted in measuring inventories, the carrying amount of inventories, amount of
inventories recognized as an expense during the period, the amount of write-downs during the period, the amount
of any reversal of any write-downs recognized as a reduction in expenses and the carrying amount of inventories
pledged as security for liabilities.

This standard is effective for interim and annual financial statements for fiscal years beginning on or after
January 1, 2008 and is, therefore, applicable to the Company’s first quarter consolidated financial statements for
fiscal 2008. Transitional provisions for Section 3031 give the Company the option of reporting opening inventory
in accordance with the new standard, with the difference in inventory measurement treated as an adjustment to
opening retained earnings, or reporting opening inventory in accordance with the new standard and applying the
change in measurement retrospectively to prior periods.

The Company is currently evaluating the potential impact of this new standard on the consolidated financial
statements for 2008 and is in the process of choosing one of the two available transitional provision options.

Financial Instruments – Disclosures and Presentation

In December 2006, the CICA issued Handbook Section 3862 ‘‘Financial Instruments – Disclosures’’ and
Section 3863 ‘‘Financial Instruments – Presentation’’. These two new sections will replace Section 3861
‘‘Financial Instruments – Disclosure and Presentation’’, which was adopted by the Company in Fiscal 2007.
Section 3862 includes a complete set of disclosure requirements for financial instruments that revise and
enhance the disclosure requirements in Section 3861. Section 3863 contains the standards for presentation of
financial instruments and non-financial derivatives and is essentially consistent with the presentation requirements
currently found in Section 3861. These two new sections apply to interim and annual financial statements
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relating to fiscal years beginning on or after October 1, 2007. The Company is currently evaluating the effect
these new sections will have on financial statement disclosure and presentation in future periods.

Capital Disclosures

In December 2006, the CICA issued Handbook Section 1535 ‘‘Capital Disclosures’’. This new guidance
establishes standards for disclosing information about an entity’s capital and how it is managed. This section
requires the disclosure of the Company’s objectives, policies and processes for managing capital and information
regarding the Company’s compliance or non-compliance with any capital requirements. Section 1535 applies to
interim and annual financial statements relating to fiscal years beginning on or after October 1, 2007. The
Company is currently evaluating the effect this new section will have on financial statement disclosure in
future periods.

Goodwill and Intangible Assets

CICA Handbook Section 3064 ‘‘Goodwill and Intangible Assets’’ replaces Section 3062 ‘‘Goodwill and Other
Intangible Assets’’ and Section 3450 ‘‘Research and Development Costs’’. The primary reason for the issuance of
this new standard is to provide clarity on the recognition and measurement of internally developed intangibles.
Section 3064 reinforces a principle-based approach to the recognition of costs as assets in accordance with the
definition of an asset and criteria for recognition of an asset in CICA Handbook Section 1000 ‘‘Financial
Statement Concepts’’. Section 3064 is effective for fiscal years beginning on or after October 1, 2008. The
Company is currently evaluating the effect this new section will have on financial statement disclosure in
future periods.

Embedded Foreign Currency Derivatives

CICA Emerging Issues Committee (‘‘EIC’’) pronouncement EIC-169 ‘‘Embedded Foreign Currency Derivatives’’
assists in the interpretation of the phrase ‘‘routinely denominated’’ as used in CICA Handbook Section 3855
‘‘Financial Instruments – Recognition and Measurement’’ and also assists in determining what factors can be
used to determine whether a contract for the purchase or sale of a non-financial item, such as a commodity, is
routinely denominated in a particular currency in commercial transactions around the world. Guidance in
EIC-169 should be applied retrospectively to embedded foreign currency derivatives in host contracts that are not
financial instruments accounted for in accordance with Section 3855 in financial statements issued for interim
and annual periods ending on or after March 15, 2008. The Company is currently evaluating the effect this new
section will have on financial statement disclosure in future periods.

d. Future Accounting Standards

The Company monitors the standard setting process for new standards issued by the CICA that the Company may
be required to adopt in the future. Since the impact of a proposed standard may change during the review
period, the Company does not comment publicly until the standard has been finalized and the effects have been
determined.

International Financial Reporting Standards (‘‘IFRS’’)

The Canadian Accounting Standards Board will require all public companies to adopt IFRS for interim and
annual financial statements relating to fiscal years beginning on or after January 1, 2011. Companies will be
required to provide IFRS comparative information for the previous fiscal year. The convergence from Canadian
GAAP to IFRS will be applicable for the Company for its first quarter of operations after January 1, 2011 when
the Company will prepare both the current and comparative financial information using IFRS. The Company
expects the transition to IFRS to impact financial reporting, business processes and information systems. The
Company will assess the impact of the transition to IFRS and will continue to invest in training and resources
throughout the transition period to facilitate a timely conversion.
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e. Disclosure Controls and Procedure

The Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer of the Company have evaluated, or caused the
evaluation of, under their supervision, the effectiveness of the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures
(as defined in Multilateral Instrument 52-109, Certification of Disclosure in Issuers’ Annual and Interim Filings)
and have concluded that such disclosure controls and procedures operated effectively as at February 2, 2008.

10. Risks and Uncertainties

Sears attempts to mitigate and manage risks wherever possible through various tactics including transferring the
risk to a third party (outsourcing), protecting against the risk (insurance), planning for the risk (contingency
planning) and by continuously monitoring its internal and external environment for threats and opportunities. This
section highlights risks and uncertainties that are inherent in the Company’s normal course of business and have
the potential to impact the financial performance of the Company. The risks and uncertainties described below
are not the only risks the Company may encounter. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to the
Company may also negatively impact financial performance.

Business and Operating Risks

Retail Competition – The Canadian retail market remains highly competitive as key players and new entrants
compete for market share. International retailers continue to expand into Canada while existing competitors
enhance their product offerings and become direct competitors. The Company’s competitors include traditional
Full-line department stores, discount department stores, wholesale clubs, ‘‘big box’’ retailers, internet retailers
and specialty stores offering alternative retail formats. Failure to develop and implement appropriate competitive
strategies could have an adverse effect on the Company’s performance.

The majority of the performance payments earned pursuant to the credit card marketing and servicing alliance
with JPMorgan Chase are related to customers’ purchases using the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard. The
credit card industry is highly competitive as credit card issuers continue to expand their product offerings to
distinguish their cards. As competition increases, there is a risk that a reduction in the percentage of purchases
charged to the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard may negatively impact the Company’s performance.

Additional risk may arise when foreign retailers carrying on business in Canada in competition with the Company
engage in marketing activities which are not in full compliance with Canadian legal requirements regarding
advertising and labelling rules and product quality standards. Such retailers gain an unfair advantage and their
activities may negatively affect the Company’s performance.

Seasonality – The Company’s operations are seasonal in nature with respect to operating results and in products
and services offered. Merchandise and service revenues, as well as performance payments received from
JPMorgan Chase, will vary by quarter based upon consumer spending behaviour. Historically, the Company’s
revenues and earnings are higher in the fourth quarter than in any of the other three quarters due to the holiday
season. The Company is able to adjust certain variable costs in response to seasonal revenue patterns; however,
costs such as occupancy are fixed, causing the Company to report a disproportionate level of earnings in the
fourth quarter. This business seasonality results in quarterly performance that is not necessarily indicative of
annual performance.

In addition, Sears offers many seasonal goods and services. The Company sets budgeted inventory levels and
promotional activity to be in accord with its strategic initiatives and expected consumer demand. Businesses that
generate revenue from the sale of seasonal merchandise and services are subject to the risk of changes in
consumer spending behaviour as a result of unseasonable weather patterns.

Merchandise Selection and Services Offered – To be successful, the Company must identify, obtain supplies of
and offer its customers attractive, relevant and high-quality merchandise and services on a continuous basis.
Customers’ preferences may change over time. Failure by the Company to effectively anticipate customers’
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purchasing habits, tastes or the demand for products and services offered may result in the Company missing
opportunities for products or services not offered.

Inventory Management – The Company must maintain sufficient in-stock inventory levels to operate the business
successfully while minimizing out-of-stock levels. A significant portion of inventory is sourced from vendors
requiring advance notice periods in order to supply the quantities that the Company requires. Lead times may
adversely impact the Company’s ability to respond to changing consumer preferences, resulting in inventory levels
that are insufficient to meet demand or in merchandise that may have to be sold at lower prices. Inappropriate
inventory levels may negatively impact the Company’s performance.

International Trade – The Company is dependent upon a significant amount of products that originate from
non-Canadian markets. The Company’s performance may be adversely impacted by the additional risks that are
associated with the sourcing and delivery of this merchandise including potential economic, social and political
instability in jurisdictions where suppliers are located, increased shipping costs, potential transportation delays
and interruptions, adverse foreign currency fluctuations, changes in international laws, rules and regulations
pertaining to the importation of products, quotas, and the imposition and collection of taxes and duties.

Supplier and Brand Reputations – As a diverse and multi-channel retailer, Sears promotes many brands as part
of its normal course of business. These brands include the Sears brand, its private label brands for product lines
such as Jessica�, and non-proprietary brands exclusive to Sears, such as Weir Golf. Damage to the reputation of
these brands or the reputation of the suppliers of these brands could negatively impact consumer opinions of
Sears or its related products and have an adverse effect on the Company’s performance.

Supplier Relationships – Although the Company’s business is not substantially dependent on any one supplier, its
relationship with certain suppliers is of significance to the Company’s merchandising strategy, including attracting
customers to its locations, cross-segment sales and image. The loss of a significant supplier relationship could
negatively impact the Company’s performance.

Reliance on Technology – Given the number of individual transactions that the Company processes each year, it is
critical that the Company maintains uninterrupted operation of its computer and communications hardware and
software systems. These systems are subject to damage or interruption from power outages, computer and
telecommunications failures, computer viruses, security breaches, catastrophic events such as fires, natural
disasters and adverse weather occurrences, and usage errors by the Company’s employees. If the systems are
damaged or cease to function properly, the Company may have to make a significant investment to fix or replace
them and it may suffer interruptions in its operations in the interim. In addition, the Company is pursuing
complex initiatives to improve and transform its information technology processes and systems. The risk of
disruption is increased in periods where such complex and significant systems changes are undertaken. Any
material interruption in the Company’s computer operations may have a material adverse effect on the
Company’s performance.

Product Liability Claims – The Company sells products produced by third party manufacturers. Some of these
products may expose the Company to product liability claims relating to personal injury, death or property
damage caused by such products, and may require the Company to take actions, such as product recalls. In
addition, the Company also provides various services which could give rise to such claims. Although the Company
maintains liability insurance to mitigate these potential claims, the Company cannot be certain that its coverage
will be adequate for liabilities actually incurred or that insurance will continue to be available on economically
reasonable terms or at all. Product liability claims could negatively impact the Company’s performance.

Lease Obligations – Sears operates a total of 187 stores, 19 of which are Company-owned with the majority of
the remainder held under long-term leases. Company-owned stores consist of 17 Full-line department stores and
two Sears Home stores. While the Company is able to change its merchandise mix and relocate stores in order to
maintain its competitiveness, it is restricted from vacating a current site without breaching its contractual
obligations and incurring lease-related expenses for the remaining portion of the lease-term. The long-term nature
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of the leases limits the Company’s ability to respond in a timely manner to changes in the demographic or retail
environment at any location.

Operating Covenants – Sears has operating covenants with landlords for approximately 100 of its corporate
stores. Corbeil has operating covenants for six of its stores. An operating covenant generally requires Sears or
Corbeil, as the case may be, during normal operating hours, to operate a store continuously as per the identified
format in the lease agreement. As at February 2, 2008, the remaining term of the various Sears operating
covenants range from less than one year to 26 years, with the average remaining term being approximately seven
years. Corbeil operates nine leased corporate stores and one leased outlet, with the average remaining term of
the Corbeil leases being approximately six years. Failure to observe its operating covenants may result in legal
proceedings against the Company.

Changes in Laws and Regulations – Laws and regulations are in place to protect the interests and well-being of
our customers and communities, business partners, suppliers, employees, shareholders and creditors. Changes to
statutes, laws, regulations or regulatory policies, including changes in the interpretation, implementation or
enforcement of statutes, laws, regulations and regulatory policies, could adversely affect the Company’s
operations and performance. In addition, Sears may incur significant costs in the course of complying with any
changes to applicable statutes, laws, regulations and regulatory policies. The Company’s failure to comply with
applicable statutes, laws, regulations or regulatory policies could result in a judicial or regulatory judgment or
sanctions and financial penalties that could adversely impact the Company’s reputation and earnings. Although
the Company believes that it has taken reasonable measures designed to ensure compliance with governing
statutes, laws, regulations and regulatory policies in the jurisdictions in which the Company conducts business,
there is no assurance that the Company will always be in compliance or deemed to be in compliance.

Environmental – Sears is exposed to environmental risk as an owner, lessor and lessee of property. Under federal
and provincial laws, the owner, lessor or lessee could be liable for the costs of removal and remediation of certain
hazardous substances on its properties or disposed of at other locations. The failure to remove or remediate such
substances, if any, could lead to claims against the Company.

The Company is currently remediating various locations across Canada where it operated auto centres, gas bars
and a logistics facility. The extent of the remediation and the costs thereof have not yet been determined. The
Company continues to monitor the costs of remediation and appropriately provide for these costs in its reserves.

If the Company commits to renovating a leased or owned building that contains or may contain asbestos, or if
asbestos is inadvertently disturbed, the Company is legally obligated to comply with asbestos removal standards.
The extent of this liability has not yet been determined because the costs to remove asbestos depend upon factors
including the location and extent of any renovations undertaken. Inadvertent disturbance of asbestos cannot be
foreseen. The costs incurred by the Company could be significant and may negatively impact the Company’s
performance.

Proceedings – The Company is involved in various legal proceedings incidental to the normal course of business.
Sears is of the view that although the outcome of such litigation cannot be predicted with certainty, the final
disposition is not expected to have a material adverse effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position or
results of operations.

In the ordinary course of business, the Company is subject to ongoing audits by tax authorities. While the
Company believes that its tax filing positions are appropriate and supportable, from time to time, certain matters
are reviewed and challenged by the tax authorities. The Company regularly reviews the potential for adverse
outcomes in respect of tax matters and believes that any ultimate disposition of a reassessment will not have a
material adverse effect on its liquidity, consolidated financial position or results of operations due to adequate
provisioning for these tax matters. Should an outcome materially differ from the existing provisions, the
Company’s effective tax rate and its earnings could be affected positively or negatively in the period in which the
matters are resolved.
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Three class actions in the provinces of Québec, Saskatchewan and Ontario were commenced against the Company
in 2005 arising out of Sears’ pricing of tires. The plaintiffs allege that Sears inflated the regular retail price of
certain brands of tires sold by Sears in order to then claim that the same brands were on sale for up to 45% off
the regular retail price so as to induce potential customers into believing that substantial savings were being
offered. The plaintiffs seek general damages, special damages, and punitive damages, as well as costs and pre-
and post-judgment interest. No dollar amounts are specified. The plaintiffs intend to proceed with the Québec
action and seek certification as a class action on a national basis. The outcome of this action is indeterminable,
and the monetary damages, if any, cannot be reliably estimated. Therefore, the Company has not made a
provision for any potential liability.

Unusual Events – Events such as social or political unrest, natural disasters, disease outbreaks or acts of
terrorism could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s performance, particularly during a peak season
such as the month of December, which may account for up to 40% of a year’s earnings.

Financial Risks

The Company plans its operations giving regard to economic and financial variables that are beyond the control
of the Company. Changes to these variables may adversely impact the performance of the Company.

Economic Environment – There are a number of external factors which affect economic variables and consumer
confidence over which the Company exerts no influence, including economic cycles, interest rates, personal debt
levels, employment rates and levels of personal disposable income.

Interest Rates – As mentioned in the ‘‘Capital Resources’’ section of this MD&A, the revolving term credit
facility bears interest at floating rates which are dependent on certain reference rates and the financial
performance of the Company. Rising interest rates caused by changes to the reference rates or non-compliance
with financial covenants could adversely affect the Company’s funding costs. The Company may use interest rate
swaps to reduce the impact of variable rate debt.

Foreign Exchange – The Company’s foreign exchange risk is limited to currency fluctuations between the
Canadian and U.S. dollar. The Company uses foreign currency forward and option contracts to hedge the
exchange rate risk on the majority of its expected requirement for U.S. dollars.

Investment Returns – The Company invests its surplus cash in investment grade, short-term money market
instruments, the return on which depends upon interest rates and the credit worthiness of the issuer. Any credit
risk resulting from the possibility that an issuer may default on repayment is mitigated by policies requiring that
issuers have a minimum credit rating and limiting exposures to individual issuers.

Future Benefit Plans – There is no assurance that the Company’s future benefit plans will be able to earn the
assumed rate of return. New regulations and market driven changes may result in changes in the discount rates
and other variables which would result in the Company being required to make contributions in the future that
differ significantly from the estimates. Management is required to use assumptions to account for the plans in
conformity with GAAP. However, actual future experience will differ from these assumptions giving rise to
actuarial gains or losses. In any year, actual experience differing from the assumptions may be material. The
relevant accounting standard contemplates such differences and allows these actuarial gains or losses to be
recognized over the expected average service life of the employee group covered.

Plan assets consist primarily of cash, alternative investments and marketable equity and debt instruments. The
value of the marketable equity and debt investments will fluctuate due to changes in market prices. Plan
obligations and annual pension expense are determined by independent actuaries and through the use of a number
of assumptions. Key assumptions in measuring the benefit obligations and pension plan costs include the discount
rate, the rate of compensation increase, and the expected return on plan assets. The discount rate is based on the
yield of high-quality, fixed-income investments, at the year-end date, with maturities corresponding to the
anticipated timing of future benefit payments. The compensation increase assumption is based upon historical
experience and anticipated future management actions. The expected return on plan assets reflects the investment
strategy and asset allocations of the invested assets. Please refer to the Notes to the Consolidated Financial
Statements for more information on the weighted-average actuarial assumptions for the plans.
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MANAGEMENT’S  RESPONSIBILITY
FOR  FINANCIAL  STATEMENTS
The preparation, presentation and integrity of the Company’s consolidated financial statements, the overall
accuracy of the Company’s financial reporting and all information contained elsewhere in this Annual Report are
the responsibility of management. The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with
Canadian generally accepted accounting principles and include certain amounts that are based on management’s
best estimates and judgments. Financial information contained elsewhere in this Annual Report is consistent with
the information set out in the consolidated financial statements.

In fulfilling its responsibilities, management has developed and maintains an extensive system of internal controls
designed to provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded, transactions are properly recorded and
reported, and financial records are reliable for the preparation of the financial statements. The Company’s
internal auditors, who are employees of the Company, also review and evaluate internal controls on behalf
of management.

The Board of Directors monitors management’s fulfillment of its responsibilities for financial reporting and
internal controls principally through the Audit Committee. The Audit Committee, which is comprised solely of
independent directors, meets regularly with management, the internal audit department and the Company’s
external auditors to review and discuss audit activity and results, internal accounting controls and financial
reporting matters. The external auditors and the internal audit department have unrestricted access to the Audit
Committee, management and the Company’s records. The Audit Committee is also responsible for recommending
to the Board of Directors the proposed nomination of the external auditors for appointment by the shareholders.
Based upon the review and recommendation of the Audit Committee, the consolidated financial statements and
Management’s Discussion and Analysis have been approved by the Board of Directors.

The Company’s external auditors, Deloitte & Touche LLP, have audited the consolidated financial statements in
accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards.

Dene L. Rogers David B. Merkley
President and Chief Executive Officer Senior Vice-President and Chief Financial Officer

Toronto, Ontario
March 24, 2008
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AUDITORS’  REPORT  TO  THE  SHAREHOLDERS  OF
SEARS  CANADA  INC.

Deloitte & Touche LLP
5140 Yonge Street
Suite 1700
Toronto ON M2N 6L7
Canada

Tel: 416-601-6150
Fax: 416-601-6151
www.deloitte.ca

To the Shareholders of
Sears Canada Inc.

We have audited the consolidated statements of financial position of Sears Canada Inc. as at February 2, 2008
and December 30, 2006 and the consolidated statements of earnings and comprehensive income, retained
earnings and cash flows for the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008 and the 52-week period ended
December 30, 2006. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are
free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

In our opinion, these consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Company as at February 2, 2008 and December 30, 2006 and the results of its operations and
its cash flows for the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008 and the 52-week period ended December 30, 2006
in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles.

Chartered Accountants
Licensed Public Accountants
Toronto, Ontario
March 24, 2008
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CONSOLIDATED  STATEMENTS  OF  FINANCIAL  POSITION

As at As at
(in millions) February 2, 2008 December 30, 2006

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and short-term investments $ 871.6 $ 722.9
Restricted cash (Note 11) 5.2 10.1
Accounts receivable 118.4 135.9
Income taxes recoverable 0.4 0.6
Inventories 855.4 804.5
Prepaid expenses and other assets 115.4 120.0
Current portion of future income tax assets (Note 2) 30.6 121.2

1,997.0 1,915.2

Capital assets (Note 3) 742.0 874.3
Deferred charges (Note 4) 205.0 220.2
Future income tax assets (Note 2) 24.9 15.2
Other long-term assets 34.2 35.4

$ 3,003.1 $ 3,060.3

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Accounts payable $ 683.6 $ 810.1
Accrued liabilities 439.0 480.0
Income and other taxes payable 81.5 105.1
Principal payments on long-term obligations due within one year (Note 6) 16.1 146.7
Future income tax liabilities (Note 2) – 0.1

1,220.2 1,542.0

Long-term obligations (Note 6) 356.0 395.6
Accrued benefit liability (Note 5) 164.1 167.7
Other long-term liabilities 169.7 170.0

1,910.0 2,275.3

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Capital stock (Note 7) 15.7 15.7
Retained earnings 1,077.4 769.3
Accumulated other comprehensive income (Note 15) – –

1,093.1 785.0

$ 3,003.1 $ 3,060.3

On Behalf of the Board of Directors

W.C. Crowley E.J. Bird
Chairman of the Board Director
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CONSOLIDATED  STATEMENTS  OF  EARNINGS
AND  COMPREHENSIVE  INCOME
For the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008 and the 52-week period ended December 30, 2006
(in millions, except per share amounts) 2007 2006

Total revenues $ 6,326.4 $ 5,932.8

Cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses 5,783.8 5,468.3
Depreciation and amortization 150.1 152.1
Interest expense, net 12.7 48.0
Unusual items – expense (gain) (Note 9) (82.2) 25.2

Earnings before income taxes 462.0 239.2

Income tax expense (Note 2)
Current 75.7 35.5
Future 77.8 51.1

153.5 86.6

Net earnings $ 308.5 $ 152.6
Other comprehensive income (Note 15) – –

Total comprehensive income $ 308.5 $ 152.6

Net earnings per share (Note 16) $ 2.87 $ 1.42
Diluted net earnings per share (Note 16) $ 2.87 $ 1.42

CONSOLIDATED  STATEMENTS  OF  RETAINED  EARNINGS

For the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008 and the 52-week period ended December 30, 2006
(in millions) 2007 2006

Opening Balance $ 769.3 $ 631.6

Cumulative impact of adopting new financial instruments standards, net of income taxes of $0.2 (Note 1) (0.4) –
Net earnings 308.5 152.6
Dividends declared – (12.9)
Notional dividends (Note 7) – (2.0)

Closing Balance $ 1,077.4 $ 769.3
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CONSOLIDATED  STATEMENTS  OF  CASH  FLOWS

For the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008 and the 52-week period ended December 30, 2006
(in millions) 2007 2006

Cash flow generated from (used for) operating activities
Net earnings $ 308.5 $ 152.6
Non-cash items included in net earnings, principally depreciation, pension expense, future income taxes and gain

on sale of real estate joint ventures and capital assets 168.9 269.7
Changes in non-cash working capital balances related to operations (Note 10) (234.9) (106.0)
Other, principally pension contributions and changes to long-term assets and liabilities (17.2) (59.9)

225.3 256.4

Cash flow generated from (used for) investing activities
Purchases of capital assets (54.6) (58.4)
Proceeds from sale of capital assets 104.4 5.4
Proceeds on sale of real estate joint ventures, net of cash sold (Note 9) 5.2 –
Investments (Note 15) (3.0) –
Changes in restricted cash (Note 11) 4.9 (6.7)
Deferred charges (0.7) (0.5)

56.2 (60.2)

Cash flow generated from (used for) financing activities
Repayment of long-term obligations (Note 6) (132.8) (507.0)
Issuance of long-term obligations (Note 6) – 300.0
Deferred charges – (2.6)
Dividends paid – (12.9)

(132.8) (222.5)

Increase (decrease) in cash and short-term investments 148.7 (26.3)
Cash and short-term investments at beginning of period 722.9 749.2

Cash and short-term investments at end of period $ 871.6 $ 722.9

Cash at end of period $ 64.7 $ 95.0
Short-term investments at end of period 806.9 627.9

Total cash and short-term investments at end of period $ 871.6 $ 722.9
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NOTES  TO  CONSOLIDATED  FINANCIAL  STATEMENTS

1. Summary of Accounting Policies and Estimates

Principles of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Sears Canada Inc. and its subsidiaries together
with its proportionate share of the assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses of real estate joint ventures
(the ‘‘Company’’ or ‘‘Sears Canada Inc.’’). The results and balances of the real estate joint ventures are
proportionately consolidated based on their interim or annual 12 month period ending closest to December 31,
with an adjustment for an additional 5 weeks of activity in 2007 resulting from the change in the Company’s
fiscal year end, as explained below.

Fiscal Year

Historically, the Company’s fiscal year consisted of a 52 or 53-week period ending on the Saturday closest to
December 31. In order to end its fiscal year on a date which allows for a full seasonal cycle, including the
liquidation of holiday merchandise, and to align itself with the fiscal year of Sears Holdings Corporation (‘‘Sears
Holdings’’), the Company’s board of directors approved the change in the date of the fiscal year end to the
Saturday closest to January 31. As a result, the Company’s 2007 fiscal year is a transition year comprised of
57 weeks ended February 2, 2008, with the first, second, third and fourth quarters ended on March 31, 2007,
June 30, 2007, September 29, 2007 and February 2, 2008, respectively. The fiscal year for the 2006
consolidated financial statements presented as comparatives herein is the 52-week period ended December 30,
2006 (‘‘2006’’).

The 2008 fiscal year will comprise 52 weeks with the first, second, third and fourth quarters ending on May 3,
2008, August 2, 2008, November 1, 2008 and January 31, 2009, respectively.

Estimates

The preparation of the Company’s consolidated financial statements, in accordance with Canadian generally
accepted accounting principles, requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported
amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial
statements and the reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could
differ from those estimates. Estimates are used when accounting for items such as inventory valuation provisions,
tax provisions, estimated returns and allowances, estimated vendor rebates, self-insurance reserves, associate
benefit obligations, environmental remediation reserves, warranty-related provisions, loyalty program reserves
and others.

Cash and Short-Term Investments

Cash and short-term investments include all highly liquid investments with maturities of three months or less at
the date of purchase.

Inventories

Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value less normal profit margin. Cost is determined
using the average cost method, based on individual items. The Company classifies rebates and other consideration
received from a vendor as a reduction to the cost of inventory unless the rebate clearly relates to the
reimbursement of a specific expense. In the first quarter of 2008, the Company will implement the new Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants (‘‘CICA’’) Handbook Section 3031 ‘‘Inventories’’ and will accordingly change
its inventory measurement policy (Future Accounting Changes section of Note 1).

Prepaid Catalogue Production Expense

Catalogue production costs are deferred and amortized over the life of each catalogue on the basis of the
estimated sales from that catalogue. Costs incurred to advertise the catalogue are expensed, consistent with the
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Company’s advertising expense policy. Prepaid catalogue production expenses are included in prepaid expenses
and other assets on the consolidated statements of financial position.

Advertising Expense

Advertising costs for newspaper, television, radio and other media advertising are expensed the first time the
advertising occurs.

Capital Assets

Capital assets are stated at cost. Depreciation and amortization provisions are generally computed using the
straight-line method based on estimated useful lives of 2 to 13 years for equipment and fixtures, and 10 to
40 years for buildings and improvements.

The Company’s proportionate share of the cost of buildings held in joint ventures is generally depreciated using
the straight-line method over 10 to 40 years.

The Company capitalizes specific incremental interest charges for major construction projects and depreciates
these charges over the life of the related assets. No interest charges were capitalized in fiscal 2007 or 2006.

Capital assets acquired through the incurrence of a liability do not result in a cash outflow for the company until
the liability is paid. In the period the related liability is incurred, the change in accounts payable on the
consolidated statement of cash flows is reduced by such amount. When the liability is paid, the amount is
reflected as a cash outflow for investing activities on the consolidated statement of cash flows.

The Company evaluates the carrying value of long-lived assets whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that a potential impairment has occurred. Impairment has occurred if the projected undiscounted cash
flows resulting from the use and eventual disposition of the assets are less than the carrying value of the assets.
When impairment has occurred, a write-down is recorded if the carrying value of the long-lived asset exceeds its
fair value. If market valuations are not available, fair value is measured based on the projected discounted cash
flow from the asset or group of assets.

The Company recognizes legal obligations associated with the retirement of capital assets when those obligations
result from the acquisition, construction, development or normal operation of the asset (‘‘Asset Retirement
Obligation’’ or ‘‘ARO’’), at the time the asset is purchased or at the time the obligation becomes legally
mandated. For AROs for which the timing and/or method of settlement are conditional on a future event that
may or may not be within the control of the entity (‘‘conditional ARO’’), a liability will be recognized by the
Company if the fair value of the obligation can be reasonably estimated. Otherwise, the Company discloses the
fact that a conditional ARO exists, including the reasons why fair value cannot be estimated.

The legal obligation to remove asbestos is a conditional ARO. If the Company commits to renovating a leased or
owned building that contains or may contain asbestos, or if asbestos is inadvertently disturbed, for example,
through normal wear and tear, the Company will be legally obligated to comply with asbestos removal standards.
As at February 2, 2008, the Company has included in accrued liabilities an ARO totalling less than $0.5 million
related to the removal of asbestos. The Company has not recorded any additional liability related to asbestos
removal because neither the timing nor the cost of such removal can be reasonably estimated at this time. The
cost to remove asbestos would vary significantly depending on the extent of renovation and the location of the
asbestos, among other factors. The timing of asbestos removal is often indeterminable as it is dependant on plans
for the nature of future renovations, which are revised regularly, or on the inadvertent disturbance of asbestos,
which cannot be foreseen.
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Associate Future Benefits

The Company currently maintains a defined benefit registered pension plan, which covers substantially all of its
regular full-time associates as well as some of its part-time associates, a non-registered supplemental savings
arrangement and a defined benefit non-pension post retirement plan which provides life insurance, medical and
dental benefits to eligible retired associates through a funded health and welfare trust. The Company has adopted
the following accounting policies:

• The cost of pensions and other retirement benefits earned by associates is actuarially determined using the
projected benefit method pro-rated on service and management’s best estimate of expected plan investment
performance, salary escalation, retirement ages of associates, expected health care costs and other actuarial
factors.

• For the purpose of calculating the expected return on plan assets, those assets are valued at fair value. The
fair value of plan assets is market value.

• Past service costs from plan amendments are amortized on a straight-line basis over the average remaining
service period of associates active at the date of amendment.

• Actuarial gains/losses arise from the difference between the actual long-term rate of return on plan assets for
a period and the expected long-term rate of return on plan assets for that period or from changes in actuarial
assumptions used to determine the accrued benefit obligation. The excess of the net actuarial gain/loss over
10% of the greater of the accrued benefit obligation and the fair value of plan assets is amortized over the
average remaining service period of active associates. The average remaining service period of the active
associates covered by the pension plan is 8 years. The average remaining service period of the active associates
covered by the non-pension benefits plan is 12 years.

• When the restructuring of a benefit plan gives rise to both a curtailment and a settlement of obligations, the
curtailment is accounted for prior to the settlement.

Deferred Charges

The cumulative excess of contributions to the Company’s pension plan over the amounts expensed is included in
deferred charges.

Debt issuance costs incurred prior to the Company’s adoption in 2007 of CICA Handbook sections relating to
Financial Instruments are deferred and amortized using the straight-line method to the due dates of the
respective debt issues. Beginning 2007, the Company has adopted a policy of expensing as incurred all debt
issuance costs. No debt issuance costs were incurred in 2007.

Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of acquisition over the fair value of the identifiable assets acquired,
resulting from the acquisition of Cantrex Group Inc. (‘‘Cantrex’’) in 2005 and a home services operation in
2001. Goodwill is tested for impairment annually or more frequently if changes in circumstances indicate a
potential impairment. Impairment is recognized in net earnings and is measured as the amount by which the
carrying amount of the goodwill exceeds its fair value. No impairment has been recognized on the Company’s
goodwill since acquisition.

Other costs are deferred and amortized using the straight-line method over the remaining life of the related asset.

Loyalty Program Reserves

The Sears Club and Colours loyalty card programs (the ‘‘Program’’) allow members to earn points from eligible
purchases made on the Sears Card and Sears MasterCard. Members can then redeem points, in accordance with
the Program rewards schedule. When points are earned by Program members, the Company records an expense
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and establishes a liability for future redemptions by multiplying the number of points outstanding by the
estimated cost per point. The Program liability is included in accrued liabilities on the Company’s consolidated
statements of financial position. The cost of Program redemptions is charged against the liability account. The
estimated cost per point is determined based on many factors, including the historical redemption behaviour of
Program members, expected future redemption patterns and associated costs. The Company monitors, on an
ongoing basis, trends in redemption rates (points redeemed as a percentage of points issued) and net redemption
values. To the extent that estimates differ from actual experience, the Program costs could be higher or lower.
The Company continues to evaluate and revise certain assumptions used to calculate the loyalty program reserve,
based on redemption experience and expected future activity. During the 52-week period ended December 30,
2006, the Company revised certain assumptions used to calculate the loyalty program reserve, resulting in an
increase to 2006 pre-tax earnings of $10.0 million. During fiscal 2007 there were no changes in assumptions
which materially impacted the reserve.

Self-Insurance Reserves

The Company purchases third-party insurance for automobile, product and general liability claims that exceed a
certain dollar level. However, the Company is responsible for the payment of claims under these insured limits. In
estimating the obligation associated with incurred losses, the Company utilizes loss development factors validated
by an independent third party. These development factors utilize historical data to project the future development
of incurred losses. Loss estimates are adjusted based on actual claims settlements and reported claims. During
the 52-week period ended December 30, 2006, the Company revised certain assumptions used to calculate the
insurance reserve, resulting in a $4.8 million reduction to 2006 pre-tax earnings due to an increase in the
insurance reserve. During fiscal 2007 there were no changes in assumptions which materially impacted
the reserve.

Foreign Currency Translation

Obligations payable and receivable in foreign currencies are translated at the exchange rate in effect at the
balance sheet date. Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into Canadian dollars at the rate in effect on
the date of the transaction.

Net Earnings per Share

Net earnings per share is calculated using the weighted average number of shares outstanding during the period.
Diluted net earnings per share is determined using the treasury stock method, the application of which increases
the number of shares used in the calculation.

Revenue Recognition

Revenues from merchandise sales and services are net of estimated returns and allowances, exclude sales taxes
and are recorded upon delivery to the customer and when all significant obligations of the Company have been
satisfied. Revenues relating to the travel business and licensed department businesses are recorded in revenues
net of cost of sales.

The Company sells extended service contracts with terms of coverage generally between 12 and 60 months.
Revenues from the sale of each contract are deferred and amortized on a straight-line basis over the term of the
related contract.

Income from JPMorgan Chase & Co, N.A. (Toronto Branch) (‘‘JPMorgan Chase’’), which is based on a
percentage of sales charged on the Sears Card or Sears MasterCard and a percentage of the sales of financial
products, is included in revenue when the sale occurs. Payments from JPMorgan Chase to reimburse the
Company for the cost to generate new accounts and process account payments are recorded as an offset to
operating, administrative, and selling expenses when the transaction occurs.

Joint venture revenues are recorded based on monthly rentals.
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Accounting for Consideration from a Vendor

The Company has arrangements with its vendors that provide for discretionary rebates and rebates subject to
binding agreements. Discretionary rebates are recognized when paid by the vendor or when the vendor becomes
obligated to pay. Rebates subject to binding agreements are recognized as a reduction of purchases for the
period, provided the rebate is probable and reasonably estimable.

Changes in Accounting Policies

Financial Instruments, Hedges and Comprehensive Income
On December 31, 2006, the Company adopted CICA Handbook Section 1530 ‘‘Comprehensive Income’’,
Section 3251 ‘‘Equity’’, Section 3855 ‘‘Financial Instruments – Recognition and Measurement’’, Section 3861
‘‘Financial Instruments – Disclosure and Presentation’’ and Section 3865 ‘‘Hedges’’. These sections apply to
fiscal years beginning on or after October 1, 2006 and provide guidance for recognition, measurement and
disclosure of financial assets, financial liabilities and non-financial derivatives, and describe when and how hedge
accounting may be applied. Section 1530 provides for the reporting and presentation of comprehensive income,
which represents the change in equity from transactions and other events and circumstances from non-owner
sources. It includes all changes in equity during a period except those resulting from investments by owners and
distributions to owners. Other comprehensive income (‘‘OCI’’) comprises revenues, expenses, gains and losses that
are recognized in comprehensive income, but which are excluded from net earnings, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. Section 3251, which replaces Section 3250 ‘‘Surplus’’, requires the Company to
report a new component in shareholders’ equity called accumulated other comprehensive income (‘‘AOCI’’),
which comprises the accumulated balance of all components of OCI.

Under the new standards, all financial assets must be classified as held for trading, held to maturity, loans and
receivables or available for sale investments. All financial liabilities are classified as held for trading or other
financial liabilities. Initially, all financial instruments are recorded on the consolidated balance sheet at fair
value. After initial recognition, at each period end, all financial instruments are re-measured to their fair value,
except for held to maturity investments, loans and receivables and other financial liabilities, which are measured
at amortized cost. Any gain or loss arising from a change in the fair value of a financial asset or financial
liability classified as held for trading is included in net earnings for the period in which it arises. The gain or loss
resulting from a change in fair value of a financial asset classified as available for sale is recognized in OCI until
the financial asset is derecognized through disposal or becomes impaired.

When advantageous to do so, the Company mitigates the risk of foreign currency fluctuations by entering into
foreign exchange contracts and, since January 4, 2004, had designated such contracts as hedges under CICA
Accounting Guideline 13 (‘‘AcG-13’’) ‘‘Hedging Relationships’’. Upon adoption of Section 3855, any outstanding
contracts were de-designated as hedges and were recorded at fair value. The Company also recorded at fair value
embedded derivatives in foreign currencies if certain criteria were met and recorded at fair value fixed price
energy contracts, which were identified as non-financial derivatives. Any changes in fair value of these derivatives
are reported in net earnings. The initial impact of measuring the above derivatives at fair value was a net
unrealized loss of $0.4 million, net of tax, which was recorded in opening retained earnings for 2007.

In addition, upon adoption of the new standards, the Company classified its short-term investments as available
for sale, accounts receivable as loans and receivables, and accounts payable, accrued liabilities, long-term
obligations and other long-term liabilities as other financial liabilities. The initial impact of measuring the
available for sale short-term investments at fair value was a net unrealized gain of less than $0.1 million, net of
tax, which was recorded in opening AOCI as at December 31, 2006.

Accounting Changes
On December 31, 2006, the Company adopted CICA Handbook Section 1506 ‘‘Accounting Changes’’, which
establishes criteria for changing accounting policies, together with the accounting treatment and disclosure of
changes in accounting policies, changes in accounting estimates and correction of errors. In accordance with this
new standard, the Company makes voluntary changes to accounting policies only if the changes result in the
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financial statements providing reliable and more relevant information. Changes to accounting policy required as a
result of a change in GAAP are made in accordance with specific transitional provisions contained within the new
accounting guidance. Changes in accounting estimates are recognized prospectively. Adoption of this new
standard has not materially affected these financial statements.

Future Accounting Changes

Inventories
In June 2007, the CICA issued CICA Handbook Section 3031 ‘‘Inventories’’, which will replace Section 3030
‘‘Inventories’’. The new standard provides guidance on determination of cost and requires inventories to be
measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value. The cost of inventories comprises the cost of purchase
and other costs incurred in bringing the inventories to their present location and condition. Costs that do not
contribute to bringing inventories to their present location and condition, such as storage and administrative
overheads, are specifically excluded from the cost of inventories and are expensed in the period incurred. The cost
of inventories should be determined using the first-in, first-out or weighted average cost formula. Techniques for
the measurement of the costs of inventories, such as retail method or standard cost method, may be used if the
results approximate cost. Reversal of previous write-downs to net realizable value is now required when there is a
subsequent increase in the value of inventories. The new standard requires additional disclosures including the
accounting policies adopted in measuring inventories, the carrying amount of inventories, amount of inventories
recognized as an expense during the period, the amount of write-downs during the period, the amount of any
reversal of any write-downs recognized as a reduction in expenses and the carrying amount of inventories pledged
as security for liabilities.

This standard applies to interim and annual financial statements relating to fiscal years beginning on or after
January 1, 2008 and is therefore applicable to the Company’s first quarter consolidated financial statements for
fiscal 2008. Transitional provisions for Section 3031 give the Company the option of (a) reporting opening
inventory in accordance with the new standard, with the difference in inventory measurement treated as an
adjustment to opening retained earnings or (b) reporting opening inventory in accordance with the new standard
and applying the change in measurement retrospectively to prior periods.

The Company is currently evaluating the potential impact of this new standard on the consolidated financial
statements for 2008 and is in the process of choosing one of the two available transitional provision options.

Financial Instruments – Disclosures and Presentation
In December 2006, the CICA issued CICA Handbook Section 3862 ‘‘Financial Instruments – Disclosures’’ and
Section 3863 ‘‘Financial Instruments – Presentation’’. These two new sections will replace Section 3861
‘‘Financial Instruments – Disclosure and Presentation’’, which was adopted by the Company in fiscal 2007.
Section 3862 includes a complete set of disclosure requirements for financial instruments that revise and
enhance the disclosure requirements in Section 3861. Section 3863 contains the standards for presentation of
financial instruments and non-financial derivatives and is essentially consistent with the presentation requirements
currently found in Section 3861. These two new sections apply to interim and annual financial statements
relating to fiscal years beginning on or after October 1, 2007. The Company is currently evaluating the effect
these new sections will have on financial statement disclosure and presentation in future periods.

Capital Disclosures
In December 2006, the CICA issued CICA Handbook Section 1535 ‘‘Capital Disclosures’’. This new guidance
establishes standards for disclosing information about an entity’s capital and how it is managed. This section
requires the disclosure of an entity’s objectives, policies and processes for managing capital and information
regarding an entity’s compliance or non-compliance with any capital requirements. Section 1535 applies to
interim and annual financial statements relating to fiscal years beginning on or after October 1, 2007. The
Company is currently evaluating the effect this new section will have on financial statement disclosure in
future periods.

Comparative Figures

Certain comparative figures from the prior fiscal year have been reclassified to conform to the current fiscal
year’s presentation.
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2. Income Taxes

The average combined federal and provincial statutory income tax rate applicable to the Company was 34.5%
for 2007 (2006 – 34.8%). A reconciliation of income taxes at the average statutory tax rate to the actual
income taxes is as follows:

(in millions) 2007 2006

Earnings before income taxes $ 462.0 $ 239.2

Income taxes at average statutory tax rate $ 159.2 $ 83.2
Increase (decrease) in income taxes resulting from:

Non-taxable portion of capital gains (11.1) (0.3)
Non-deductible items 2.2 2.1

150.3 85.0

Effective tax rate before the following adjustments 32.5% 35.5%

Future income tax assets revaluation for tax rate changes 2.9 3.8
Prior year assessment (recovery) 0.3 (2.2)

Income taxes $ 153.5 $ 86.6

Effective tax rate 33.2% 36.2%

The Company’s total net cash payments for income taxes in 2007 were $52.1 million (2006 – $211.9 million).

During 2006, the Company recorded a net income tax recovery of $2.2 million related to a correction in a
previous year’s reported tax expense, partially offset by an expense to cover an anticipated unfavourable prior
period assessment.

In the ordinary course of business, the Company is subject to ongoing audits by tax authorities. While the
Company believes that its tax filing positions are appropriate and supportable, from time to time certain matters
are reviewed and challenged by the tax authorities.

The Company regularly reviews the potential for adverse outcomes in respect of tax matters. The Company
believes that the ultimate disposition of these reassessments will not have a material adverse effect on its
liquidity, consolidated financial position or results of operations because the Company believes that it has
adequate provision for these tax matters. Should the ultimate outcome materially differ from the provisions, the
Company’s effective tax rate and its earnings could be affected positively or negatively in the period in which the
matters are resolved.

The tax effects of the significant components of temporary differences giving rise to the Company’s net future
income tax assets are as follows:

(in millions) 2007 2006

Current Long-Term Current Long-Term

Items not deducted for tax purposes $ 30.6 $ 15.1 $ 54.3 $ 15.1
Amounts related to tax losses carried forward 0.3 1.1 67.5 –
Depreciable capital assets – (12.0) – (25.7)
Deferred charges – 16.4 – 18.3
Other (0.3) 0.1 (0.7) –

Total $ 30.6 $ 20.7 $ 121.1 $ 7.7

The long-term portion of future income tax liabilities in the amount of $4.2 million (2006 – $7.5 million) is
included in other long-term liabilities on the consolidated statements of financial position.
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3. Capital Assets

(in millions) 2007 2006

Cost
Land $ 55.9 $ 66.2
Buildings and improvements 1,136.8 1,214.3
Equipment and fixtures 1,281.0 1,325.0

Gross capital assets 2,473.7 2,605.5

Accumulated depreciation
Buildings and improvements 691.6 686.3
Equipment and fixtures 1,040.1 1,044.9

Total accumulated depreciation 1,731.7 1,731.2

Capital assets $ 742.0 $ 874.3

The above amounts include $27.2 million (2006 – $27.2 million) of assets under capital lease, and accumulated
amortization of $24.2 million (2006 – $22.8 million) related thereto, as well as gross capital assets and
accumulated depreciation relating to the Real Estate Joint Venture segment in the amount of $146.7 million
(2006 – $185.9 million) and $51.5 million (2006 – $55.7 million).

Included in 2007 amounts above are assets held for sale relating to the Company’s Calgary, Alberta Full-line
store in the amount of $2.8 million. The Company has conditionally sold this property for proceeds of
$40.0 million and an estimated pre-tax gain of $37.2 million, net of closing costs. The proceeds will be received
and the transaction will be recognized in the first quarter of 2008 (Note 17 Subsequent Events).

As at February 2, 2008, gross capital assets include $10.5 million of construction-in-progress costs not being
amortized (2006 – $10.1 million).

During the fiscal year, the Company sold capital assets with a net book value of $23.0 million (2006 –
$3.3 million) resulting in a gain of $80.2 million (2006 – $2.1 million), of which, $77.5 million (2006 – Nil) was
recognized as an unusual gain. The remaining gain of $2.7 million (2006 – $2.1 million) was included in cost of
merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses. Also included in cost of merchandise sold,
operating, administrative and selling expenses is a loss on disposal of $2.2 million (2006 – $1.5 million) relating
to capital assets retired during the fiscal year.

As a liability of $28.0 million (2006 – $10.2 million) was outstanding at February 2, 2008 for capital assets
acquired during the year, this amount is not reflected as a cash outflow in the purchases of capital assets line of
the consolidated statement of cash flows.

4. Deferred Charges

(in millions) 2007 2006

Accrued benefit asset (Note 5) $ 187.4 $ 198.6
Tenant allowances in joint ventures 5.5 6.7
Debt issuance costs 0.8 1.4
Goodwill 4.6 4.6
Other deferred charges 6.7 8.9

Total deferred charges $ 205.0 $ 220.2

Amortization of debt issuance costs of $0.6 million (2006 – $2.3 million) is included in net interest expense on
the Company’s consolidated statements of earnings. Amortization of other deferred charges of $2.1 million
(2006 – $1.7 million) is included in cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative and selling expenses on
the Company’s consolidated statements of earnings.
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5. Associate Future Benefits

On February 5, 2007, the Company announced amendments to its post retirement programs. Effective July 1,
2008, the Company will amend its pension plan by introducing a defined contribution component. The current
defined benefit component will continue to accrue benefits related to future compensation increases although no
further service credit will be earned. In addition, the Company will no longer provide medical, dental and life
insurance benefits at retirement for associates who have not achieved the eligibility criteria for these non-pension
post-retirement benefits as at December 31, 2008. These changes will not impact current retirees of the
Company. The amendments to the post retirement medical, dental and life insurance benefits are included in the
calculation of the accrued benefit obligation dated January 31, 2008 and generated a one-time curtailment to the
benefit plan obligation of $87.5 million. There is no immediate recognition of the curtailment in the fiscal 2007
consolidated statement of earnings, as the decrease in the accrued benefit obligation is fully offset by
unamortized net actuarial losses.

The Company currently maintains a defined benefit registered pension plan which covers substantially all of its
regular full-time associates as well as some of its part-time associates. The plan provides pensions based on
length of service and final average earnings. In addition to a registered retirement savings plan, the pension plan
includes a non-registered supplemental savings arrangement. The non-registered portion of the plan is maintained
to enable certain associates to continue saving for retirement in addition to the registered limit as prescribed by
the Canada Revenue Agency. The Company also maintains a defined benefit non-pension post retirement plan
which provides life insurance, medical and dental benefits to eligible retired associates through a funded health
and welfare trust (‘‘other benefits plan’’). The Company’s accounting policies are described in Note 1 Summary
of Accounting Policies and Estimates.

Prior to the change in the date of the Company’s fiscal year end (Note 1 Summary of Accounting Policies and
Estimates), the Company measured its accrued benefit obligations and the fair value of plan assets for accounting
purposes as at December 31. Beginning fiscal 2007, the Company measures its accrued benefit obligations and
the fair value of plan assets for accounting purposes as at January 31. The most recent actuarial valuation of
the pension plan for funding purposes is dated December 31, 2006. The next valuation is required to be
completed no later than December 31, 2009. The most recent actuarial valuation of the health and welfare trust
for purposes of funding the other benefits plan was on December 31, 2006. A valuation of the health and welfare
trust is required annually.

Total cash payments for associate future benefits for the fiscal year ended February 2, 2008, consisting of cash
contributed by the Company to both its pension plan and other benefits plan, was $21.3 million (2006 –
$60.6 million).
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Information about the Company’s defined benefit plans as at February 2, 2008, and December 30, 2006, is
as follows:

2007 2006

Sears Non- Sears Non-
Registered Registered Other Registered Registered Other
Retirement Pension Benefits Retirement Pension Benefits

(in millions) Plan Plan 1 Plan Total Plan Plan Plan Total

Defined benefit plan assets
Fair value at beginning of fiscal year $ 1,516.5 $ 41.3 $ 117.2 1,675.0 $ 1,414.5 $ – $ 101.7 $ 1,516.2
Actual return on plan assets 55.7 (0.2) (5.4) 50.1 193.0 1.5 14.3 208.8
Employer contributions – 5.1 16.2 21.3 – 43.1 17.5 60.6
Associate contributions 17.7 – – 17.7 15.0 – – 15.0
Benefits paid 2 (93.9) (3.9) (18.3) (116.1) (106.0) (3.3) (16.3) (125.6)

Fair value of plan assets at end of fiscal year 1,496.0 42.3 109.7 1,648.0 1,516.5 41.3 117.2 1,675.0

Defined benefit plan obligations
Accrued benefit obligations at beginning of

fiscal year 3 $ 1,443.8 $ 45.4 $ 405.9 $ 1,895.1 $ 1,440.5 $ 39.2 $ 405.9 $ 1,885.6
Total current service cost 54.2 0.5 2.6 57.3 53.6 0.5 7.9 62.0
Interest cost 81.9 2.5 18.2 102.6 71.3 2.2 20.3 93.8
Benefits paid (93.9) (3.9) (18.3) (116.1) (106.0) (3.3) (16.3) (125.6)
Special termination benefits paid – – – – – 4.7 – 4.7
Decrease in obligation due to curtailment – – (87.5) (87.5) – – – –
Actuarial (gains) losses (126.8) (0.4) (35.4) (162.6) (15.6) 2.1 (11.9) (25.4)

Accrued benefit obligation at end of fiscal year 1,359.2 44.1 285.5 1,688.8 1,443.8 45.4 405.9 1,895.1

Funded status of plan – surplus (deficit) $ 136.8 $ (1.8) $ (175.8) $ (40.8) $ 72.7 $ (4.1) $ (288.7) $ (220.1)
Unamortized net actuarial loss 43.9 8.5 11.7 64.1 122.5 7.5 121.0 251.0

Accrued benefit asset (liability) at end of fiscal year $ 180.7 $ 6.7 $ (164.1) $ 23.3 $ 195.2 $ 3.4 $ (167.7) $ 30.9

The accrued benefit asset (liability) is included in the Company’s statements of financial position as follows:

Deferred charges (Note 4) $ 180.7 $ 6.7 $ – $ 187.4 $ 195.2 $ 3.4 $ – $ 198.6
Accrued benefit liability – – (164.1) (164.1) – – (167.7) (167.7)

Accrued benefit asset (liability) at end of fiscal year $ 180.7 $ 6.7 $ (164.1) $ 23.3 $ 195.2 $ 3.4 $ (167.7) $ 30.9
1 Neither the non-registered portion of the pension plan nor the other benefits plan are fully funded.
2 Benefits paid include amounts paid from funded assets. Other benefits are paid directly by the Company.
3 Accrued benefit obligation represents the actuarial present value of benefits attributed to associate service rendered to a particular date.

In 2007, the Company completed an asset/liability study to determine a strategic asset allocation for the pension
fund assets and adopted a policy for asset allocation comprised of 50% fixed income, 30% alternative
investments and 20% equity. This change resulted in a reduction in the Company’s pension expense for the fiscal
year ended February 2, 2008. The asset allocation may be changed from time to time in terms of weighting
between fixed income, alternative investments, equity and other asset classes as well as within the asset classes
themselves. The Company is currently in the process of reallocating assets between classes in order to meet the
new asset allocation targets. As at December 30, 2006, the plan’s target asset allocation was 65% equity and
35% fixed income.

The plan’s target allocation is determined taking into consideration the amounts and timing of projected
liabilities, the Company’s funding policies and expected returns on various asset classes. To develop the expected
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long-term rate of return on assets assumption, the Company considered the historical returns and the future
expectations for returns for each asset class, as well as the target asset allocation of the pension portfolio.

At the end of the fiscal year, plan assets were invested in the following classes of securities:

2007 2006

Sears Non- Sears Non-
Registered Registered Other Registered Registered Other
Retirement Pension Benefits Retirement Pension Benefits

Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan

Fixed income securities 81.2% 70.5% 27.8% 32.2% 69.5% 33.2%
Alternative investments – – – – – –
Equity securities 18.8% 29.5% 72.2% 67.8% 30.5% 66.8%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

The net expense for the defined benefit plans for fiscal 2007 and 2006 is as follows:

2007 2006

Sears Non- Sears Non-
Registered Registered Other Registered Registered Other
Retirement Pension Benefits Retirement Pension Benefits

(in millions) Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan

Current service cost, net of associate contributions $ 36.4 $ 0.5 $ 2.7 $ 38.6 $ 0.5 $ 7.9
Interest cost 81.9 2.5 18.2 71.3 2.2 20.3
Actual return on plan assets (55.7) 0.2 5.4 (193.0) (1.5) (14.3)
Special termination benefits – – – – 4.7 –
Curtailment gain – – (87.5) – – –
Actuarial (gain) loss (126.8) (0.4) (35.4) (15.6) 2.1 (11.9)

Benefit plan (recovery) expense, before adjustments $ (64.2) $ 2.8 $ (96.6) $ (98.7) $ 8.0 $ 2.0

Difference between –
Actual return on plan assets and expected return (48.3) (1.7) (14.2) 96.4 0.6 7.2
Actuarial (gain) loss arising in the year and actuarial (gain) loss amortized 126.8 0.8 36.0 28.6 (2.0) 20.7

Curtailment gain – – 87.5 – – –

Net defined benefit plan expense recognized $ 14.3 $ 1.9 $ 12.7 $ 26.3 $ 6.6 $ 29.9
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The significant actuarial assumptions are as follows (weighted average assumptions):

2007 2006

Sears Non- Sears Non-
Registered Registered Other Registered Registered Other
Retirement Pension Benefits Retirement Pension Benefits

Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan

Discount rate used in calculation of:
Accrued benefit obligation 6.00% 6.00% 6.10% 5.25% 5.25% 5.25%
Benefit plan expense 5.25% 5.25% 5.25% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00%

Rate of compensation increase used in calculation of:
Accrued benefit obligation 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00%
Benefit plan expense 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00%

Expected long-term rate of return on plan assets used in calculation of:
Benefit plan expense 6.50% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00%

Health care cost trend rates:
Used in calculation of accrued benefit obligation 7.50% 7.90%
Used in calculation of benefit plan expense 7.90% 8.30%
Cost trend rate declines to 4.40% 4.40%
Year that the rate reaches the rate at which it is assumed to remain constant 2015 2015

1% 1% 1% 1%
Sensitivity analysis for future health care costs (in millions): Increase Decrease Increase Decrease

Total of service and interest cost $ 1.9 $ (1.7) $ 3.2 $ (2.8)
Accrued benefit obligation $ 24.6 $ (21.3) $ 40.8 $ (36.0)

6. Long-Term Obligations

(in millions) 2007 2006

Secured debentures:
6.55% due November 5, 2007 $ – $ 125.0

Secured medium term notes:
7.45% due May 10, 2010 200.0 200.0
7.05% due September 20, 2010 100.0 100.0

Proportionate share of long-term debt of joint ventures with
a weighted average interest rate of 8.3% due 2008 to 2016 66.8 109.2

Capital lease obligations:
Interest rates from 7% to 11% 5.3 8.1

372.1 542.3
Less: principal payments due within one year included in current liabilities 16.1 146.7

Total long-term obligations $ 356.0 $ 395.6

During the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008, the Company repaid, upon maturity, $125.0 million 6.55%
secured debentures.

On March 15, 2006, the Company repaid, upon maturity, $200.0 million 6.75% secured medium-term notes and
drew the equivalent of Canadian $300.0 million on its secured U.S. $260.0 million term loan, negotiated in
2005, with a floating interest rate based on LIBOR plus 150 to 175 basis points. To mitigate the risk of
fluctuations in the Canadian/U.S. exchange rate and the floating interest rate, the Company concurrently entered
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into cross-currency interest rate swaps (Note 15 Financial Instruments), and applied hedge accounting to these
instruments.

On September 29, 2006, the Company repaid the outstanding balance of the term loan of U.S. $259.3 million
and concurrently settled the cross-currency interest rate swaps and discontinued hedge accounting. The cost of
settlement of the swaps of $8.9 million and the write-off of previously capitalized debt issue costs of $0.9 million
is included in net interest expense in the Company’s consolidated statement of earnings for the 52-week period
ended December 30, 2006.

As at February 2, 2008, there were no borrowings from the secured three-year revolving $200.0 million credit
facility negotiated in 2005, other than letters of credit issued under the Company’s offshore merchandise
purchasing program of $65.3 million.

There are financial and non-financial covenants included in the credit facility agreement which impact the
Company’s ability to draw funds and determine the cost of those funds. The Company was in compliance with all
applicable covenants at February 2, 2008. Substantially all of the tangible and intangible assets of the Company
are pledged as security for the credit facility and the outstanding medium-term notes.

The Company’s proportionate share of the long-term debt of joint ventures is secured by the shopping malls
owned by the joint ventures. The Company’s total principal payments due within one year include $13.8 million
(2006 – $19.1 million) of the Company’s proportionate share of the current debt obligations of joint ventures.
During 2007, the Company disposed of interests in two real estate joint ventures (Note 9 Unusual Items). As
part of these transactions, the purchasers assumed the associated long-term debt totalling $37.4 million.

Included in net interest expense on the Company’s consolidated statement of earnings is interest on long-term
debt, including the Company’s proportionate share of interest on long-term debt of joint ventures and the
write-off of debt issue costs, amounting to $41.0 million for the fiscal year ended February 2, 2008
(2006 – $65.5 million).

The Company’s cash payments for interest on long-term debt in fiscal 2007 totaled $39.6 million (2006 –
$67.3 million).

In 2007 the Company recorded $28.3 million (2006 – $17.5 million) of interest revenue, net of short-term
interest expense, primarily related to cash and short-term investments, which is included in net interest expense
on the Company’s consolidated statements of earnings.

Principal payments

For fiscal years subsequent to the fiscal year ended February 2, 2008, principal payments required on the
Company’s total long-term obligations are as follows:

(in millions)

2008 $ 16.1
2009 23.5
2010 310.6
2011 4.1
2012 3.2
Subsequent years 14.6

Total debt outstanding $ 372.1
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7. Capital Stock

The Company is authorized to issue an unlimited number of common shares and an unlimited number of
non-voting, redeemable and retractable Class 1 Preferred Shares in one or more series. As at February 2, 2008,
the only shares outstanding were common shares of the Company. Sears Holdings, the controlling shareholder of
the Company, is the beneficial holder of 75,572,390, or 70.2%, of the common shares of the Company as at
February 2, 2008.

Changes in the number of outstanding common shares and their stated values are as follows:

2007 2006

Number Stated Value Number Stated Value
of Shares (millions) of Shares (millions)

Opening balance 107,620,995 $ 15.7 107,402,807 $ 13.7
Issued pursuant to Deferred Share Units – – 217,951 –
Issued pursuant to stock options – – 237 –
Notional dividends – – – 2.0

Closing balance 107,620,995 $ 15.7 107,620,995 $ 15.7

During the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008, a total of Nil (2006 – 217,951) shares were issued on the
redemption of Deferred Share Units (‘‘DSUs’’) held by officers and other employees of the Company. A total of
Nil (2006 – 237) shares were issued on the exercise of options in the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008.
Cash received from the issuance of capital stock upon the exercise of options amounted to Nil (2006 – less than
$0.1 million) in the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008.

Under the Employees Stock Plan and the Directors’ Share Purchase Plan, DSUs are credited with notional
dividend equivalents when dividends are paid on common shares by the Company. During the 57-week period
ended February 2, 2008, the Company credited Nil (2006 – $2.0 million) to capital stock for notional dividend
equivalents. As at February 2, 2008, Nil DSUs were issued and outstanding.

8. Stock-Based Compensation

The Company has three stock-based compensation plans: the Stock Option Plan for Directors, the Directors’
Share Purchase Plan and the Employees Stock Plan.

The Stock Option Plan for Directors provides for the granting of stock options to directors who are not
employees of the Company or Sears Holdings. Options granted under the Stock Option Plan for Directors
generally vest over three years and are exercisable within 10 years from the grant date. No stock options have
been granted under the Stock Option Plan for Directors since the last grant in 2003. As at February 2, 2008,
there were Nil stock options outstanding under the Stock Option Plan for Directors.

The Directors’ Share Purchase Plan provides for the granting of common shares to directors, to be purchased by
the Company on the Toronto Stock Exchange (‘‘TSX’’), as part of their annual remuneration for services
rendered to the board of directors. Under the Directors’ Share Purchase Plan, directors are granted a number of
common shares, as determined annually by the board of directors, to be taken either on a current basis or as
DSUs, or a combination of both. Following the last grant in 2005, the Company has discontinued the granting of
shares under the Directors’ Share Purchase Plan. As at February 2, 2008, there were Nil DSUs outstanding
under the Directors’ Share Purchase Plan.
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The Employees Stock Plan provides for the granting of options and Special Incentive Shares and Options, which
generally vest over three years and are exercisable within 10 years from the grant date. Under the Employees
Stock Plan, employees have the right to elect to take their Special Incentive Shares, upon vesting, either on a
current or deferred basis or a combination of both. Special Incentive Shares taken on a current basis are issued
as common stock. Special Incentive Shares taken on a deferred basis are credited to a DSU account. Since the
last grant in 2004, the Company discontinued the granting of options and Special Incentive Shares and Options
under the Employees Stock Plan. As at February 2, 2008, there were 251,740 stock options, Nil Special
Incentive Shares and Options and Nil DSUs outstanding under the Employees Stock Plan.

Both the Stock Option Plan for Directors and the Employees Stock Plan permit the issuance of tandem awards
in connection with the granting of options. Tandem awards provide option-holders with the choice of exercising
their awards for either an option to purchase common shares of the Company or a Share Appreciation Right
(‘‘SARs’’). The exercise price of an option is determined using the weighted average price at which the
Company’s shares traded on the TSX on the five trading days preceding the grant date. SARs allow option-
holders to receive cash payments equal to the amount by which the weighted average market price of the shares
on the five trading days preceding the date of exercise of the SARs exceeds the exercise price of the
corresponding options. All stock options outstanding under the Employees Stock Plan are tandem awards.

At the end of each fiscal period, the Company records a liability for previously issued tandem awards equal to the
amount by which the market price of its shares at the end of the period exceeds the exercise price of the vested
tandem awards. Stock compensation expense is recorded to adjust this liability for changes in the market price of
the Company’s shares and for awards exercised in the period. Total stock-based compensation expense related to
tandem awards issued from the Employees Stock Plan was a credit of $0.5 million for the fiscal year ended
February 2, 2008. As there are no stock options outstanding under the Stock Option Plan for Directors, the
tandem award compensation expense is Nil under this plan for the fiscal year ended February 2, 2008 (2006 –
$0.6 million expense for both plans combined).

Cash payments for SARs exercised during the fiscal year ended February 2, 2008 were $0.2 million (2006 –
$0.2 million).

Details of stock option transactions during the fiscal years ended February 2, 2008 and December 30, 2006 are
presented below:

Number of Options

Employees Stock Option Weighted
Stock Plan For Average
Plan Directors Exercise Price

Outstanding at December 31, 2005 525,608 5,000 $ 30.11
Exercised (25,680) (2,000) 15.14
Cancelled/forfeited (193,618) (3,000) 28.23

Outstanding at December 30, 2006 306,310 – $ 32.67
Exercised (20,890)
Cancelled/forfeited (33,680)

Outstanding at February 2, 2008 251,740

Exercisable as at February 2, 2008
– Number of options 251,740
– Weighted average exercise price $ 33.98
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The following stock options were outstanding and exercisable as at February 2, 2008:

Weighted Weighted
Options Average Average

Exercise Outstanding and Remaining Exercise
Plan Price Exercisable Life Price

Employees Stock Plan $ 21.19 5,094 1.0 $ 21.19
40.68 174,791 2.0 40.68
21.72 11,920 3.0 21.72
18.37 17,210 4.0 18.37
18.23 14,422 5.0 18.23
17.59 28,303 6.0 17.59

Total 251,740 $ 33.98

Details of the changes in the DSU account during the fiscal years ended February 2, 2008 and December 30,
2006 are presented below:

Employees Stock Plan – Deferred Share Units 2007 2006

Opening balance – 105,816
Issued as common shares during the year – (217,951)
Credited pursuant to notional dividends – 112,135

Closing balance – –

9. Unusual Items

The Company recorded a pre-tax gain of $82.2 million in 2007 (2006 – pre-tax expense of $25.2 million)
comprised of the following unusual items:

(in millions) 2007 2006

Sale of real estate $ 74.0 $ –
Sale of real estate joint ventures 12.5 –
Sale of corporate airplane 3.5 –
Settlement of lawsuit (3.6) –
Enviromental remediation (4.5) –
Restructuring activities 0.3 (25.2)

Unusual items – gain (expense) $ 82.2 $ (25.2)

Sale of real estate

During the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008, the Company sold the property where its Hamilton, Ontario
Full-line is located and its head office property in Toronto, Ontario for total combined proceeds of $88.0 million,
net of transaction costs, resulting in a pre-tax gain of $74.0 million. Concurrently, the Company entered into
agreements to leaseback the properties for periods not exceeding thirty-six months.

Sale of real estate joint ventures

During the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008, the Company sold interests in real estate joint ventures for
proceeds of $5.2 million, net of cash sold of $0.9 million, resulting in a pre-tax gain of $12.5 million. As part of
these transactions, the Company disposed of total assets and liabilities in the amount of $35.2 million and
$41.6 million, respectively, including long-term debt assumed by the purchasers of $37.4 million.
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Sale of corporate airplane

During the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008, the Company recorded a pre-tax gain of $3.5 million on the
sale of its corporate airplane.

Settlement of lawsuit

During the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008, the Company expended $5.0 million to settle a lawsuit
relating to a commercial dispute. Of the total settlement, a pre-tax expense of $3.6 million is included in unusual
items as $1.4 million was accrued in prior years.

Environmental remediation

During the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008, the Company increased its reserve for environmental
remediation, primarily for properties affected by former gas bar and logistics operations, by $4.5 million. The
Company continues to monitor its obligations and will increase or decrease the reserve as required.

Restructuring activities

Pre-tax restructuring charges for 2007 were a credit of $0.3 million (2006 – expense of $25.2 million). During
the 57-week period ended February 2, 2008, the Company reversed $0.3 million of severance expense which had
been accrued in a prior year. The 2006 charges are primarily severance related, including a $4.9 million charge
resulting from pension enhancements, in connection with the implementation of various productivity improvement
initiatives previously announced in 2005. In addition, the Company incurred a $0.5 million non-cash charge
during 2006 related to the write-down of capital assets from the product repair services organization.

A summary of the changes in the accrued liability related to these activities is outlined below:

Restructuring
(in millions) Liability

Accrued liability January 1, 2005 $ 3.5
Expense 65.4
Cash payments (51.7)

Accrued liability December 31, 2005 $ 17.2
Expense 19.8
Cash payments (32.4)

Accrued liability December 30, 2006 $ 4.6
Cash payments (2.7)
Adjustment to prior period accrued liability (0.3)

Accrued liability February 2, 2008 $ 1.6

10. Changes in Non-Cash Working Capital Balances

Cash generated from (used for) non-cash working capital balances is comprised of the following:

(in millions) 2007 2006

Accounts receivable $ 17.1 $ 0.3
Inventories (50.9) (16.3)
Prepaid expenses and other assets 4.0 8.3
Accounts payable (142.9) 144.2
Accrued liabilities (38.8) (32.5)
Income and other taxes payable (23.4) (210.0)

Cash (used for) generated from non-cash working capital balances $ (234.9) $ (106.0)
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11. Commitments and Contingencies

Minimum capital and operating lease payments, exclusive of property taxes, insurance and other expenses payable
directly by the Company, having an initial term of more than one year as at February 2, 2008 are as follows:

(in millions) Capital Leases Operating Leases

2008 $ 2.7 $ 111.1
2009 1.1 98.6
2010 0.9 84.7
2011 0.6 74.4
2012 0.6 65.5
Subsequent years 0.3 310.2

Minimum lease payments $ 6.2 $ 744.5

Less: imputed weighted average interest of 8.1% 0.9

Total capital lease obligations (Note 6) $ 5.3

Total rentals charged to earnings under all operating leases for the fiscal year ended February 2, 2008 amounted
to $125.3 million (2006 – $117.2 million).

Three class action lawsuits in the provinces of Quebec, Saskatchewan and Ontario were commenced against the
Company in 2005 arising out of the Company’s pricing of tires. The plaintiffs allege that the Company inflated
the regular retail price of certain brands of tires sold by the Company in order to then claim that the same
brands were on sale for up to 45% off the regular retail price so as to induce potential customers into believing
that substantial savings were being offered. The plaintiffs seek general damages, special damages, and punitive
damages, as well as costs and pre- and post-judgment interest. No dollar amounts are specified. The plaintiffs
intend to proceed with the Quebec action and seek certification as a class action on a national basis. The
outcome of this action is indeterminable, and the monetary damages, if any, cannot be reliably estimated.
Therefore, the Company has not made a provision for any potential liability.

In addition, the Company is involved in various legal proceedings incidental to the normal course of business. The
Company is of the view that although the outcome of such litigation cannot be predicted with certainty, the final
disposition is not expected to have a material adverse effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position or
results of operations.

Restricted cash

Cash is considered to be restricted when it is subject to contingent rights of a third party customer, vendor, or
government agency. As at February 2, 2008, the Company recorded $5.2 million (2006 – $10.1 million) of
restricted cash, representing funds held in trust in accordance with regulatory requirements governing advance
ticket sales related to Sears Travel.
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12. Guarantees

The Company has provided the following significant guarantees to third parties:

Sub-lease agreements

The Company has entered into a number of agreements to sub-lease premises to third parties. The Company
retains ultimate responsibility to the landlord for payment of amounts under the lease agreements should the
sub-lessee fail to pay. The total future lease payments under such agreements, included in Note 11 Commitments
and Contingencies above, are $22.5 million.

Other indemnification agreements

In the ordinary course of business the Company has provided indemnification commitments to counterparties in
transactions such as leasing transactions, royalty agreements, service arrangements, investment banking
agreements, director and officer indemnification agreements and indemnification of trustees under indentures for
outstanding public debt. The Company has also provided certain indemnification agreements in connection with
the sale of the Credit and Financial Services operations in November 2005. The foregoing indemnification
agreements require the Company to compensate the counterparties for costs incurred as a result of changes in
laws and regulations or as a result of litigation claims or statutory claims or statutory sanctions that may be
suffered by a counterparty as a consequence of the transaction. The terms of these indemnification agreements
will vary based on the contract and typically do not provide for any limit on the maximum potential liability.
Historically, the Company has not made any significant payments under such indemnifications and no amount has
been accrued in the financial statements with respect to these indemnification commitments.

13. Segmented Information

The Company has two reportable operating segments: Merchandising and Real Estate Joint Venture operations.

• The Merchandising segment includes the sale of goods and services through the Company’s Retail and Direct
channels. The Retail channel includes Full-line, Sears Home, Dealer, Outlet, Appliances and Mattresses stores,
Cantrex and its wholly-owned subsidiary, Corbeil Electrique Inc. The Direct channel includes catalogue and
internet operations. Merchandising operations also include service revenues related to the Company’s product
repair, home improvement, travel and logistics services, and performance payments received pursuant to the
long-term credit card marketing and servicing alliance with JPMorgan Chase.

• The Real Estate Joint Venture segment includes income from the Company’s joint venture interests in shopping
centres across Canada, most of which contain a Sears store.

The reportable segments reflect the basis on which management measures performance and makes decisions
regarding the allocation of resources. The accounting policies of the segments are the same as those described in
Note 1 Summary of Accounting Policies and Estimates. During the preparation of the consolidated financial
statements, the revenues and expenses between segments are eliminated. The Company evaluates the performance
of each segment based on earnings before interest expense and income taxes, as well as capital employed. The
Company does not allocate interest expense or income taxes to each segment.
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Segmented Statements of Earnings for the fiscal years ended February 2, 2008 and December 30, 2006 are
as follows:

2007 2006

Real Real
Estate Estate
Joint Joint

(in millions) Mdse. 4 Ventures Total Mdse. Ventures Total

Total revenues 5 $ 6,272.6 $ 53.8 $ 6,326.4 $ 5,880.1 $ 52.7 $ 5,932.8

Segment operating profit $ 367.5 $ 25.0 $ 392.5 $ 288.8 $ 23.6 $ 312.4
Interest expense, net 12.7 48.0
Unusual items – (gain) expense (82.2) 25.2
Income taxes 153.5 86.6

Net earnings $ 308.5 $ 152.6
4 In 2007, merchandising includes revenue and earnings from the alliance with JPMorgan Chase of $87.8 million (2006 – $80.6 million) and

$59.9 million (2006 – $59.9 million), respectively.
5 The real estate joint venture revenues are net of $2.3 million (2006 – $2.5 million), representing the elimination of rental revenues earned from Sears

department stores. Rental expense of the real estate joint venture segment has been decreased by the same amount, resulting in no effect on the total
segment operating profit.

Segmented Statements of Financial Position as at February 2, 2008 and December 30, 2006 are as follows:

2007 2006

Real Real
Estate Estate
Joint Joint

(in millions) Mdse. Ventures Total Mdse. Ventures Total

Total assets $ 2,894.6 $ 108.5 $ 3,003.1 $ 2,913.1 $ 147.2 $ 3,060.3
Capital employed 1,366.4 98.8 1,465.2 1,195.8 131.5 1,327.3
Average capital employed 1,275.1 112.7 1,387.8 1,240.5 136.3 1,376.8
Capital expenditures 6,7 72.2 0.2 72.4 49.6 0.6 50.2
Depreciation and amortization 144.2 5.9 150.1 146.1 6.0 152.1
6 Capital lease additions of Nil are included in capital expenditures for the fiscal year ended February 2, 2008 (2006 – Nil).
7 Capital expenditures do not correspond to figures presented in the Company’s consolidated statements of cash flows, as a portion of the expenditures

above have not yet been settled in cash but are included in accounts payable on the consolidated statements of financial position at the end of the
period (Note 3 Capital Assets). 

In addition to the information above, the following amounts with respect to joint ventures are recorded in the
Company’s consolidated financial statements:

(in millions) 2007 2006

Current assets $ 6.4 $ 8.9
Long-term assets 102.1 138.3
Total liabilities excluding debt 9.7 15.7

Cash flow generated from (used for) – operating 15.9 20.5
– investing (0.2) 1.3
– financing (17.4) (20.7)
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14. Related Party Transactions

Sears Holdings, the controlling shareholder of the Company, is the beneficial holder of 70.2% of the outstanding
common shares of Sears Canada Inc as at February 2, 2008.

During the fiscal year, Sears Holdings charged the Company $9.9 million (2006 – $11.5 million), and the
Company charged Sears Holdings $1.8 million (2006 – $6.1 million), in the ordinary course of business for
shared merchandise purchasing services, employee expenses, software support, inventory purchases and
reimbursement for costs associated with the special meeting of shareholders held in November 2006. Of the
above amount charged by Sears Holdings, $0.2 million (2006 – $0.6 million) is included in inventory at year end
and the remaining charges are included in cost of merchandise sold, operating, administrative, and selling
expenses.

These transactions were recorded either at fair market value or the exchange amount, which was established and
agreed to by the related parties.

As at February 2, 2008, the following related party balances existed with respect to the above transactions and
are expected to be received or paid in 2008: amounts payable to Sears Holdings totaling $0.8 million (2006 –
$3.0 million) and amounts receivable from Sears Holdings totaling $0.3 million (2006 – $1.8 million).

15. Financial Instruments

In the ordinary course of business, the Company enters into financial agreements with banks and other financial
institutions to reduce underlying risks associated with interest rates and foreign currency. The Company does not
hold or issue derivative financial instruments for trading or speculative purposes. The financial instruments do not
require the payment of premiums or cash margins prior to settlement. These financial instruments can be
summarized as follows:

Foreign exchange risk

When advantageous to do so, the Company enters into foreign exchange contracts to reduce the foreign exchange
risk with respect to U.S. dollar denominated good and services, including goods purchased for resale. At the end
of 2007, there were contracts outstanding totaling U.S. $20.0 million (2006 – U.S. $99.0 million), with
settlement dates over the next three months. As at February 2, 2008, the Company has also recorded the fair
value (‘‘FV’’) of embedded foreign exchange forward contracts related to U.S. $124.0 million in outstanding
merchandise purchases orders denominated in U.S. dollars with non-U.S. based vendors.

For the fiscal year ended February 2, 2008, the Company recorded a loss of $1.3 million (2006 – less than
$0.1 million), relating to the translation or settlement of foreign currency denominated monetary items.

Interest rate risk

From time to time the Company enters into interest rate swap contracts with Schedule I banks to manage
exposure to interest rate risks. Neither the notional principal amounts nor the current replacement value of these
financial instruments are carried on the consolidated statements of financial position. As at February 2, 2008
and December 30, 2006, the Company had no interest rate swap contracts in place.
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On March 15, 2006, the Company entered into cross-currency interest rate swaps converting an aggregate
notional principal amount of U.S. $260.0 million floating rate term loan into Canadian dollar fixed rate term
debt. The fixed interest rate payable by the Company under these agreements was 4.75%. These swaps were set
to mature on December 22, 2012, and provided for quarterly payments which matched the principal and interest
payments required under the Company’s U.S. $260.0 million term loan. In addition, the interest rate on the
swaps reset quarterly to match the term loan interest rate reset dates.

On September 29, 2006, the Company settled the swaps in conjunction with the repayment of the term loan
(Note 6 Long-term Obligations). The cost of settlement of the swaps of $8.9 million and the write-off of
previously capitalized debt issue costs of $0.9 million is included in net interest expense in the 2006 consolidated
statement of earnings.

Interest rate sensitivity position

Interest rate risk reflects the sensitivity of the Company’s financial condition to movements in interest rates.

The following table identifies the Company’s financial assets and liabilities which are sensitive to interest rate
movements and those which are non-interest rate sensitive. Financial assets and liabilities which do not bear
interest or bear interest at fixed rates are classified as non-interest rate sensitive.

2007 2006

Interest Non-Interest Interest Non-Interest
(in millions) Sensitive Sensitive Total Sensitive Sensitive Total

Cash and short-term investments $ 871.6 $ – $ 871.6 $ 722.9 $ – $ 722.9
Restricted cash 5.2 – 5.2 10.1 – 10.1
Long-term obligations (including current portion) – (372.1) (372.1) – (542.3) (542.3)

Net balance sheet interest rate sensitivity position $ 876.8 $ (372.1) $ 504.7 $ 733.0 $ (542.3) $ 190.7

Classification and fair value of financial instruments

The estimated fair values of financial instruments as at February 2, 2008 and December 30, 2006 are based on
relevant market prices and information available at those dates. As a significant number of the Company’s assets
and liabilities, including inventories and capital assets, do not meet the definition of financial instruments, values
in the following tables do not reflect the fair value of the Company as a whole.
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The table below summarizes the classification and FV of financial instruments in connection with the initial
adoption of Section 3855 and the related pre-tax adjustments to AOCI and retained earnings:

Pre-tax
As at December 30, 2006 adjustment

Upon Prior Pre-tax to 2007
adoption of to adoption adjustment opening

Section of Section to opening Retained
(in millions) Balance Sheet Category Measurement 3855 3855 AOCI earnings

Available for sale
Short-term investments 8 Cash & short-term FV $ 629.1 $ 629.0 $ (0.1) $ –

investments
Long-term investment Other long-term assets FV – valuation technique – – – –

Held for trading
Cash and cash equivalents Cash & short-term FV – – – –

investments
U.S. $ forward contracts Prepaid expenses & other FV 4.2 – – (4.2)

assets
Embedded foreign currency forward Accrued liabilities FV (4.2) – – 4.2

contracts
Fixed price energy contracts Accrued liabilities FV (0.6) – – 0.6

Held to maturity
Long-term investment Other long-term assets Amortized cost 1.5 1.5 – –

$ (0.1) $ 0.6
8 Included in short-term investments with a FV of $629.0 million as at December 30, 2006 is $1.1 million of accrued interest, however, for purposes of

the consolidated statement of financial position as at December 30, 2006, the accrued interest is included in accounts receivable.

Upon adoption of Section 3855, the Company classified its short-term investments as available for sale. The
initial impact of measuring the available for sale short-term investments at fair value was a pre-tax net
unrealized gain of $0.1 million, which was recorded in opening AOCI as at December 31, 2006. In addition, the
Company also recorded at fair value embedded derivatives in foreign currencies if certain criteria were met and
recorded at fair value fixed price energy contracts, which were identified as non-financial derivatives. Any
changes in fair value of these derivatives are reported in net earnings. The initial impact of measuring the above
derivatives at fair value was a pre-tax net unrealized loss of $0.6 million, which was recorded in opening retained
earnings.
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The following table summarizes the classification and FV of financial instruments as at the 2007 and 2006 fiscal
year ends and the pre-tax impact to OCI and net earnings for the fiscal years then ended:

2007 pre-tax change
in FV included in

Net
(in millions) Balance Sheet Category 2007 2006 OCI earnings

Available for sale
Short-term investments Cash & short-term investments $ 806.9 $ 629.1 $ 0.1 $ –
Long-term investment Other long-term assets (see ABCP below) 2.6 – – 0.4

Held for trading
Cash and cash equivalents Cash & short-term investments 64.7 95.0 – –
U.S. $ forward contracts Prepaid expenses & other assets (0.2) 4.2 – 4.4
Embedded foreign currency forward Accrued liabilities (0.4) (4.2) – (3.8)

contracts
Fixed price energy contracts Accrued liabilities (0.1) (0.6) – (0.5)

Held to maturity
Long-term investment Other long-term assets – 1.5 – –

$ 0.1 $ 0.5

The estimated fair value of financial instruments included in the above table is based on quoted market prices
except where noted otherwise under ‘‘Measurement’’ in the preceding table. All other assets that are financial
instruments have been classified as ‘‘loans and receivables’’ and all other financial instrument liabilities have been
classified as ‘‘other liabilities’’ and are measured at amortized cost. The gain or loss resulting from the
period-over-period change in fair value of the above-noted financial instruments is included in net earnings except
for the available for sale financial instruments, the change in fair value of which is included in OCI until the
financial asset is derecognized through disposal or becomes impaired.

Asset-backed commercial paper (‘‘ABCP’’) with an original cost of $3.0 million subject to a restructuring
proposal dated December 23, 2007 issued by the Pan-Canadian Investors Committee for Third-Party Structured
Asset Backed Commercial Paper (‘‘December 23, 2007 Press Release’’) has been classified as available for sale
and measured at fair value using a valuation technique based on assumptions that are not supported by
observable market prices or rates. This discounted cash flow analysis takes into consideration management’s
estimates and the information disclosed in the December 23, 2007 Press Release regarding interest rate,
risk-adjusted discount rate and term based on the proposed restructured Pooled Notes to be issued by Master
Asset Partnership 2 which are to replace the existing ABCP held by the Company. This ABCP was the only
financial instrument measured using a valuation technique in this period and the reduction in fair value of
$0.4 million is included in net earnings before income taxes in the Company’s consolidated statement of earnings
for fiscal 2007.
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16. Net Earnings Per Share

A reconciliation of the number of shares used in the net earnings per share calculations is as follows:

(Number of shares) 2007 2006

Average number of shares per basic net earnings per share calculation 107,620,995 107,577,587
Effect of dilutive instruments outstanding 24,343 145,395

Average number of shares per diluted net earnings per share calculation 107,645,338 107,722,982

For the fiscal year ended February 2, 2008, 174,791 options (2006 – 222,395) were excluded from the
calculation of diluted net earnings per share as they were anti-dilutive.

17. Subsequent Events

Included in capital assets on the Company’s statement of financial position as at February 2, 2008 are assets
held for sale relating to the Company’s Calgary, Alberta Full-line store in the amount of $2.8 million. On
February 15, 2008 proceeds of $40.0 million were received by the Company. An estimated pre-tax gain of
$37.2 million, net of closing costs, will be recognized in the first quarter of fiscal 2008.

On February 24, 2008, the Company signed an agreement to purchase the assets of two related owner-managed
incorporated businesses (‘‘the corporations’’) based in Ontario. The corporations operate duct cleaning and
related equipment supply businesses. As a result of this $7.0 million acquisition, assets with a fair value of
$0.4 million and goodwill in the amount of $6.6 million will be recognized in the first quarter of fiscal 2008.

In late February 2008 the Company entered into U.S. $652.4 million of foreign currency option contracts with
settlement dates over the next twenty-four months and designated those contracts for hedge accounting treatment
under Section 3865 ‘‘Hedges’’. Concurrently, the Company discontinued the recognition of certain embedded
derivatives as a result of a change in accounting policy made in accordance with Section 1506 ‘‘Accounting
Changes’’.
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CORPORATE INFORMATION

Head Office Annual Meeting

Sears Canada Inc. The Annual Meeting of Shareholders of Sears
222 Jarvis Street Canada Inc. will be held on Thursday, April 24, 2008 at
Toronto, Ontario 8:00 a.m. in the Burton-Wood Auditorium, Main Floor,
M5B 2B8 222 Jarvis Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Website: www.sears.ca Édition française du Rapport annuel
E-mail: home@sears.ca On peut se procurer l’édition française de ce rapport en

écrivant au:
For more information about the Company, or for
additional copies of the Annual Report, write to the

Service national de communicationCorporate Communications Department at the Head
Sears Canada Inc.Office of Sears Canada Inc., or call 416-941-4425.
222 Jarvis Street
Toronto, OntarioThe Company’s regulatory filings can be found on the
M5B 2B8SEDAR website at www.sedar.com.

Stock Exchange Listing Pour de plus amples renseignments au sujet de la
Société, veuillez écrire au Service national deToronto Stock Exchange
communication, ou composer le 416-941-4425.Trading symbol: SCC

Transfer Agent and Registrar Les dépots réglementaires de la Société figurant sur le
site Web de SEDAR à l‘adresse www.sedar.com.CIBC Mellon Trust Company

Toronto, Ontario
Montreal, Québec

Answerline: 416-643-5500
1-800-387-0825

Website: www.cibcmellon.com

E-Mail: inquiries@cibcmellon.com
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